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The impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity 
on a global scale and the role of boundary layer dynamics





A B S T R A C T

Warm-core ocean eddies have been linked to the rapid intensification of tropical cyclones
across the world’s oceans, from Hurricane Katrina in the Atlantic, to Supertyphoon Maemi
in the Pacific and Cyclone Nargis in the Indian Ocean. Normally, sea-surface cooling in-
duced by tropical cyclones acts as a brake on tropical cyclone intensity. By suppressing sea-
surface cooling, warm-core eddies enable tropical cyclones to intensify further. Although
coupled atmosphere-ocean forecasting models simulate sea-surface cooling, rapid inten-
sification remains difficult to predict. A better understanding of the effect of warm-core
eddies on tropical cyclone intensity is key to improving forecasts.

In my thesis, I focus on the dynamics of the tropical cyclone boundary layer. Boundary
layer dynamics influence the structure of the tropical cyclone circulation, which is inextri-
cably linked to tropical cyclone intensity. While boundary layer dynamics are important for
tropical cyclone intensity in atmosphere-only models, they have not been explored in cou-
pled models. I address this gap by analysing a simulation of a tropical cyclone that decays
due to sea-surface cooling and subsequently reintensifies when the sea-surface cooling is
suppressed by a warm-core eddy. I find boundary layer dynamics play an important role
modulating the decay and reintensification through changes in the structure of the tropical
cyclone. Moreover, I find the differing rates of decay cannot be explained without bound-
ary layer dynamics. These results underscore the importance of accurately representing
boundary layer dynamics in coupled forecasting models and guide the choice of bound-
ary layer parameterisations, which affect the ability of forecasting models to predict rapid
intensification.

In addition, I investigate the impact of warm-core and cold-core eddies on tropical cy-
clone intensity on a global scale with the first analysis of a global coupled simulation that
resolves tropical cyclones and ocean eddies. I find encounters between tropical cyclones
and ocean eddies are common. My analysis reveals that tropical cyclones that encounter
warm-core eddies reach on average a higher peak intensity, whereas cold-core eddies do
not have an effect on the average peak intensity. If these results prove to be robust, they
point to a potential bias in future projections of tropical cyclone intensity, which are based
on climate simulations that do not resolve ocean eddies. Disentangling the impact of ocean
eddies in future eddy-resolving climate simulations will hinge on the sensitivity of tropi-
cal cyclone intensity to boundary layer schemes and our understanding of boundary layer
dynamics.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G

Über alle Ozeane hinweg wurden warme Ozeanwirbel mit der rasanten Intensivierung tro-
pischer Wirbelstürme in Verbindung gebracht, von Hurrikan Katrina im Atlantik, über den
Supertaifun Maemi im Pazifik, bis hin zum Zyklon Nargis im Indischen Ozean. Norma-
lerweise bremst die von tropischen Wirbelstürmen herbeigeführte Abkühlung der Meeres-
oberflächentemperatur eine weitere Intensivierung der Stürme aus. Indem warme Ozean-
wirbel diese Abkühlung unterdrücken, ermöglichen sie eine fortschreitende Intensivie-
rung tropischer Wirbelstürme. Obwohl numerische Vorhersagemodelle mit gekoppelten
Komponenten für die Atmosphäre und den Ozean in der Lage sind die Abkühlung der
Meeresoberflächentemperatur zu simulieren, bleibt eine rasante Intensivierung tropischer
Wirbelstürme schwer vorherzusagen. Ein besseres Verständnis des Effekts von warmen
Ozeanwirbeln auf die Intensität von tropischen Wirbelstürmen ist ein wichtiger Schlüssel
zur Verbesserung von Vorhersagen.

In meiner Arbeit fokussiere ich mich auf die Dynamiken in der Oberflächengrenzschicht
tropischer Wirbelstürme. Diese Dynamiken beeinflussen die Struktur eines tropischen Wir-
belsturms, welche untrennbar mit dessen Intensität verbunden ist. Während die Wichtig-
keit von Grenzschichtdynamiken für die Intensität von tropischen Wirbelstürmen in At-
mosphärenmodellen bereits gezeigt wurde, ist der Effekt in gekoppelten Modellen noch
unerforscht. Ich adressiere diese Wissenslücke, indem ich einen simulierten tropischen Wir-
belsturm untersuche, dessen Intensität sich in seinem Verlauf zunächst aufgrund der von
ihm induzierten Abkühlung der Meeresoberflächentemperatur verringert. Im Anschluss
nimmt die Intensität des tropischen Wirbelsturms wieder zu, da der tropische Wirbelsturm
auf einen warmen Ozeanwirbel trifft, welcher die Abkühlung der Meeresoberflächentem-
peratur unterdrückt. Meine Ergebnisse zeigen, dass die Dynamiken in der Oberflächen-
grenzschicht eine wichtige Rolle für die Abschwächung und die anschließende Intensi-
vierung des tropischen Wirbelsturms spielen, da sie einen Einfluss auf dessen Struktur
ausüben. Des Weiteren zeige ich, dass die unterschiedlichen Abschwächungsraten nicht
ohne Berücksichtigung der Grenzschichtdynamik erklärt werden können. Diese Ergebnis-
se unterstreichen die Wichtigkeit einer korrekten Darstellung der Grenzschichtdynamik
in gekoppelten Vorhersagemodellen und geben eine Hilfestellung bei der Auswahl von
Parametrisierungen der Grenzschicht, welche die Qualität der Vorhersage einer rasanten
Intensivierung tropischer Zyklone beeinflussen.

Darüber hinaus studiere ich den globalen Einfluss von warmen und kalten Ozeanwir-
beln auf die Intensität von tropischen Wirbelstürmen mit Hilfe der ersten Analyse einer
globalen, gekoppelten Simulation, die tropische Wirbelstürme und Ozeanwirbel auflösen
kann. Ich zeige, dass Begegnungen zwischen tropischen Wirbelstürmen und Ozeanwir-
beln häufig vorkommen. Meine Analyse offenbart, dass tropische Wirbelstürme, die einem
warmen Ozeanwirbel begegnen, im Durchschnitt eine höhere Maximalintensität erreichen,
wohingegen kalte Ozeanwirbel keinen Einfluss auf die erreichte Maximalintensität besit-
zen. Wenn sich diese Ergebnisse als robust herausstellen, deutet dies auf eine mögliche
Verzerrung in Projektionen für die zukünftige Intensität von tropischen Wirbelstürmen
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hin, da diese auf Klimamodellen basieren, die Ozeanwirbel nicht auflösen können. Unser
Verständnis des Einflusses von Ozeanwirbeln in zukünftigen, hochauflösenden Klimasimu-
lationen hängt ab von der Sensitivität, die tropische Wirbelstürme gegenüber Grenzschicht-
parametrisierungen zeigen, sowie von unserem Wissen über die Dynamiken innerhalb der
Oberflächengrenzschicht.
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P U B L I C AT I O N S R E L AT E D T O T H I S D I S S E RTAT I O N

Appendix A:

A. U. Kumar, N. Brüggemann, R. K. Smith, and J. Marotzke (2021). “Response of a trop-
ical cyclone to a subsurface ocean eddy and the role of boundary layer dynamics.” In:
Quarterly Journal of the Royal Meteorological Society n/a.n/a. doi: https://doi.org/10.100
2/qj.4210. eprint: https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/pdf/10.1002/qj.4210.
url: https://rmets.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1002/qj.4210

Appendix B:

A. U. Kumar, N. Brüggemann, and J. Marotzke (2022). The impact of ocean eddies on tropical
cyclone intensity in a one-year, global coupled atmosphere-ocean simulation (in preparation)
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yphoon-maysak-from-the-space-station. Accessed on 30th March
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Figure 1.2 Fields and villages submerged in the aftermath of the Bangladesh
cyclone (1991). Credits: Sergeant Val Gempis (US Air Force). Source:
https://www.britannica.com/event/Bangladesh-cyclone-of-199

1/images-videos. Accessed on 30th March 2022. 4
Figure 1.3 Advisory issued by the National Hurricane Center in the United

States for Hurricane Laura that includes a forecast cone showing
the uncertainty in the track. The intensity is indicated by the letters
D, S, H and M, which stand for tropical depression, tropical storm,
hurricane and major hurricane, respectively. Credits: National Hur-
ricane Center and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA). Source: https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/images/cone
_5day_with_wind.png. Accessed on 30th March 2022. 6

Figure 1.4 Visualisation of a retrospective forecast of Hurricane Katrina run
with the coupled atmosphere-ocean model developed by the Geo-
physical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL). The visualisation shows
the simulated cold wake trailing the hurricane and the disruption of
the cold wake due to warm subsurface waters. Credits: NOAA/GFDL.
Adapted from animation snapshot available on https://www.gfdl

.noaa.gov/visualizations-hurricanes/. Accessed on 30th March
2022. 8

Figure 2.1 Cross section of a tropical cyclone. The large red arrows show the
primary circulation rotating around the eye and the small red ar-
rows show the updraught and outflow legs of the secondary cir-
culation. The inflow leg of the secondary circulation towards the
centre is not shown. There is also sinking air in the eye, which
is indicated by the blue arrows. Credits: NASA. Source: https:

//gpm.nasa.gov/education/articles/how-do-hurricanes-form.
Accessed 1st April 2022. 14

Figure 2.2 Schematic of the tropical cyclone circulation in the axisymmetric
picture as a function of height and radius. In this case, the sec-
ondary circulation brings in M-surfaces radially inwards, which is
referred to as spin up. The surface latent heat flux is associated
with the evaporation of water, which is transported by the bound-
ary layer. 15
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Figure 2.3 Schematic of the tropical cyclone circulation showing key aspects of
the rotating-convection paradigm in the axisymmetric picture. In
the boundary layer, air parcels do not conserve M as they spiral
inwards. Despite this, the strong inflow there means that the tan-
gential velocity of boundary layer air parcels can locally exceed the
tangential velocity above the boundary layer. At the radius of forced
ascent, the boundary layer inflow turns upwards, corresponding to
a vertical mass flux. The schematic is adapted from Montgomery
et al. (2014). 17

Figure 2.4 Schematic of slab boundary layer model adapted from Montgomery
et al. (2017). The slab extends vertically from the sea surface up to
a height, h. The arrows show the orientation of the radial velocity,
ub(r), and the vertical velocity out of the boundary layer, wb(r).
The circle with the cross indicates the orientation of the tangential
velocity, vb(r), into the page. The solutions, ub(r), vb(r) and wb(r)
are a function of radius only. The red line indicates that the solution
at a given radius only depends on the boundary layer flow and the
tangential velocity at the top of the boundary layer, v(r), at larger
radii. 20

Figure 2.5 Snapshots of SST in (a) the rapid intensification phase (RI), (b) CW1,
(c) CW2 and (d) WF. The tropical cyclone is shown by the black cir-
cle and traverses northwards along the track indicated by the dotted
line in all the snapshots. The partitions between the subphases are
indicated with solid horizontal lines. The cold wake is evident from
the region of low SST trailing the tropical cyclone. Note how the
cold wake is disrupted in panel (d) and no longer within the circle
directly under the tropical cyclone. 23

Figure 2.6 Ocean heat content prior to the arrival of the tropical cyclone. The
horizontal surface current is shown in by the black arrows. The
tropical cyclone traverses northwards along the track indicated by
the dotted line. The partitions between the subphases are indicated
with solid horizontal lines. The warm-core eddy is identifiable as
the region of high ocean heat content WF section of the track that is
centred on 30.5 �N 77 � W. Note the rotational surface current that
is characteristic of warm-core eddies. 24

Figure 2.7 Schematic of the processes outlined in the conceptual framework in
the case of (a) intensification over a warm-core eddy and (b) decay
over a cold wake. 26
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Figure 3.3 Snapshot of sea-surface height overlaid with red contours showing
the ocean eddies identified by the algorithm. The surface current is
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Part I

U N I F Y I N G E S S AY





1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

Tropical cyclones loom large in the public imagination as highly destructive rotating storm
systems. These storms are hundreds, sometimes even more than a thousand, kilometres
wide. Images of tropical cyclones taken from space allow one to truly get a sense of their
vast scale.

The energy that powers tropical cyclones comes from the ocean. As we shall see later on,
the world’s oceans harbour their own rotating systems, which influence the formation of
tropical cyclones.

Figure 1.1: Typhoon Maysak as seen from the International Space Station on 31st March 2015. Cred-
its: European Space Agency and NASA. Source: https://earthobservatory.nasa.go
v/images/85630/typhoon-maysak-from-the-space-station. Accessed on 30th March
2022.

1.1 tropical cyclones and society

More commonly known as hurricanes in the North Atlantic and North East Pacific, ty-
phoons in the western Pacific, and cyclones in the Indian Ocean, tropical cyclones have
instilled fear in those unfortunate enough to have crossed their path through the ages.

3

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/85630/typhoon-maysak-from-the-space-station
https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/85630/typhoon-maysak-from-the-space-station
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Sailors across the world were only too familiar with the dangers of being caught up in
these violent storms, where towering waves threaten to swallow any ship not already top-
pled by the seemingly relentless high winds. Kublai Khan’s attempt to invade Japan was
thwarted not once, but twice by tropical cyclones that sunk his entire fleet (Emanuel, 2005).

Tropical cyclones cause tremendous loss of life when they make landfall. Nowhere is
the human cost of tropical cyclones more severe than in Bangladesh (Ali, 1999). Although
Bangladesh is directly hit by only 1% of all tropical cyclones on average, it accounts for
around 50% of the global casualties due to tropical cyclones. A glance at the staggering
death tolls associated with tropical cyclones in recent history brings the scale of the human
tragedy into sharp relief. Between 300,000 and 500,00 people lost their lives when the Bhola
cyclone (1970) hit the coast of Bangladesh (Alam et al., 2015; Frank et al., 1971). More
recently, the Bangladesh cyclone (1991) claimed around 138,000 lives (Ali, 1999).

Figure 1.2: Fields and villages submerged in the aftermath of the Bangladesh cyclone (1991). Cred-
its: Sergeant Val Gempis (US Air Force). Source: https://www.britannica.com/event
/Bangladesh-cyclone-of-1991/images-videos. Accessed on 30th March 2022.

Deadly tropical cyclones are not limited to Bangladesh. Counting together the official
deaths and the missing, a total of 138,000 perished in Myanmar due to Cyclone Nargis
(2008) (Seekins, 2009). Typhoon Nina (1975) caused the Banqiao Dam in China to burst,
leading to 26,000 direct fatalities and at least another 100,000 fatalities as a result of ensu-
ing famine and disease (Yang et al., 2017). Further afield, Hurricane Mitch (1998) led to
approximately 11,000 deaths in Central America (Hellin et al., 1999).

Tropical cyclones are not only responsible for a large loss of life but also for widespread
damage due to high wind speeds, storm surges and torrential rainfall. Bangladesh is ex-

https://www.britannica.com/event/Bangladesh-cyclone-of-1991/images-videos
https://www.britannica.com/event/Bangladesh-cyclone-of-1991/images-videos
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tremely vulnerable to storm surges, with only 10% of the total area lying at least 1 m above
the mean sea level (Karim et al., 2008). Storm surges that swept away villages during the
Bhola cyclone (1970) coincided with the spring high tide resulting in water levels 10 m
above the mean sea level. A combination of a storm surge, heavy rainfall and high winds
during Hurricane Katrina (2005) left behind a trail of destruction, with 204,000 residential
properties rendered uninhabitable, damaged or destroyed, costing an estimated US$16 bil-
lion (Pistrika et al., 2010). The damage caused by tropical cyclones is not limited to coastal
communities, but aso affects populations further inland. In China, where tropical cyclones
incur damages equivalent to 0.38% of the annual total gross domestic product, the devas-
tation caused by flooding and landslides extend into landlocked provinces, such as Hunan
and Jiangxi (Zhang et al., 2009).

1.2 operational track and intensity forecasting

Early warning systems are crucial to minimising the loss of life and economic damage
unleashed by tropical cyclones by enabling local authorities to adequately prepare local
communities that lie in the path of the tropical cyclone. In Bangladesh, early warning
systems were instrumental in evacuating 3 million people before the arrival of Cyclone Sidr
(2007) (Rogers et al., 2010). The timely evacuation along with the increase in the number
of tropical cyclone shelters over the previous decade limited the death toll to 4000 - a
much lower figure compared to the 138,000 who perished during the similarly destructive
Bangladesh Cyclone (1991) (Paul et al., 2010).

Warnings for tropical cyclones are issued on both a national and international level. At
the international level, the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO) has set up a global
network of 5 Regional Specialized Meteorological Centers (RSMC) that issue tropical-
cyclone related advisories (Zschau et al., 2003). While many countries have their own
national meteorological centres for this purpose, the RSMCs allow countries to pool their
resources to optimise the generation and communication of these advisories.

Advisories are underpinned by operational forecasts. The primary aim of operational
forecasts is to accurately predict the path taken by the tropical cyclone, known as the
track, and its maximum near-surface wind speed at any given time, otherwise known as
intensity. Nowadays, most operational forecasts include a representation of uncertainty in
the predicted track and intensity (Titley et al., 2019). Reducing these uncertainties for the
forecasted track and intensity is necessary to improve the accuracy of advisories on a local
level that not only relate to the threats posed by high wind speeds, but also to the risk of
heavy rainfall and storm surges along the coastline.

Operational forecasting relies heavily on numerical modelling 1. The type of numerical
models used for forecasting are known as numerical weather prediction (NWP) models.
These NWP models are used to simulate tropical cyclones directly by dynamically solving
the equations that govern fluid dynamics on a discrete, three-dimensional grid. Physical
processes that occur on scales smaller than the grid spacing are not resolved. Sub-grid
processes that are important for the conservation of energy and mass in the model are ac-

1 Statistical models also exist that are based on empirical data, such as the tropical cyclone climatology of the
region (Demaria et al., 1994)
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Figure 1.3: Advisory issued by the National Hurricane Center in the United States for Hurricane
Laura that includes a forecast cone showing the uncertainty in the track. The intensity
is indicated by the letters D, S, H and M, which stand for tropical depression, tropical
storm, hurricane and major hurricane, respectively. Credits: National Hurricane Center
and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). Source: https:
//www.nhc.noaa.gov/images/cone_5day_with_wind.png. Accessed on 30th March 2022.

counted for with parameterisations, which represent a simplification of a physical process
(Bauer et al., 2015).

Increasing computational power has enabled the simulation of tropical cyclones in NWP
models with successively smaller grid spacing (Bender et al., 2007). As the grid spacing
reduces, a number of small-scale processes are directly resolved and no longer have to
be parameterised. On the one hand, removing parameterisations has the advantage that
the simulated physical processes reflect the current understanding more closely and can
improve forecasts by increasing the realism of simulated tropical cyclones (Klemp, 2006).
On the other hand, removing parameterisations comes at the price of increasing model
complexity due to the increasing range of scales at which processes are resolved. The
increasing model complexity makes it more difficult to understand the behaviour of the
model and harder to identify and rectify errors (Stensrud, 2007).

https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/images/cone_5day_with_wind.png
https://www.nhc.noaa.gov/images/cone_5day_with_wind.png
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Decreasing grid spacing alone is not sufficient to improve the simulation of tropical cy-
clones in NWP models. The limitations of decreasing grid spacing are illustrated by the rel-
atively small progress made in operational intensity forecasts compared to track forecasts
(DeMaria et al., 2014). The track is primarily determined by the large-scale background at-
mospheric flow, which steers the tropical cyclone. The progress in track forecasting largely
reflects the improved ability of numerical models to predict the large-scale background
atmospheric flow. The intensity by contrast depends on small-scale processes, such as
convection, as well as large-scale processes. Despite the decrease in grid spacing and the
resolution of such small-scale processes, intensity forecasting has not undergone a level of
improvement comparable to track forecasting (ibid.).

Improving intensity forecasts further hinges on advancing our scientific understanding
of the physical processes that determine tropical cyclone intensity. Advancing our under-
standing of these processes helps guide the development of the NWP models used for
intensity forecasts. Intensity forecasts can then be improved by ensuring that these pro-
cesses are adequately represented in NWP models and lead to tropical cyclones with a
more realistic structure (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2021; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013). Assess-
ing the realism of these processes and the simulated tropical cyclone is especially impor-
tant, given the increasing complexity of NWP models that has accompanied the increase
in computational power.

1.3 the negative feedback and coupled models

One key physical process for intensity forecasts is the evaporation of water at the sea
surface. The evaporation of water is associated with a flux of energy from the ocean to the
atmosphere, known as the surface latent heat flux. The surface latent heat flux is important
for tropical cyclone intensity, because the surface latent heat flux, and hence the ocean, is
the primary source of energy for the tropical cyclone (Emanuel, 1986).

The surface latent heat flux depends on the air-sea interface, a thin vertical region en-
compassing the sea surface and the air directly above. In NWP models, the surface latent
heat flux, Ql, is often parameterised using the bulk air-sea formula (Smith, 1988) and is
given by

Ql = ⇢aLvCqU10(qs - qa), (1.1)

where ⇢a, Lv, Cq, U10 and (qs - qa) are the density of air, the latent heat of vaporisation,
the exchange coefficient, the wind speed 10 m above the sea surface and the moisture
disequilibrium, respectively (Jaimes et al., 2021). The moisture disequilibrium is equal to
the saturation specific humidity at the sea surface temperature, qs, minus the specific
humidity of the air 10 m above the sea surface, qa. The saturation specific humidity is a
monotonously increasing function of sea surface temperature (SST). Simply put, if the SST
increases, so does the saturation specific humidity and vice versa.

From the above formula, one can see that the surface latent heat flux decreases if the SST
decreases. A decrease in the SST corresponds to a decrease in qs, which in turn reduces
the moisture disequilibrium and, ultimately, the surface latent heat flux. Here we assume
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that the other variables remain unchanged. In reality, the change in surface latent heat flux
is more complicated, because the other variables also vary in time.

A decrease in SST occurs in the presence of tropical cyclones. High wind speeds at the
air-sea interface exert a stress force on the sea surface. The wind stress causes the churning
of the upper ocean, which brings cold water to the sea surface (Chang et al., 1978; Price,
1981). As the tropical cyclone moves along its track, the resultant cooling of the sea surface
trails the tropical cyclone and is correspondingly referred to as the cold wake.

Figure 1.4: Visualisation of a retrospective forecast of Hurricane Katrina run with the coupled
atmosphere-ocean model developed by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
(GFDL). The visualisation shows the simulated cold wake trailing the hurricane and
the disruption of the cold wake due to warm subsurface waters. Credits: NOAA/GFDL.
Adapted from animation snapshot available on https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/visualiz
ations-hurricanes/. Accessed on 30th March 2022.

The relationship between sea surface cooling and tropical cyclone intensity is often con-
ceptualised as a negative feedback (Chang et al., 1979). As the tropical cyclone intensifies,
the increasing wind stress on the sea surface induces sea-surface cooling. The sea-surface
cooling decreases the moisture disequilibrium by reducing qs. Assuming the sea-surface
cooling is strong enough, such that the decrease in moisture disequilibrium dominates
over the increase in wind speed, the surface latent heat flux decreases. This decrease in
surface latent heat flux prevents the tropical cyclone from intensifying further and can also
lead to a subsequent decrease in intensity. In this sense, the negative feedback acts as a
brake on tropical cyclone intensity.

Simulating the negative feedback in intensity forecasts requires coupled atmosphere-
ocean NWP models, which capture the churning of the upper ocean and the ensuing

https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/visualizations-hurricanes/
https://www.gfdl.noaa.gov/visualizations-hurricanes/
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sea-surface cooling. Recognition of the importance of the negative feedback for intensity
forecasting is reflected in the transition from atmosphere-only to coupled atmosphere-
ocean NWP models. Aided by increasing computational power, this transition has led to
a considerable improvement in intensity forecasting (Balaguru et al., 2018; Bender et al.,
2000; Mogensen et al., 2017).

1.4 subsurface ocean structure and warm-core eddies

The negative feedback simulated in coupled NWP models depends on the representation
of the subsurface ocean. The upper most layer in the ocean is the mixed layer. The churning
of cold water at the bottom of the mixed layer causes the mixed layer to cool, which in turn
cools the sea surface (Price, 1981). However, if the mixed layer is warm and deep, the large
heat content associated with the mixed layer reduces the cooling (Leipper et al., 1972; Shay,
2019). By reducing the sea-surface cooling, the region of large heat content weakens the
negative feedback, allowing the tropical cyclone to intensify further. Due to the effect of the
subsurface ocean on sea-surface cooling and the negative feedback, the subsurface ocean
structure is of first-order importance for intensity forecasting (Emanuel, 1999).

The structure of the subsurface ocean is not homogeneous, but is shaped by background
oceanic features. One feature that is pertinent for intensity forecasting are warm-core ed-
dies. These are highly localised rotating masses of water that possess a mixed layer that
is warmer and deeper than that of the surrounding environment. Correspondingly, the
heat content of the mixed layer in warm-core eddy exceeds that of the surrounding envi-
ronment. When a tropical cyclone encounters a warm-core eddy, the sudden increase in
the heat content in the mixed layer suppresses the sea-surface cooling and weakens the
negative feedback (Ali et al., 2007; Shay et al., 2000; Wu et al., 2007a).

One notable example is Hurricane Katrina, which encountered a warm-core eddy in
the Gulf of Mexico (Kafatos et al., 2006; Scharroo et al., 2005). Following the suppression
of the sea-surface cooling, Katrina experienced multiple instances of rapid intensification,
defined as an increase in intensity of 15 ms-1 over any 24-hour period (Jaimes et al., 2016).
Hurricane Opal (1995) also experienced rapid intensification after encountering a warm-
core eddy in the Gulf of Mexico (Shay et al., 2000). Further afield, the rapid intensification
of Supertyphoon Maemi (2003) in the northwest Pacific and Cyclone Nargis (2008) in the
Indian Ocean has been directly attributed to the presence of warm-core eddies (Lin et al.,
2009; Lin et al., 2005).

Tropical cyclones that undergo rapid intensification are especially dangerous, because
they are notoriously difficult to forecast (DeMaria et al., 2021; Na et al., 2018; Trabing et al.,
2020). Moreover, rapidly intensifying tropical cyclones give communities in the path of
the tropical cyclone less time to prepare. Given the danger posed by rapidly intensifying
tropical cyclones, the impact of warm-core ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity has
attracted growing attention in the scientific community (Lin et al., 2013).
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1.5 numerical models for studying the impact of warm-core eddies

Our understanding of how warm-core eddies influence tropical cyclone intensity hinges
on our understanding of the negative feedback between tropical cyclone intensity and
sea-surface cooling. We know that the negative feedback is important, because intensity
forecasting is improved when using coupled atmosphere-ocean models that simulate sea-
surface cooling rather than atmosphere-only models that do not. It is also clear that warm-
core ocean eddies can weaken this negative feedback and result in more intense tropical
cyclones compared to the case where the warm-core eddy is absent. However, there is a
lack of understanding about the mechanisms that determine the strength of this negative
feedback and how these mechanisms are affected by warm-core eddies.

The complexity of the physical processes underlying the negative feedback means that
numerical models similar to NWP models that capture these complexities represent an
invaluable tool for studying the negative feedback. A hierarchical approach with coupled
and uncoupled numerical models provides a way of teasing apart the mechanisms that de-
termine the impact of warm-core eddies on the strength of the negative feedback and, ul-
timately, the tropical cyclone intensity. Atmosphere-only models provide insight into how
tropical cyclones intensify when the properties of the sea surface are prescribed. Ocean-
only models allow one to isolate the effect tropical cyclones have on the sea-surface and the
subsurface ocean structure, including warm-core eddies, by prescribing the atmospheric
conditions of the tropical cyclone at the sea surface. Finally, coupled atmosphere-ocean
models reveal the influence of the two-way interaction between atmosphere and ocean.

1.6 research objectives

1.6.1 Overarching goal

The overarching goal of my thesis is to advance the scientific understanding of how warm-
core eddies affect tropical cyclone intensity through the lens of the negative feedback.
To this end, I analyse simulations of tropical cyclones that encounter warm-core eddies.
These simulations are run with a coupled atmosphere-ocean model that captures both the
negative feedback and the full range of complex physical processes that are present in
NWP models. With the insights provided by these simulations, I aim to contribute to an
improvement in intensity forecasting by providing a reference point that can help assess
the realism of the simulated interaction between warm-core eddies and tropical cyclones
in NWP models. Additionally, I seek to further understanding of the limitations of climate
simulations, which are used to project future changes in tropical cyclone intensity.

1.6.2 Research question 1

In the first part of my thesis, I use a coupled atmosphere-ocean model to study how the
strength of the negative feedback changes when a single tropical cyclone encounters a
warm-core eddy. Here, I focus on the dynamics of the air flow in the lowermost vertical
layer in the tropical cyclone, known as the boundary layer. Boundary layer dynamics have
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been shown to be important for both the intensification and decay of tropical cyclones in
atmosphere-only models (Montgomery et al., 2017). However, the role of boundary layer
dynamics has not been investigated in coupled atmosphere-ocean models, which are re-
quired to simulate the negative feedback. For this reason, it remains unclear what the role
of boundary layer dynamics plays for the strength of the negative feedback and the tropical
cyclone intensity response to a warm-core eddy. Accordingly, my first research question is:

Are boundary layer dynamics important for the negative feedback and the tropical
cyclone intensity response to a warm-core eddy in coupled atmosphere-ocean models?

Answering this research question helps guide the development of NWP models used in
intensity forecasting. The intensity of simulated tropical cyclones is highly sensitive to the
choice of boundary layer scheme, which is required to parameterise physical processes in
the boundary layer (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013; Smith et al., 2014; Srinivas et al., 2008).
The choice of boundary layer scheme has also been shown to affect whether numerical
models correctly predict the rapid intensification of historical tropical cyclones, including
that of Cyclone Nargis, which encountered a warm-core eddy in the Bay of Bengal (Rai et
al., 2018; Raju et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2017b). However, there is still no consensus on the
optimal boundary layer scheme for intensity forecasting (Kepert, 2012; Smith et al., 2010a).
Advancing the scientific understanding of the role played by boundary layer dynamics for
the negative feedback allows the forecasting community to make informed choices as to
which boundary layer scheme is appropriate for simulating tropical cyclones in coupled
NWP models. Choosing the appropriate boundary layer scheme in coupled models is key
to improving intensity forecasts of rapidly intensifying tropical cyclones, including those
tropical cyclones that encounter warm-core eddies.

1.6.3 Research question 2

In the second part of my thesis, I use the same coupled atmosphere-ocean model to explore
the impact of both warm-core eddies and cold-core eddies on tropical cyclone intensity on
a global scale. In contrast to warm-core eddies, cold-core eddies strengthen the negative
feedback by enhancing sea-surface cooling. Warm-core and cold-core eddies, together re-
ferred to as ocean eddies, are, similar to tropical cyclones, not evenly distributed across
the globe, but tend to be found near strong ocean currents (Olson, 1991). In the same way
tropical cyclones are steered by the background atmospheric flow, ocean eddies are carried
by the background oceanic flow. Satellite altimetry allows cold-core and warm-core eddies
to be tracked in real time (Chelton et al., 2007). However, satellites measurements cannot
reveal the subsurface ocean structure (Brokaw et al., 2020). Instead, in situ measurements
are required. While the global coverage of in situ measurements have increased in the
last couple of decades, their spatial density is not high enough to resolve the subsurface
structure of ocean eddies on a global scale in real time (Jayne et al., 2017; Li et al., 2021).

The varying spatial distribution of ocean eddies and the lack of subsurface measure-
ments make it difficult to predict the frequency with which tropical cyclones encounter
ocean eddies on a global scale. Moreover, it is unclear whether tropical cyclones that en-
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counter warm-core eddies reach on average higher peak intensities compared to those that
do not encounter warm-core eddies. Conversely, one does not know whether tropical cy-
clones that encounter cold-core eddies reach on average lower peak intensities compared to
those that do not encounter cold-core eddies. To overcome this difficulty, one can analyse a
global simulation run with a coupled atmosphere-ocean model that has both small enough
grid spacing to resolve tropical cyclones and warm-core eddies and a reasonable represen-
tation of subsurface oceanic features, including ocean currents. Analysing the effect of
ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity with such a global, coupled atmosphere-ocean
model has not been done before (Knutson et al., 2020). Access to such a simulation places
me in a unique position to answer my second research question:

What is the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale in
a coupled atmosphere-ocean model?

Answering the second research question contributes to wider efforts to predict future
changes in tropical cyclone intensity due to climate change. A majority of climate change
studies project an increase in the frequency of intense tropical cyclones (ibid.). However,
the longer temporal scales and larger spatial scales mean that climate simulations that un-
derpin these projections tend to be run with atmosphere-only models or coupled models
with a very large grid spacing. Consequently, climate simulations do not currently have
a representation of ocean eddies. If ocean eddies do have a sizeable impact on tropical
cyclone intensity in the one-year simulation, this suggests that climate simulations under-
pinning projected increases in the frequency of intense tropical cyclones may be biased.
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T H E R O L E O F B O U N D A RY L AY E R D Y N A M I C S

The negative feedback is not only sensitive to the subsurface ocean structure, which influ-
ences the strength of sea-surface cooling, but also depends on the relationship between
surface latent heat flux and tropical cyclone intensity. The decrease in tropical cyclone
intensity for a given reduction in surface latent heat flux is modulated by changing ther-
modynamic and dynamical structure of the tropical cyclone’s circulation. One aspect of the
tropical cyclone circulation that has not been investigated in coupled models is boundary
layer dynamics.

Before diving into the role of boundary layer dynamics for tropical cyclone intensity, I
describe the structure of the tropical cyclone circulation and its relevance to tropical cy-
clone intensity in Section 2.1. In this description, I intentionally omit the role of boundary
layer dynamics. With reference to this incomplete description of the tropical cyclone circu-
lation, I summarise the current understanding of how tropical cyclones decay in coupled
models in Section 2.2. Then I discuss the role of boundary layer dynamics for tropical
cyclone intensity in atmosphere-only models in Section 2.3. In Section 2.4, I outline the
motivation for investigating the role of the boundary layer dynamics in coupled models
and reintroduce the first research question. In the subsequent sections, I present the work
I have done before providing an answer to the first research question.

2.1 tropical cyclone circulation

Tropical cyclones are vortices spinning in a cyclonic sense, i.e. anticlockwise in the North-
ern Hemisphere and clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere. As with other vortices, the
largest component of velocity of the air is in the tangential direction. This tangential cir-
culation is commonly referred to as the primary circulation. The primary circulation is
not constant throughout the tropical cyclone, but varies with radius. The eye at the low
pressure centre of the tropical cyclone is calm with low tangential velocity. The tangential
velocity increases rapidly moving from the centre towards the rapidly rotating eyewall. Af-
ter reaching a maximum near the eyewall, the tangential velocity tails off with increasing
radius.

The primary circulation is accompanied by a transverse, overturning circulation, known
as the secondary circulation. This secondary circulation consists of a region of inflow, up-
draught and outflow. The inflow brings air radially inwards from the surrounding en-
vironment towards the centre of the tropical cyclone, where it then rises in the eyewall
updraught before being ejected and moves radially outwards in the outflow region.

The circular motion of the primary circulation gives rise to angular momentum. The
absolute angular momentum of an air parcel, M, consists of a background contribution
due to the Earth’s rotation and a term depending on the tangential velocity, v(r), and the
radius from the centre, r. The expression for M is

13
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Figure 2.1: Cross section of a tropical cyclone. The large red arrows show the primary circulation
rotating around the eye and the small red arrows show the updraught and outflow legs
of the secondary circulation. The inflow leg of the secondary circulation towards the
centre is not shown. There is also sinking air in the eye, which is indicated by the blue
arrows. Credits: NASA. Source: https://gpm.nasa.gov/education/articles/how-d
o-hurricanes-form. Accessed 1st April 2022.
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where f denotes the Coriolis parameter. We can rearrange this expression into the fol-
lowing form,
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r
-
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2
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From this expression, we can see that tangential velocity increases if M is held constant
and r decreases 1. This increase in tangential velocity with constant M and decreasing
radius is, in simple terms, how tropical cyclones intensify. Air parcels in the tropical cy-
clone conserve M as they move to smaller radii, increasing their tangential velocity in the
process. The radial movement of these air parcels is determined by the secondary circu-
lation. The radial movement of M associated with these air parcels can be visualised as
surfaces of constant M being advected by the secondary circulation. If the secondary circu-
lation brings M-surfaces radially inwards, the tropical cyclone spins up. If the secondary
circulation leads to M-surfaces moving radially outwards, the tropical cyclone spins down.

The secondary circulation cannot exist without a source of energy. The source of energy
is the surface latent heat flux associated with the evaporation of water at the sea surface.

1 Note that r does not go to zero, because the air in the inflow goes up into the eyewall updraught before
reaching the centre.

https://gpm.nasa.gov/education/articles/how-do-hurricanes-form
https://gpm.nasa.gov/education/articles/how-do-hurricanes-form
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the tropical cyclone circulation in the axisymmetric picture as a function of
height and radius. In this case, the secondary circulation brings in M-surfaces radially
inwards, which is referred to as spin up. The surface latent heat flux is associated with
the evaporation of water, which is transported by the boundary layer.

The condensation of water vapour in the deep convective updraughts, forming the eyewall,
releases latent heat, which drives the secondary circulation. This release of latent heat
corresponds to diabatic heating in the eyewall updraught.

The water vapour evaporated at the sea surface does not automatically enter the eyewall
updraught. The supply of water vapour to the eyewall updraught first goes through the
lowermost atmospheric layer, known as the boundary layer. The boundary layer plays an
important thermodynamic role for spin up by supplying the moisture, which includes
the water vapour evaporated at the sea surface, to sustain deep convection in the eyewall
updraught (Emanuel, 1986; Ooyama, 1969).

The effect of boundary layer moisture on deep convection in the eyewall updraught
can be understood in terms of the equivalent potential temperature, ✓e2. The buoyancy
of boundary layer air parcels depends on the value of ✓e. If ✓e is sufficiently large, air
parcels are buoyant enough to rise from the top of the boundary layer into the eyewall
updraught above. These air parcels influence the strength of deep convection in the eyewall
updraught, which again depends on the value of ✓e. The value of ✓e in the boundary layer
is influenced by the surface latent heat flux. By influencing the surface latent heat flux,
sea-surface cooling affects the boundary layer ✓e and the tropical cyclone circulation.

2 The physical meaning of ✓e is the temperature an air parcel would have after all the water vapour within the
air parcel condenses and the air parcel is brought to a reference height, usually the sea surface.
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2.2 spin down in coupled models

The scientific background above allows us to follow the reasoning presented in recent stud-
ies as to how tropical cyclone intensity decreases in coupled simulations (Chen et al., 2010a,
2017; Guo et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018; Ma, 2020). These studies describe how sea-surface cool-
ing causes surface latent heat flux to decrease, which in turn decreases ✓e in the boundary
layer. They then link the decrease in boundary layer ✓e to a weakening of deep convection
in the eyewall updraught. The weakening deep convection leads to a weakening of the
entire secondary circulation that causes M-surfaces to move radially outwards together
with the eyewall updraught. The outward moving M-surfaces correspond to a spin down
of the tropical cyclone and a decrease in tropical cyclone intensity. While this reasoning is
not wrong, it neglects the role of boundary layer dynamics, which are increasingly being
recognised as playing an important role for tropical cyclone spin up (Montgomery et al.,
2017).

2.3 boundary layer dynamics

The importance of boundary layer dynamics to spin up arises, somewhat counter-intuitively,
due to the friction at the sea surface that characterises the boundary layer flow. The fric-
tion upsets the approximate radial balance between the centrifugal, Coriolis and pressure
gradient forces, known as gradient wind balance.

The lack of gradient wind balance in the boundary layer can be understood as follows.
At the outer edges of the tropical cyclone at some large radius, R, air parcels have a tan-
gential wind speed, v(R), and are in gradient wind balance. Due to friction, the tangential
wind speed in the boundary layer, vb(R), is less than v(R). As vb(R) is less than v(R), the
centrifugal force that acts on the air parcel in the boundary layer is less than the centrifu-
gal force above the boundary layer. Since the radial pressure gradient above the boundary
layer is transmitted unchanged into the boundary layer and the Coriolis force remains
unchanged, a net inward force in the radial direction arises.

The net inward force results in air parcels spiralling inwards with large radial speeds
that exceed that of air parcels above the boundary layer. As the boundary layer air parcels
move inwards, they lose M due to friction at the sea surface, unlike air parcels above the
boundary layer, which conserve M to a good approximation. However, if the loss of M is
sufficiently small, air parcels at some small radius, r, can obtain a vb(r) that locally exceeds
v(r). In this case, the centrifugal force acting on the boundary layer air parcel is locally
greater than the centrifugal force acting on air parcels above the boundary layer. As a
result, the sign of the net radial force changes, and there is a net radial force outwards.
Correspondingly, the boundary layer air parcels decelerate. Due to mass continuity, the air
parcels are then pushed upwards out of the boundary layer.

2.3.1 Vertical mass flux

The rate at which air mass is pushed vertically out of the boundary layer depends on
strength of convergence in the boundary layer itself. The strength of this convergence
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the tropical cyclone circulation showing key aspects of the rotating-
convection paradigm in the axisymmetric picture. In the boundary layer, air parcels
do not conserve M as they spiral inwards. Despite this, the strong inflow there means
that the tangential velocity of boundary layer air parcels can locally exceed the tangen-
tial velocity above the boundary layer. At the radius of forced ascent, the boundary layer
inflow turns upwards, corresponding to a vertical mass flux. The schematic is adapted
from Montgomery et al. (2014).

depends on the radial and tangential velocity of air parcels spiralling inwards, which
primarily depends on boundary layer dynamics. Hence, the rate at which air mass flows
out of the top of the boundary layer is principally determined by boundary layer dynamics.
By contrast, the rate at which air mass rises in the eyewall updraught depends on the
buoyancy of the air parcels, which in turn depends on the ✓e in the boundary layer. The
difference between these two vertical mass fluxes influences the ability of the tropical
cyclone to draw in M-surfaces. For the tropical cyclone to draw in M-surfaces, the vertical
mass flux in the eyewall must exceed the vertical mass flux at the top of the boundary
layer. Otherwise, the boundary layer air mass flows outwards above the boundary layer
and the M-surfaces move radially outwards, corresponding to spin down (Smith et al.,
2018). In this sense, spin up depends on the interplay between boundary layer dynamics
and thermodynamics.
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2.3.2 Radius of forced ascent

The importance of boundary layer dynamics for spin up not only rests on the vertical
mass flux at the top of the boundary layer, but also on the radius at which the boundary
layer flow turns upwards, known as the radius of forced ascent. Similar to the vertical
mass flux at the top of the boundary layer, the radius of forced ascent depends on the
boundary layer convergence, which is primarily governed by boundary layer dynamics.
As a result, boundary layer dynamics exert a strong control on the radius of forced ascent
(Abarca et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2002; Persing et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2016; Smith
et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2015a). By controlling changes in the radius
of forced ascent, boundary layer dynamics influence the ✓e of air parcels rising into the
eyewall updraught and, in turn, the strength of deep convection there (Smith et al., 2016).
The strength of deep convection affects the vertical mass flux in the eyewall updraught,
which in turn influences the strength of the secondary circulation and the ability of the
tropical cyclone to spin up. Again, spin up depends on the interplay between boundary
layer dynamics and thermodynamics.

The radius of forced ascent also influences the vertical advection of M into the eyewall
updraught. As mentioned, vb can be locally larger than v, which is equivalent to the M in
the boundary layer locally exceeding M above the boundary layer. The process by which air
parcels in the boundary layer possess M that is locally larger than M above the boundary
layer is referred to as the boundary layer spin-up mechanism (Smith et al., 2009). Due
to the boundary layer spin-up mechanism, vertical advection of angular momentum can
significantly contribute to spin up in the eyewall updraught, provided sufficiently large
angular momentum is generated in the boundary layer (Kilroy et al., 2016; Persing et al.,
2013; Schmidt et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2009).

2.3.3 Rotating-convection paradigm

A paradigm for tropical cyclone spin up that explicitly recognises the importance of bound-
ary layer dynamics is the rotating-convection paradigm (Montgomery et al., 2017). This
paradigm is an extension of the cooperative paradigm of Ooyama (1982; 1969) that in-
cludes the boundary layer spin-up mechanism as articulated by Smith et al. (2009). In the
rotating-convection paradigm, boundary layer dynamics play an important role for spin
up by exerting strong control on the convergence of air mass in the boundary layer. The
boundary layer convergence determines to a large extent the vertical mass flux at the top
of the boundary layer and the radius of forced ascent. Together with the value of ✓e in
the boundary layer, the vertical mass flux and the radius of forced ascent influence the
strength of the secondary circulation and the ability of the tropical cyclone to spin up.

The rotating-convection paradigm highlights the tightly coupled behaviour between the
deep convection in the eyewall updraught and the convergence in the boundary layer. The
coupling is two way, so that not only does any change in the boundary layer convergence
affect the eyewall updraught, but a change in the eywall updraught also affects the bound-
ary layer convergence. This is because the eyewall updraught impacts the advection of
angular momentum surfaces above the boundary layer, which leads to a local change in
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the tangential velocity above the boundary layer. The radial pressure gradient at the top
of the boundary layer adjusts to the local change in tangential velocity, such that the flow
remains in gradient wind balance. This radial pressure gradient is then transmitted into
the boundary layer, where it affects the dynamics of the air parcels and, as a result, bound-
ary layer convergence, vertical mass flux at the top of the boundary layer and the radius
of forced ascent.

2.3.4 Non-linear boundary layer dynamics and the slab boundary layer model

The rotating-convection paradigm recognises the non-linear nature of boundary layer dy-
namics. The non-linear nature arises from the lack of gradient wind balance in the bound-
ary layer, which leads to large radial wind speeds. As a result, the non-linear advective
terms in the momentum equations become large in the boundary layer. Consequently,
these non-linear terms cannot be neglected from the momentum equations (Vogl et al.,
2009).

A simple model for the boundary layer that retains the non-linear terms in the momen-
tum equations is the steady-state slab boundary layer model. As its name suggests, the
steady-state slab boundary layer model treats the boundary layer as a slab of constant
height, h, with a boundary layer flow that is not dependent on height or time but a func-
tion of radius only. A steady-state model is appropriate here, because the boundary layer
is thin and reacts to changes in the radial pressure gradient at the top of the boundary
layer on short time scales (Kilroy et al., 2016). Since the slab boundary layer model is based
on the momentum and continuity equations, the solutions represent dynamical considera-
tions only.

Solving the equations for the slab boundary layer model yields solutions for the radial
velocity, ub(r), the tangential velocity, vb(r) and the vertical velocity, wb(r). The boundary
conditions applied to the slab boundary layer model are the radial pressure gradient at
the top of the boundary layer at h, which is transmitted into the boundary layer, and the
frictional drag at the sea surface. The frictional drag depends on a drag coefficient, CD,
which is a function of wind speed and has to be prescribed. The radial pressure gradient
at h is derived from the tangential velocity at the top of the boundary layer, v(r), which is
assumed to be in gradient wind balance.

The governing non-linear equations of the slab boundary layer model are parabolic.
Information in parabolic equations flows in the direction of the physical flow. Since the
physical flow is inwards in the slab boundary layer model, the solution at a given radius
depends only on the flow at larger radii and does not know about the flow at smaller radii.

Kilroy et al. (2016) use the steady-state slab boundary layer model to demonstrate the
importance of non-linear boundary layer dynamics for the spin down of a tropical cyclone.
They compare the boundary layer flow of a tropical cyclone simulated in an atmosphere-
only model with solutions from a slab boundary layer model. They find that the slab
boundary layer model predicts the increasing radius of forced ascent of the decaying trop-
ical cyclone. Since the solutions only depend on the flow at larger radii, they conclude
that the increasing radius of forced ascent is controlled by the strengthening primary cir-
culation at the outer edges of the tropical cyclone. This strengthening primary circulation
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Figure 2.4: Schematic of slab boundary layer model adapted from Montgomery et al. (2017). The
slab extends vertically from the sea surface up to a height, h. The arrows show the
orientation of the radial velocity, ub(r), and the vertical velocity out of the boundary
layer, wb(r). The circle with the cross indicates the orientation of the tangential velocity,
vb(r), into the page. The solutions, ub(r), vb(r) and wb(r) are a function of radius only.
The red line indicates that the solution at a given radius only depends on the boundary
layer flow and the tangential velocity at the top of the boundary layer, v(r), at larger
radii.

corresponds to the increasing size of the tropical cyclone and is henceforth referred to as
the expanding outer circulation. The control exerted by the expanding outer circulation is
a consequence of the non-linear nature of boundary layer dynamics that is captured in the
slab boundary layer model.

Kilroy et al. (2016) use these results to articulate the role of non-linear boundary layer
dynamics for spin down. Their articulation is framed in terms of the rotating-convective
paradigm and can be summarised as follows. The increase in the radius of forced ascent
is controlled by the expanding outer circulation on account of non-linear boundary layer
dynamics. The increase in the radius of forced ascent contributes to the outward movement
of the eyewall updraught and the accompanying outward movement of M-surfaces in
the vicinity of the eyewall updraught. At the same time, the expanding outer circulation
corresponds to M-surfaces at large radii being drawn inwards. The radial movement of
the M-surfaces corresponds to a local change in the tangential velocity at the top of the
boundary layer and the radial pressure gradient transmitted into the boundary layer. The
resulting change in the radial pressure gradient together with the continuing expansion of
the outer circulation determine the extent to which the radius of forced ascent increases
and so on.
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2.4 research question

The study by Kilroy et al. (2016) shows that boundary layer dynamics play an important
role for tropical cyclone spin down. As with the other numerical studies on boundary layer
dynamics, the tropical cyclone in their study is simulated in an atmosphere-only model,
where there is no sea-surface cooling and the SST is fixed. This raises the question as to
the role of non-linear boundary layer dynamics for the spin down simulated in coupled
models that capture sea-surface cooling.

However, there are no studies that investigate the role of the boundary layer dynamics
for tropical cyclone spin down in coupled models that build on the work of Kilroy et al.
(2016). Moreover, no study has investigated the importance of boundary layer dynamics for
the surface latent heat flux in coupled simulations. Boundary layer dynamics presumably
play an important role for surface latent heat flux by determining the near-surface wind
speed, on which surface latent heat flux depends.

More generally, there has been no attempt to understand the behaviour of tropical cy-
clone intensity in coupled models with reference to the aforementioned aspects of bound-
ary layer dynamics that are central to the rotating-convection paradigm. As a result, it is
not clear how boundary layer dynamics may be important for the strength of the negative
feedback and the weakening of this feedback by warm-core eddies. This is the research
gap that I aim to tackle, which is summarised by the following research question:

Are boundary layer dynamics important for the negative feedback and the tropical
cyclone intensity response to a warm-core eddy in coupled atmosphere-ocean models?

2.5 strategy to answer the research question

To answer this research question, I analyse a coupled atmosphere-ocean simulation of a
single tropical cyclone that encounters a warm-core eddy. The details of the simulation are
given in Section 2.6. In Section 2.7, I describe how the intensity of the simulated tropical
cyclone changes over its life cycle. Then, in Section 2.8 I examine the role of the cou-
pling between the atmosphere and the ocean, which I refer to as air-sea coupling in this
Chapter. Subsequently, in Section 2.9 I turn my attention to the changes in the primary
and secondary circulation that accompany the changes in intensity. To understand the
role of boundary layer dynamics for these changes in the primary and secondary circula-
tion, I conduct a process-based analysis guided by a conceptual framework that extends
the rotating-convection paradigm to account for air-sea coupling. I outline the conceptual
framework in Section 2.10 and present the results of the process-based analysis in Section
2.11. In Section 2.12, I complement the process-based analysis with solutions from the same
steady-state slab boundary layer model used in Kilroy et al. (2016). Finally in Section 2.13,
I summarise my results, present my conclusions with respect to the research question and
discuss the broader implications for intensity forecasting.
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2.6 simulation

The simulation is run with the global, convection-permitting, coupled atmosphere-ocean
ICON model with a horizontal grid spacing of 5 km in both the atmosphere and the
ocean (Korn, 2017; Zängl et al., 2014). The ocean component is spun up with atmospheric
forcing prior to the coupling (Dee et al., 2011), which permits the formation of a realistic
ocean-eddy field that includes background oceanic features, such as the warm-core eddy
encountered by the tropical cyclone. Following initialisation of the ocean and atmosphere,
the model is run in coupled mode for 40 days. The tropical cyclone is not seeded in the
model, but forms organically over the North Atlantic on day 30 of the coupled simulation.

2.7 change in tropical cyclone intensity

The life cycle of the simulated tropical cyclone can be divided into four phases: tropical
depression, rapid intensification, the mature phase and landfall. The tropical cyclone in-
tensity initially increases slowly during the tropical depression phase, before increasing
rapidly into a category 3 tropical cyclone in the subsequent rapid intensification phase.
After reaching peak intensity at the end of the rapid intensification phase, the tropical cy-
clone enters the mature phase, which I focus on in the subsequent analysis. The mature
phase is then divided into three subphases: cold wake 1 (CW1), cold wake 2 (CW2) and
warm feature (WF). During CW1 and CW2, the intensity continuously decreases; gradu-
ally during CW1 and then more rapidly during CW2. Subsequently, the tropical cyclone
undergoes a period of re-intensification during WF. After the mature phase, the tropical
cyclone makes landfall on the east coast of the United States before recurving back over
the North Atlantic.

2.8 role of air-sea coupling

Air-sea coupling plays an important role for the changes in tropical cyclone intensity
during the mature phase. The wind-stress force exerted by the tropical cyclone induces
sea-surface cooling. The corresponding change in SST under the tropical cyclone leads to
changes in the surface latent heat flux supplied to the tropical cyclone. These changes in
surface latent heat flux then influence the changes in intensity.

During CW1, the SST under the tropical cyclone decreases due to the formation of a cold
wake trailing the tropical cyclone. The decrease in SST coincides and is strongly correlated
with a decrease in the surface latent flux. The decrease in surface latent heat flux is then
accompanied by the gradual decrease in intensity.

During CW2, the sea-surface cooling in the cold wake increases in strength, which is
possibly due to the decrease in translational speed and an increase in the size of the tropical
cyclone between CW1 and CW2. As a result, the SST under the tropical cyclone decreases
further. Similar to CW1, the decrease in SST is accompanied by and strongly correlated
with a further decrease in surface latent heat flux. The further decrease in surface latent
heat flux occurs as the intensity decreases more rapidly compared to CW1.
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During WF, the sea-surface cooling in the cold wake weakens due to the presence of the
warm-core eddy. Interestingly, the warm-core eddy is not visible in the SST field before it
is encountered by the tropical cyclone. Instead, the warm-core eddy can be seen from the
ocean heat content, which is a measure of the anomalous heat content in the upper ocean
where the temperature exceeds 26 �C, and a rotating surface current. As the tropical cy-
clone translates over the warm-core eddy, the warm-core eddy suppresses the sea-surface
cooling and disrupts the cold wake. As a result, the tropical cyclone experiences an in-
crease in SST. The increase in SST coincides and is strongly correlated with an increase in
surface latent heat flux, which is accompanied by the period of re-intensification.

Figure 2.5: Snapshots of SST in (a) the rapid intensification phase (RI), (b) CW1, (c) CW2 and (d)
WF. The tropical cyclone is shown by the black circle and traverses northwards along
the track indicated by the dotted line in all the snapshots. The partitions between the
subphases are indicated with solid horizontal lines. The cold wake is evident from the
region of low SST trailing the tropical cyclone. Note how the cold wake is disrupted in
panel (d) and no longer within the circle directly under the tropical cyclone.

Although SST and surface latent heat flux are strongly correlated, it is not possible to
attribute the change in surface latent heat flux solely to the change in SST. This is because
the surface latent heat flux is a function of both SST and near-surface wind speed. As a
result, changes in the near-wind speed directly contribute to the changes in the surface
latent heat flux. Moreover, changes in the near-surface wind speed correspond to changes
in the wind stress at the sea surface, which in turn alter the strength of sea-surface cooling,
the SST under the tropical cyclone and the surface latent heat flux. Nevertheless, analysing
the radial distribution of SST, near-surface moisture disequilibrium, near-surface wind
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speed and surface latent heat flux reveals that the change in surface latent heat flux is
primarily driven by changes in SST and not near-surface wind speed during the mature
phase.

As the change in the surface latent heat flux is primarily driven by changes in the SST, the
simulation underscores the importance of air-sea coupling and the role of the warm-core
eddy for the re-intensification. Since the warm-core eddy was not visible in the pre-storm
SST field, the simulation emphasises the importance of initialising ocean models with a
realistic ocean eddy field for intensity forecasting.

Figure 2.6: Ocean heat content prior to the arrival of the tropical cyclone. The horizontal surface
current is shown in by the black arrows. The tropical cyclone traverses northwards
along the track indicated by the dotted line. The partitions between the subphases are
indicated with solid horizontal lines. The warm-core eddy is identifiable as the region
of high ocean heat content WF section of the track that is centred on 30.5 �N 77 � W.
Note the rotational surface current that is characteristic of warm-core eddies.

2.9 change in primary and secondary circulation

The changes in intensity during the mature phase are accompanied by changes to the
tropical cyclone circulation. During CW1 and CW2, the secondary circulation along with
the eyewall updraught weakens. As the eyewall updraught weakens, it moves radially
outwards. The primary circulation also weakens in the vicinity of the eyewall updraught,
where M-surfaces move outwards. Simultaneously, the primary circulation strengthens at
larger radii, corresponding to an inward movement of the M-surfaces and an expanding
outer circulation. During WF, the secondary circulation strengthens along with eyewall
updraught. As the eyewall updraught strengthens, it moves radially inwards. At the same
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time, the primary circulation strengthens throughout the tropical cyclone and M-surfaces
both in the vicinity of the eyewall updraught and at larger radii move inwards. The inward
movement of M-surfaces during WF corresponds to a continued expansion of the outer
circulation.

2.10 conceptual framework

To understand the importance of boundary layer dynamics for the changes in the tropical
cyclone circulation and intensity, I conduct a process based analysis guided by a con-
ceptual framework that recognises the role of boundary layer dynamics. The conceptual
framework is an extension of the rotating-convection paradigm that includes the effect of
air-sea coupling. Within this framework, I explicitly recognise the role of non-linear bound-
ary layer dynamics in controlling the change in the radius of forced ascent at the top of
the boundary layer on account of the expanding outer circulation (Kilroy et al., 2016). This
framework has not previously been used to investigate the change in simulated tropical
cyclone intensity for coupled atmosphere-ocean models and can be understood as follows:

(1) Air-sea coupling: Surface latent heat supplied to the tropical cyclone depends on the
SST, the near-surface wind speed and the near-surface moisture content. Changes in the
surface latent heat flux lead to changes in the equivalent potential temperature, ✓e, in the
boundary layer. The value of ✓e determines the buoyancy acquired by the air parcels in
the boundary layer and whether they reach the level of free convection. Air parcels that do
not reach the level of free convection remain negatively buoyant. Those that reach the level
of free convection become positively buoyant and rise into the troposphere with a vertical
velocity that depends on ✓e.

(2) Boundary layer convergence via surface drag: Surface drag leads to an inflow in
the boundary layer. Due to the upward pressure-perturbation force that follows from mass
continuity, the converging air is accelerated out of the boundary layer. The resulting vertical
mass flux at the top of the boundary layer, ⇢wBL, depends, in part, on the strength of the
convergence in the boundary layer. The strength of convergence and the radial location
at which the air is directed upwards is determined to a large extent by the non-linear
dynamics of the boundary layer flow and the expanding outer circulation.

(3) Boundary layer convergence via eyewall suction: In addition to the convergence push-
ing out air mass from the boundary layer, deep convection in the eyewall updraught acts
to suck air mass at the top of the boundary layer into the eyewall updraught above (Smith
et al., 2015). Consequently, ⇢wBL depends on boundary layer convergence via both surface
drag and eyewall suction, effects which cannot be separated because of the nonlinearity of
the flow dynamics.

(4) Vertical mass flux: In contrast to ⇢wBL, the vertical mass flux in the eyewall up-
draught, ⇢wEW , is primarily buoyancy-driven and, therefore, more sensitive to changes
in ✓e and, ultimately, air-sea coupling than to changes in ⇢wBL. The change in ⇢wEW de-
pends also on how the areal extent of the eyewall updraught changes. The vertical mass
fluxes are important because they influence the evolution of the tropical cyclone structure.
Due to mass continuity, mass flows out above the boundary layer if ⇢wEW is smaller than
⇢wBL. Conversely, if ⇢wEW is greater than ⇢wBL, there is inflow above the boundary layer.
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(5) Advection of absolute angular momentum: Any change of the inflow or outflow
above the boundary layer is reflected in the radial advection of absolute angular mo-
mentum, M. A weakening inflow above the boundary layer decreases the ability of the
tropical cyclone to advect M-surfaces radially inwards. Conversely, a strengthening inflow
enhances the ability of the tropical cyclone to advect M-surfaces radially inwards.

(6) Tangential velocity change: The radial advection of M-surfaces translates into local
changes in the tangential velocity, v.

(7) Feedback on air-sea coupling: Finally, the local change in the tangential velocity
above the boundary layer leads to a change in the radial pressure gradient at the top of the
boundary layer (assuming the flow is in approximate gradient-wind balance). This radial
pressure gradient is transmitted into the boundary layer and leads to a change in the net
radial force there. Through non-linear boundary layer dynamics, the change in the net
radial force and the expanding outer circulation determine the change in the boundary
layer convergence and the radius of forced ascent. Since the accompanying change in the
near-surface wind field influences the radial distribution of surface latent heat flux and,
therefore, the air-sea coupling outlined in (1), the interaction between the boundary layer
flow and surface latent heat flux forms a feedback loop.

Figure 2.7: Schematic of the processes outlined in the conceptual framework in the case of (a) in-
tensification over a warm-core eddy and (b) decay over a cold wake.

Within this framework, the intensification of a mature tropical cyclone over a warm-
core eddy can be understood as follows (please refer to Figure 2.7). A higher surface
latent heat flux leads to an increase in ✓e at the top of the boundary layer via air-sea
coupling. Air parcels with higher ✓e then ascend from the boundary layer into the eyewall
updraught at the radius of forced ascent. The vertical mass flux at the top of the boundary
layer depends on the convergence due to surface friction and the suction effect of deep
convection in the eyewall updraught. Assuming there is no warming aloft, the increase
in mean ✓e of air parcels ascending into the eyewall leads to an increase in mean vertical
velocity in the eyewall updraught and, if the areal extent of the eyewall updraught does
not decrease appreciably, an increase in the vertical mass flux. The inflow and the inward
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advection of M increase in a vertical layer above the boundary layer at radii outside the
eyewall updraught. The corresponding increase in the local tangential velocity increases
the radial pressure gradient transmitted into the boundary layer, which changes the net
radial force there. The change in the net radial force, along with the expanding outer
circulation, leads to a change in the boundary-layer convergence and the radius of forced
ascent. While one may expect an increase in the transmitted radial pressure gradient to
increase the strength of the boundary-layer convergence and decrease the radius of forced
ascent, one cannot know whether this is the case until one performs the calculation, due to
the nonlinear nature of boundary-layer dynamics. A strengthening in the boundary-layer
convergence would feedback on air-sea coupling, with increasing near-surface wind speed
increasing the surface latent heat flux, assuming a constant moisture disequilibrium at
the air-sea interface. In reality, moisture disequilibrium is not constant and increases in
moisture disequilibrium can be a more efficient way of increasing surface latent heat flux
than near-surface wind speed (Jaimes et al., 2021).

As shown in Figure 2.7, the decay of a mature tropical cyclone due to a cold wake or
interaction with a cold-core eddy can be understood with the same set of processes, but
with the tendencies reversed. Again, although one might expect a weakening of boundary-
layer convergence and an increase in the radius of forced ascent, one cannot be sure, due
to the nonlinear nature of boundary-layer dynamics. In the case of weakening boundary-
layer convergence, a negative feedback may occur between the surface latent heat flux and
the near-surface wind speed. Note, however, that a negative feedback might also arise for
fixed SST, if convergence in the boundary layer is initially strong and ⇢wBL is greater than
⇢wEW . In this case, there is an outflow above the boundary layer that spins down the
boundary-layer flow (Kilroy et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018).

2.11 process-based analysis

The process-based analysis is guided by the conceptual framework outlined in the pre-
vious section. The analysis is conducted separately for the slow decay, fast decay and
re-intensification the tropical cyclone experiences during CW1, CW2 and WF, respectively.
By contrasting the evolution of the tropical cyclone circulation for these three periods, I
illustrate the combined role of boundary layer dynamics and air-sea coupling for the inten-
sity response. While I describe the processes for each period following the order set out in
Section 2.10, it is important to remember that the processes occur in parallel and not one
after the other.

For the process-based analysis, I examine fields averaged around the centre of the trop-
ical cyclone, such that they are a function of height and radius only. Analysing these
azimuthal-mean fields is appropriate because the tropical cyclone is highly axisymmetric
in the mature phase. For the following analysis, it is also necessary to define the boundary
layer height, h. Here, I follow the dynamical definition of h as the height at which the
maximum tangential velocity in the tropical cyclone is located (Bryan et al., 2009). With
this definition, h fluctuates between 600 and 800 m in the mature phase. The vertical level
in the ICON model that most closely corresponds to the largest value of h in the mature
phase is located at 780 m. While the boundary layer height is in reality a function of radius
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(Zhang et al., 2011), I take h to be a constant 780 m with a view to keep the subsequent
analysis simple.

2.11.1 Slow decay

During CW1, the decrease in SST and the accompanying decrease in the moisture dise-
quilibrium at the air–sea interface, �q, dominate the decrease in the surface latent heat
flux. The decrease in surface latent heat flux is accompanied by a transient decrease in
the azimuthal-mean equivalent potential temperature at the top of the boundary layer, ✓e.
However, the transient decrease in ✓e does not have a large influence on the mean ✓e of
air layer ascending into the eyewall updraught at the top of the boundary layer, h✓eiup,
which is characterised by vertical velocities exceeding 0.25 ms-1. This is because the corre-
sponding updraught region at the top of the boundary layer extends from 15–40 km radius,
whereas ✓e changes inside a 20 km radius. Hence, h✓eiup is not appreciably affected by
the decrease in the surface latent heat flux. During the same time, the mean radius of the
eyewall updraught increases on account of nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics in the pres-
ence of the expanding outer circulation. As the mean radius of the updraught increases,
h✓eiup decreases. The decreasing h✓eiup reduces the local buoyancy of air parcels in the
eyewall updraught, which leads to a decrease in the vertical velocity in the eyewall up-
draught. While the vertical velocity decreases at a height of 5 km, which is in the middle
troposphere, the average vertical mass flux remains steady 3 within a radius of 60 km,
which includes the outward-moving eyewall updraught. Since the difference between the
vertical mass flux of the eyewall updraught in the middle troposphere and at the base of
the eyewall updraught remains large, the eyewall updraught is more than able to accept
the ascending boundary-layer air and produce a strong radial inflow in a vertical layer
above the boundary layer at radii larger than the radii where the eyewall updraught is lo-
cated. In turn, the radial inflow draws absolute angular momentum (M) surfaces at these
radii beyond the eyewall updraught, leading to a local increase in the tangential wind
speed. Because the tangential wind speed above the boundary layer remains in gradient-
wind balance to a good approximation, the local increase in the tangential wind speed
increases the local radial pressure gradient, which is transmitted essentially unchanged
into the boundary layer. The increase in the radial pressure gradient in the boundary layer
changes the net radial force in the boundary layer at radii beyond the eyewall updraught.
As shown by Kilroy et al. (2016), the expanding outer circulation leads to an increase in the
mean radius of the air ascending into the eyewall updraught through nonlinear boundary-
layer dynamics.

2.11.2 Fast decay

The evolution during CW2 is similar to CW1 apart from several key differences. The wind-
stress-induced sea-surface cooling is stronger than in CW1, which leads to a further de-
crease in surface latent heat flux. In contrast to CW1, ✓e decreases over the radial interval

3 Since the areal extent of the eyewall updraught increases, decreasing vertical velocity does not necessarily
equate to a decreasing vertical mass flux.
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Figure 2.8: Hovmöller plot of absolute angular momentum, M, and vertical velocity, w. The M
contours at the top of the boundary layer at a height of 780 m is shown as a black contour.
The M contours at a height of 620 m are shown as a yellow contour. The contours are
displayed for (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5) ⇥ 106 m2s-1. The shading indicates w at 780
m according to the colorbar. Note how the radial interval where w exceeds 0.25 ms-1,
taken to be the region where air ascends into the eyewall updraught, move radially
outwards during CW1 and CW2 and inwards during WF. The M contours within this
radial interval also move radially outwards during CW1 and CW2 and inwards during
WF.

spanned by the eyewall updraught and contributes substantially to the decrease of the ✓e

of air ascending into the eyewall updraught. The combined effect of the increasing radius
of forced ascent and decreasing ✓e at the top of the boundary layer result in h✓eiup decreas-
ing faster during CW2 than during CW1. Consequently, the eyewall updraught weakens
more substantially during CW2 than CW1. Unlike in CW1, the eyewall updraught weak-
ens to the extent that the vertical mass flux also decreases during CW2. The weaker vertical
mass flux leads to a weaker radial inflow above the boundary layer. The weaker radial in-
flow, combined with the vertical advection of low M from within the boundary layer, leads
to M-surfaces moving radially outwards above the boundary layer at radii beyond the eye-
wall updraught up to 100-km radius. The outward movement of M-surfaces beyond the
eyewall updraught stands in contrast to the inward movement of M-surfaces during CW1.
As a result of the outward-moving M-surfaces, the local tangential wind speed decreases
at the top of the boundary layer along with the radial pressure gradient transmitted into
the boundary layer. Through nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics, the changes in the net
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radial force, together with the expanding outer circulation, lead to an accelerated increase
in the mean radius of air ascending into the eyewall updraught compared with CW1.

2.11.3 Re-intensification

During the latter stage of CW2 and during WF, the tendencies in CW1 and CW2 are
reversed. The subsurface warm-core eddy suppresses the sea-surface cooling and the SST
under the translating tropical cyclone increases along with the surface latent heat flux. The
value of h✓ei increases on account of a local increase in ✓e and the decreasing mean radius
of the updraught, leading to an increase in the local buoyancy and the vertical velocity
in the eyewall updraught. The increase in vertical velocity is accompanied by a sharp
increase in the vertical mass flux in the eyewall updraught. Consequently, the eyewall
updraught is more able to accept ascending boundary-layer air than during the decay in
CW2. As a result, the radial inflow strengthens above the boundary layer and M-surfaces
are drawn inwards at radii beyond the eyewall updraught. Correspondingly, the tangential
wind speed at the top of the boundary layer increases along with the radial pressure
gradient transmitted into the boundary layer at radii beyond the eyewall updraught. Again,
through nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics, the strengthening outer circulation leads to
a decrease in the mean radius of air ascending into the eyewall updraught, although a part
of this decrease may be associated with local suction effects of the increasing vertical mass
flux, which are not captured by boundary-layer dynamics.

2.11.4 Discussion

The outward-moving eyewall updraught in CW1 resembles the simulation in Kilroy et al.
(2016) with constant SST, because the decrease in average surface latent heat flux does not
have an appreciable effect on the thermodynamics of air ascending from the boundary
layer into the eyewall updraught, captured by h✓eiup. In CW2, by contrast, the decrease in
h✓eiup cannot be explained without air–sea coupling. Air–sea coupling is also crucial dur-
ing the latter stage of CW2 and in WF, where the increase in the average surface latent heat
flux is accompanied by an increase in h✓eiup and a strengthening of the deep convection
in the eyewall updraught.

The foregoing discussion shows that the air-sea coupling alone, corresponding to the
changes in SST and surface latent heat flux, does not fully explain the changes in the
tropical cyclone intensity. Instead, it is necessary to consider both air–sea coupling and
boundary-layer dynamics in order to acquire a complete picture of the changes in the
azimuthal-mean circulation and the intensity of the simulated tropical cyclone.

2.12 complementary solutions from the steady-state slab boundary layer
model

In the previous section, I articulated how the expanding outer circulation influences the
decay and re-intensification of the simulated tropical cyclone. Specifically, I stated that
the expanding outer circulation controls the changes in the mean updraught radius via
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non-linear boundary layer dynamics. However, I did not provide explicit evidence for this
effect. To this end, I now compare solutions from the same steady-state slab boundary layer
model used by Kilroy et al. (2016) with the boundary layer flow in the ICON simulation.
By indicating the change in the radius of forced ascent in the presence of an expanding
circulation, the comparison with the slab boundary layer provides an insight as to whether
the expanding circulation is controlling the change in the radius of forced ascent in the
ICON simulation.

2.12.1 Obtaining the solutions

For the steady-state slab boundary layer model, I prescribe a constant boundary layer
height of 780 m, matching the boundary layer height diagnosed for the tropical cyclone in
the ICON simulation. I also prescribe a surface drag coefficient, CD, which is a function
of wind-speed that is compatible with observations (Black et al., 2007). The parameters in
the function are tuned to fit as closely as possible to the CD in the ICON model, which is
not only a function of wind speed but also other variables. The radial pressure gradient
transmitted into the boundary layer is derived from the tangential velocity at the top of
the boundary layer which is taken from the ICON simulation. Solutions are then obtained
separately for each time step.

After obtaining the solutions, I average the tangential and radial velocity in the ICON
simulation over the lowermost 780 m corresponding to the boundary layer. This allows me
to compare the solutions for the tangential and radial velocity from the slab boundary layer
model to the vertically-averaged tangential and radial velocity in the ICON simulation.

2.12.2 Comparison with the ICON simulation

The solutions from the slab boundary layer model show good agreement with the ICON
simulation. Contours of constant tangential velocity move radially outwards over time
during CW1 and CW2. This outward movement of tangential velocity contours is also
seen in the tangential velocity solution from the slab boundary layer model. For WF, the
slab boundary layer correctly predicts that the tangential velocity contours within a radius
of 50 km no longer move outwards. However, while the innermost contour moves inwards,
the slab boundary layer model is unable to capture the full extent of the inward-moving
tangential velocity contours seen in the ICON simulation. Although the radial velocity is
consistently larger in the slab boundary layer model than the ICON simulation, the slab
boundary layer model correctly predicts the expansion of radial velocity contours during
CW1 and CW2 followed by the contraction in WF. Moreover, there is good agreement with
the strengthening radial velocity between the latter half of CW2 and WF.

2.12.3 Discussion

The results for CW1 and CW2 are similar to the findings in Kilroy et al. (2016) for a de-
caying tropical cyclone and constant SST, where the slab boundary layer model predicted
the expansion of the tangential and radial velocity contours. As with Kilroy et al. (2016),
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Figure 2.9: The tangential velocity in the boundary layer, vb, is displayed as a Hovmöller plot for
the ICON (left) and the slab boundary layer model (right). For the ICON simulation,
vb represents a vertical average of tangential velocity over the lower 780 m in the atmo-
sphere. In the slab boundary layer model, the solution for vb breaks down at the radius
where the radial velocity becomes zero.

the expansion of the tangential and radial velocity contours show that an increasing ra-
dius of forced ascent is being controlled by the expanding outer circulation in the ICON
simulation via boundary layer dynamics. Similar to CW1 and CW2, the slab boundary
layer model can predict the contraction of the radial velocity contours and the innermost
tangential velocity contour. Again, the agreement between the ICON simulation and slab
boundary layer show that a decreasing radius of forced ascent is being determined by the
expanding outer circulation through boundary layer dynamics. The inability of the slab
boundary layer model to capture the full extent of the contraction of the tangential veloc-
ity contours during WF is likely to be related to the enhanced convective suction effect,
which is not captured by the slab boundary layer model.

2.13 summary and conclusions

In summary, I examine how boundary layer dynamics modulate the intensity of a mature
tropical cyclone that encounters a warm-core eddy in a coupled atmosphere-ocean model.
After reaching peak intensity, the simulated tropical cyclone experiences a period of decay
following the interaction with its cold wake and subsequently re-intensifies as it encounters
the warm-core eddy. The changes in the structure of the tropical cyclone and its intensity
are analysed with the help of a conceptual framework that recognises the importance of
boundary layer dynamics, as well as the role played by air-sea coupling. A key part of
the framework is the recognition that the change in the mean radius of updraught at the
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boundary layer top is regulated by the expanding outer tangential wind field through
boundary layer dynamics.

I find that the decay of the tropical cyclone cannot be explained by air-sea coupling alone.
During the early decay phase, the decrease in the average equivalent potential temperature
of the boundary layer updraught is related to an increase in the mean radius of the up-
draught rather than the decrease in surface latent heat flux driven by sea-surface cooling.
As a result, air-sea coupling does not influence the strength of the deep convection in the
eyewall updraught and the accompanying outward movement of the eyewall updraught.
Instead, the outward movement of the eyewall updraught and the accompanying spin
down is influenced by the increasing mean radius of the boundary layer updraught.

In contrast to earlier in the decay phase, both air-sea coupling and boundary layer dy-
namics are important later in the decay phase. During this period, the equivalent poten-
tial temperature of the boundary layer updraught decreases on account of the decreasing
surface latent heat flux, as well as the increasing mean updraught radius. The simulta-
neous weakening of the deep convection leads to a decrease in the vertical mass flux in
the eyewall updraught. This weakening vertical mass flux causes the radial inflow above
the boundary layer to weaken, which ultimately leads to a more pronounced spin down,
corresponding to a more rapid decay, than earlier in the decay phase.

Similarly, boundary layer dynamics and air-sea interactions both play an important role
for the re-intensification, where the tendencies are reversed. During the reintensification
phase, the equivalent potential temperature of the boundary layer updraught increases
on account of both increasing SST and surface latent heat flux, as well as the decreasing
mean radius of the boundary layer updraught. The simultaneous strengthening of the deep
convection leads to an increase in the vertical mass flux in the eyewall updraught. This
increase in vertical mass flux leads to a strengthening radial inflow above the boundary
layer and spin up, corresponding to re-intensification.

I complement the results of the process-based analysis with solutions from a steady-
state boundary layer model. These solutions capture the increase in the radius of forced
ascent during the decay phase and, to a lesser extent, the subsequent decrease during re-
intensification. The agreement between these solutions and the ICON simulation provides
evidence of the effect demonstrated by Kilroy et al. (2016). Namely, that the radius of forced
ascent is controlled by the expanding outer circulation on account of non-linear boundary
layer dynamics. In turn, the change in radius of forced ascent influences deep convection
in the eyewall updraught, which then feeds back on the boundary layer flow.

In addition, my results highlights another layer of complexity to the coupling between
surface latent heat flux, SST and near-surface wind speed through boundary layer dy-
namics. Changes in surface latent heat flux depend on changes in the near-surface wind
linked to the boundary layer flow, which depend on whether convergence in the boundary
layer is dominated by the non-linear dynamics of the boundary layer flow or the suction
effect. Thus, any feedback between surface latent heat flux and tropical cyclone intensity
in coupled models ultimately involves non-linear boundary layer dynamics. Further work
is required to determine the importance of this coupling for the strength of the negative
feedback.

Further work is also required to establish the link between the boundary layer flow and
sea-surface cooling in coupled models. Changes in SST also depend on the nature of the
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boundary layer flow, because the wind stress at the sea surface that initiates sea-surface
cooling is, as with the surface latent heat flux, a function of near-surface wind speed. Since
changes in SST influence the surface latent flux, which ultimately affect the boundary layer
flow, it is difficult to know how important this aspect is without coupled atmosphere-ocean
simulations.

Taken together, my results show that boundary layer dynamics play an important role
for the negative feedback and the tropical cyclone intensity response to a warm-core eddy
in a coupled atmosphere-ocean model. By modulating the decrease in intensity in response
to the strengthening sea-surface cooling, boundary layer dynamics affect the strength of
the negative feedback between intensity and sea-surface cooling. Similarly, boundary layer
dynamics influence the weakening of the negative feedback over the warm-core eddy by
modulating the increase in intensity in response to the weakening sea-surface cooling.



3
T H E I M PA C T O F O C E A N E D D I E S O N T R O P I C A L C Y C L O N E
I N T E N S I T Y O N A G L O B A L S C A L E

3.1 tropical cyclone intensity and climate change

Over recent decades there has been an increase in the global proportion of tropical cy-
clones intensifying into the most severe category 4 or category 5 storms. The balance of
evidence suggests that the increase is partly attributable to anthropogenic climate change
(Knutson et al., 2019). Due to the disproportionately large economic damage they inflict
and the loss of life they cause, the number of these intense (Category 4 - 5) tropical cy-
clones is an important measure for the societal impact of all tropical cyclones (Christensen
et al., 2013). Accurately predicting the change in the number of intense tropical cyclones
in the future is especially important for decision makers responsible for mitigation and
adaptation measures (Masson-Delmotte et al., 2021).

Projections of future changes in tropical cyclone intensity are based on climate simu-
lations run with general circulation models (GCMs). GCMs derive their name from their
ability to simulate the large-scale general circulation in the atmosphere. Accordingly, the
grid used in GCMs covers the entire globe. The range and complexity of physical processes
simulated in GCMs is similar to that of Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) models used
for intensity forecasting.

The majority of climate simulations run with GCMs project a future decrease in the over-
all number of tropical cyclones, but an increase in the global proportion of intense tropical
cyclones (Knutson et al., 2020). A recent climate simulation with a coupled atmosphere-
ocean GCM shows not only a future increase in the proportion of intense tropical cyclones,
but also an increase in their frequency (Bhatia et al., 2018). The authors find that the in-
creased frequency of intense tropical cyclones is consistent with an increase in the extent
of oceanic regions with conditions conducive to intensification. Additionally, the authors
find that the increase in the number of intense tropical cyclones is linked to an increase in
the average intensification rates.

3.2 limitations of climate simulations

Many of the climate simulations used for future projections of tropical cyclone intensity
are run with atmosphere-only GCMs (Bacmeister et al., 2018; Murakami et al., 2012; Sugi
et al., 2016; Wehner et al., 2018; Yamada et al., 2017). Without an ocean component, these
simulations do not capture the negative feedback between intensity and sea-surface cool-
ing. Given the current limitations in computing power, downscaling methods have been
deployed to generate projections that take the negative feedback into account. For inten-
sity projections, downscaling is a two-step process consisting of a global climate simula-
tion run with an atmosphere-only GCM followed by regional simulations using a coupled
atmosphere-ocean model with substantially smaller horizontal grid spacing (Bender et al.,
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2010; Knutson et al., 2013, 2015). The tropical cyclones that form in the global climate sim-
ulation are extrapolated and simulated in the coupled regional models which simulate the
negative feedback. A major disadvantage of downscaling is that the tropical cyclones sim-
ulated in the regional models cannot affect the climate simulated in the GCMs (Emanuel,
2013).

More recently, climate simulations have been carried out without downscaling by using
coupled atmosphere-ocean GCMs (Bhatia et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2014; Ogata et al., 2016).
In contrast to downscaling methods, simulations with coupled GCMs capture both the
negative feedback and any effect the tropical cyclone has on the surrounding environment,
which in turn influences the climate. However, the grid spacing of the ocean models used
is too coarse to resolve warm-core ocean eddies, which are a highly localised phenomena
(Kirtman et al., 2012; Knutson et al., 2020). As a result, there are no projections of fu-
ture tropical cyclone intensity based on climate simulations in coupled GCMs that resolve
warm-core eddies, referred to as eddy-resolving simulations.

Eddy-resolving simulations not only resolve warm-core eddies, but also resolve cold-
core eddies. Similar to warm-core eddies, cold-core eddies are rotating water masses with
a mixed layer that differs in temperature and depth from the background flow. Both cold-
core and warm-core eddies are more generally referred to as ocean eddies. In contrast to
warm-core eddies, cold-core eddies have a mixed layer that is shallower and cooler than the
surrounding environment. As a result, cold-core eddies have a mixed-layer heat content
that is smaller than the surrounding environment. When a tropical cyclone encounters a
cold-core eddy, the sudden decrease in heat content leads to an enhancement of sea-surface
cooling and, hence, a strengthening of the negative feedback.

The absence of eddy-resolving climate simulations means that it is unclear what role
ocean eddies play for tropical cyclone intensity in a warming climate. The attribution of
numerous rapidly-intensifying tropical cyclones to warm-core eddies suggests that using
eddy-resolving ocean models may alter the average intensity and rate of intensification in
current climate simulations. At the same time, any increase in intensity or intensification
rates may be offset by cold-core eddies, which strengthen the negative feedback. If one
effect is more pronounced that the other, the lack of eddy-resolving simulations may lead
to a bias in current climate simulations. However, before quantifying whether the lack
of eddy-resolving climate simulations may skew future projections, it is necessary to ask
what effect warm-core and cold-core eddies have on tropical cyclone intensity on a global
scale in the current climate.

3.3 global aspects of interactions between ocean eddies and tropical
cyclones

The impact of ocean eddies on a global scale depends on the frequency with which tropical
cyclones encounter them. The frequency of encounters in turn depends on the formation
and movement of the ocean eddies, which are carried by the background ocean flow (Ol-
son, 1991). Tracking ocean-eddy movements is possible with altimetry data collected by
satellites, in which warm-core and cold-core eddies appear as a respective maxima and
minima in the sea surface height (Chelton et al., 2007). A study comparing the tracks of
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eddies and tropical cyclones found that 90% of tropical cyclones in the western Pacific
between 2002 and 2011 encountered ocean eddies, indicating that such encounters may be
common on the global scale (Ma et al., 2017).

Although satellites reveal the presence of ocean eddies through altimetry measurements,
they cannot reveal their subsurface ocean structure (Brokaw et al., 2020). Instead, in situ
measurements are required. Around 4000 autonomous measurement devices known as
ARGO floats are spread over the world’s oceans and collect in situ data in real time (Jayne
et al., 2017). Data collected from ARGO floats has recently been used to analyse in detail
the changes in the subsurface structure of ocean eddies and the sea-surface cooling that
occurs when a tropical cyclone passes overhead (Li et al., 2021; Sadhuram et al., 2012; Sun
et al., 2012). However, while a large part of the world’s ocean is sampled by ocean floats,
there is on average only one ARGO float in a 3� x 3� latitude-longitude box (Li et al., 2021).
As a result, the network of ARGO floats cannot fully resolve the structure of individual
ocean eddies, let alone on a global scale. Without knowledge of the depth and temperature
of the mixed layer of the ocean eddies, one cannot say to what extent warm-core and cold-
core eddies respectively suppress and enhance sea-surface cooling.

The extent to which ocean eddies alter sea-surface cooling depends on complex pro-
cesses at play in the upper ocean. Three processes in the upper ocean are primarily respon-
sible for sea-surface cooling induced by tropical cyclones: entrainment, vertical mixing and
upwelling (Price, 1981). Entrainment refers to the process whereby water at the bottom of
the mixed layer entraps and brings in colder waters from the thermocline below. Once the
cold water enters the mixed layer, vertical mixing distributes the cold thermocline water
throughout the depth of the mixed layer. Cold thermocline water can also enter the mixed
layer via upwelling. Upwelling refers to the upward movement of water that replaces sur-
face water above, which diverges due to the wind stress exerted by the tropical cyclone.
The complication is that the contribution of these processes to sea-surface cooling is sen-
sitive to the background oceanic flow (Jaimes et al., 2009a). Therefore, the impact of an
ocean eddy on the intensity of a tropical cyclone passing overhead is also sensitive to the
background oceanic flow.

3.4 research question

There are many studies that model the effect of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity.
However, most focus on case studies where individual tropical cyclones encounter ocean
eddies (Hong et al., 2000; Lin et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2013; Yan et al., 2017). While Ma et al.
(2017) study the effect of ocean eddies over the western Pacific with a regional coupled
atmosphere-ocean model, their ocean model is not initialised with a background oceanic
flow. Given the additional complexities associated with the background oceanic flow and
the lack of subsurface measurements, it is hard to foresee the impact ocean eddies have
on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale. This is the research gap I address, which is
summarised in the following research question.
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What is the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale in
a coupled atmosphere-ocean model?

Answering the above research question is possible with a coupled atmosphere-ocean
GCM that can capture the background oceanic flow, a realistic distribution of ocean eddies
and tropical cyclones, and the complex physics processes at play. A realistic background
oceanic flow and distribution of ocean eddies can be obtained via a process of ocean
spin up, whereby time dependent atmospheric fields, such as wind and temperature, are
prescribed at the sea surface. Ocean spin up also provides a way of recreating a physically
sensible subsurface ocean structure despite the lack of eddy-resolving measurements.

3.5 strategy to answer the research question

To answer this research question, I analyse a one year, coupled simulation with a realistic
ocean-eddy field, the details of which are given in Section 3.6. I begin by identifying and
tracking the tropical cyclones in the simulation. Once I extract the tropical cyclone tracks,
I evaluate the climatology of the tropical cyclones simulated in the model against obser-
vational data in Section 3.7. Then, I identify the ocean eddies encountered by the tropical
cyclones. After this, I separately analyse the impact of warm-core and cold-core eddies
on tropical cyclone intensity in Section 3.8. For the warm-core eddy analysis, I divide all
the tropical cyclones into two groups: those that encounter at least one warm-core eddy
before reaching peak intensity (warm tracks) and those that do not (not-warm tracks). Be-
tween the two groups I compare the distribution of the maximum intensity attained over
the life cycle of each tropical cyclone, known as the peak intensity. To gain insight into the
strength of the negative feedback, I also compare the sea-surface cooling and surface latent
heat flux supplied to the tropical cyclone. With a view to keep things simple, I average the
sea-surface cooling and the surface latent heat flux for each tropical cyclone from the time
of detection to the time of peak intensity. I repeat the analysis for the cold-core eddies with
tropical cyclones divided into the following two groups: those that encounter at least one
cold-core eddy before peak intensity (cold tracks) and those that do not (not-cold tracks).
Finally, I present a summary and my conclusions in Section 3.9.

3.6 simulation

The one-year, global simulation is run with the coupled atmosphere-ocean ICON model
(Korn, 2017; Zängl et al., 2014). The horizontal grid spacing in the model is 5 km and
the model is convection permitting. The background features in the ocean are obtained by
spinning up the ocean with climatological atmospheric forcing. The atmospheric forcing
is taken from the fifth generation ECMWF atmospheric dataset (ERA5) (Dee et al., 2011).
After spin up, the atmosphere is initialised for 20th January 2020 and run in coupled mode
for one year until 20th January 2021. The ocean eddies form during the spin up process,
and the tropical cyclones form organically when the model is run in coupled mode.
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3.7 tropical cyclone climatology

To evaluate the tropical cyclone climatology, I compare the simulated tropical cyclones to
observations from the year 2020 and other years. Since the synoptic skill of the model is
limited, the simulated tropical cyclones do not correspond to historical tropical cyclones
that occurred in 2020. Also, the synoptic eddy field does not represent the eddy field from
2020. For this reason, I do not expect there to be a perfect match between observations
from 2020 and simulation. Instead, I am interested in whether the global statistics of the
simulated tropical cyclones are reasonable.

3.7.1 Tracks

I extract the tropical cyclone tracks with a tracking algorithm that uses thresholds for the
mean sea-level pressure and the near-surface wind speed fields that are adjusted for the
ICON simulation. A tropical cyclone is detected if the mean sea-level pressure is below
990 hPa and the maximum near-surface wind speed exceeds 17 ms-1. Track points are
detected at 2 hour intervals.

The tropical cyclones in the simulation are located in the Pacific Ocean, the Southern
Indian Ocean and the North Atlantic Ocean, including the Gulf of Mexico. Besides the
lack of tracks in the North Indian Ocean, the geographical region covered by the tracks is
in agreement with tropical cyclone climatology. The greater number of tracks in the North-
ern Hemisphere than the Southern Hemisphere is also consistent with the observational
record.

3.7.2 Intensity and frequency

The model simulates a total of 66 tropical cyclones (category 1 - 5). This number is sub-
stantially larger than the 45 tropical cyclones observed in 2020 and the yearly mean of 47.5
tropical cyclones between 1981 and 2010. The number of simulated tropical cyclones also
exceeds the yearly record between 1972 and 2020 of 59. However, there is good agreement
in terms of major tropical cyclones (category 3 - 5), defined as being category 3 or stronger.
The number of 24 simulated major tropical cyclones is similar to the observed 21 in 2020
and the yearly mean of 23.4 between 1981 and 2010. The number of major tropical cyclones
is much lower than the record of 39 for the period from 1972 until 2020. Also, the accu-
mulated cyclone energy, which is an aggregated measure of tropical cyclone frequency,
intensity and duration, lies between the observed value for 2020 and the mean value for
the period 1981 to 2010.

The frequency with which the simulated tropical cyclones form varies over the course
of the year. The monthly frequency peaks in August, which is consistent with the observa-
tions from 2020. The peak in August reflects the larger number of tropical cyclones in the
Northern Hemisphere. A smaller peak in March corresponds to the simulated height of
the tropical cyclone season in the Southern Hemisphere. In the observations for 2020, this
peak occurs in February, a month earlier than the simulation. It is not clear why there are
no tropical cyclones simulated in April.
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between simulated monthly tropical-cyclone frequency across the globe
with observations from 2020. The frequency for the simulated tropical cyclones is shown
as a stacked bar chart sorted according to category.

None of the simulated tropical cyclones intensify into category 5 tropical cyclones. The
months with the largest number of simulated major tropical cyclones are August and
October with 6 each. All the category 4 tropical cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere
occur between the beginning of July and the end of October. These are the four months
with the largest number of tropical cyclones. With the exception of one category 4 tropical
cyclone in the Gulf of Mexico, all category 4 tropical cyclones are found in the Pacific
region.

It is not clear why the model simulates too many tropical cyclones throughout the year
compared to the observations for 2020. On the one hand, the environmental factors, notably
sea-surface temperature and vertical wind shear, may be too conducive to tropical cyclone
genesis. One large-scale phenomena that may be responsible for the discrepancy is the
Madden-Julian Oscilation, which modulates tropical cyclone frequency globally and has
been shown to be highly model dependent (Camargo et al., 2009, 2016; Klotzbach, 2014;
Klotzbach et al., 2015; Satoh et al., 2012). On the other hand, there are large differences in
tropical cyclone frequency across models that have similar genesis indices, which are used
to estimate the probability of genesis based on environmental parameters (Camargo, 2013).
This discrepancy suggests that the frequency is more strongly controlled by the dynamics
of the tropical cyclone circulation simulated in the model than the large scale environment
(Camargo et al., 2016).

3.7.3 Pressure-wind relationship

The pressure-wind relationship examines the two measures of tropical cyclone intensity:
the minimum mean sea-level pressure at the centre of the tropical cyclone and the max-
imum near-surface wind speed. The two variables are negatively correlated in observa-
tions, with pressure decreasing with increasing wind speed. For category 1 tropical cy-
clones, there is an overlap between the observed and simulated pressure-wind relation-
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Figure 3.2: Comparison between the simulated pressure-wind relationship and the observed
pressure-wind relationship for 2020.

ships. However, the pressure-wind relationship diverges for tropical cyclones as intensity
increases above category 2. In this range, the simulated tropical cyclones have a maximum
near-surface wind speed that is lower than observations for a given minimum mean sea-
level pressure. Interestingly, the gap between the observed and simulated tropical cyclones
diverges with increasing maximum near-surface wind speed. One possible explanation for
the diverging relationship is the way the surface drag is parameterised in the model. In
the ICON model, the surface drag coefficient increases linearly with wind speed. Bao et al.
(Oct. 2012) showed that switching from a surface drag coefficient that increases linearly
with wind speed to one that increases and then plateaus beyond a certain wind speed
leads to tropical cyclones with a higher minimum mean sea-level pressure but a similar
maximum near-surface wind speed.

3.7.4 Sea-surface cooling

To define sea-surface cooling, one has to specify a time period over which the sea surface
cools. Here, I define sea-surface cooling as the change in the SST from 24 hours before
to 24 hours after the tropical cyclone is directly overhead. With this definition, I find that
the maximum sea-surface cooling that a tropical cyclone experiences over its lifetime in-
creases with category. This positive relationship also exists between the sea-surface cooling
averaged along the entire track of each tropical cyclone and category. Since there are no cat-
egory 5 tropical cyclones, category 4 tropical cyclones experience the largest track-averaged
sea-surface cooling. In agreement with observations, the track-averaged sea-surface cool-
ing does not increase substantially above category 2 (Lloyd et al., 2011).
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3.7.5 Evaluation of tropical cyclone climatology

Overall, the ICON model performs reasonably well in terms of tropical cyclone climatol-
ogy. The distribution of tropical cyclone tracks is realistic, with the exception of the lack
of tropical cyclones in the Bay of Bengal. The model simulates a very active tropical cy-
clone year, with the number of tropical cyclones reaching at least category 1 exceeding
the yearly record for the period 1972 to 2020. However, the number of major tropical cy-
clones (category 3 - 5) is in good agreement with observations. The two simulated peaks
in the monthly frequency corresponding to each hemisphere indicate that the model does
a reasonable job of not only capturing the spatial distribution of tropical cyclones, but also
their temporal distribution. The relationship between sea-surface cooling and intensity is
also broadly in agreement with observations, suggesting that the air-sea coupling and the
negative feedback in the model are well represented. The main identified shortcoming of
the model is the simulated pressure-wind relationship, which diverges from the observed
pressure-wind for major tropical cyclones.

3.8 impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity

The ability of the ICON model to simulate a reasonable tropical cyclone climatology sug-
gests that the simulation is suitable for investigating the impact of ocean eddies on tropical
cyclone intensity. Here, I begin by examining the frequency of encounters between tropical
cyclones and ocean eddies. Then I analyse the effect of warm-core and cold-core eddies
separately on tropical cyclone intensity. Finally, I discuss my results and possible limita-
tions.

3.8.1 Frequency of encounters

I define an encounter between a tropical cyclone and an ocean eddy when at least one track
point, which corresponds to the centre of the tropical cyclone, lies within the eddy. This
definition is conservative, given that tropical cyclones typically have a much larger radius
than ocean eddies (Ma et al., 2017). Nevertheless, I choose this definition, because the the
surface latent heat flux supplied to the tropical cyclone is most sensitive to the sea-surface
cooling in the inner region, where the wind speeds are strongest (Cione et al., 2003).

I find that encounters between tropical cyclones and ocean eddies are common, despite
the conservative definition of an encounter. A total of 107 ocean eddies are encountered by
the 66 tropical cyclones, which equates on average to more than one ocean eddy encounter
per tropical cyclone. Of these ocean eddies, 63 are cold-core eddies, and 44 are warm-
core eddies. The larger number of cold-core eddies encountered compared to warm-core
eddies is in agreement with Ma et al. (2017), who find that tropical cyclones in the North-
west Pacific encountered more cold-core eddies than warm-core eddies between 2002 and
2011. The eddy encounters are not evenly distributed across the tropical cyclones. In total,
more than 70% of all the 66 tropical cyclones encounter at least one ocean eddy and 45%
encounter two or more. There are even tropical cyclones that encounter up to five ocean
eddies.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot of sea-surface height overlaid with red contours showing the ocean eddies
identified by the algorithm. The surface current is displayed in both plots with black
arrows scaled according to the magnitude. The solid black circles indicate the track
points of the tropical cyclone, which encounters a large warm-core eddy (WCE4) in the
Gulf of Mexico before making landfall further north.
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Figure 3.4: Normalised histogram of the peak intensity, Vmax, for warm-track and not-warm-track
tropical cyclones. The mean for the warm-track tropical cyclones, µWCE, and not-warm-
track tropical cyclones, µ, are given with their respective 95% confidence intervals.

3.8.2 Tropical cyclone statistics for warm-core and cold-core eddies

Having identified the ocean eddies encountered by the tropical cyclones, I compare the
peak intensity of the tropical cyclones that encounter at least one warm-core eddy before
reaching peak intensity (warm track) with those that do not (not-warm track). I find that
there is a difference in the average peak intensity between the two groups that is statisti-
cally significant to the 95 % confidence level. The not-warm-track tropical cyclones reach
an average peak intensity of 44.5 ms-1, whereas the warm-track tropical cyclones reach a
higher average peak intensity of 52.1 ms-1. The difference between the two is substantial,
with the average peak intensity corresponding to category 3 for the warm-track tropical
cyclones compared to category 2 for the not-warm track tropical cyclones.

I find a similar difference between warm-track and not-warm track tropical cyclones for
the surface latent heat flux. Here, I average the surface latent heat flux for each tropical
cyclone from the time it is initially detected to the time it reaches peak intensity. The
warm-track tropical cyclones experience on average a track-averaged surface latent heat
flux of 1150 Wm-2, which is higher than the 830 Wm-2 for the not-warm-track tropical
cyclones. Similar to the peak intensity, the difference in the surface latent flux between the
two groups is statistically significant to the 95 % confidence level.

While there is a statistically significant difference for peak intensity and the surface
latent heat flux, the same is not true for the sea-surface cooling. As with the surface latent
heat flux, I average the sea-surface cooling for each tropical cyclone from the time of initial
detection to the time of peak intensity. Warm-track tropical cyclones experience on average
a slightly weaker track-averaged sea-surface cooling of 1.2 K compared to 1.3 K for not-
warm-track tropical cyclones. In contrast to the peak intensity and surface latent heat flux,
this difference is not statistically significant to the 95 % confidence level.

Repeating the process for cold-core eddies shows a different relationship between peak
intensity, track-averaged surface latent flux and track-averaged sea-surface cooling. Tropi-
cal cyclones that encounter at least one cold-core eddy before reaching peak intensity (cold
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track) reach on average a peak intensity of 46.8 ms-1, which is higher than the value of
45.8 ms-1 for those tropical cyclones that do not encounter any cold-core eddies before
reaching peak intensity (not-cold track). In contrast to the comparison for warm-core ed-
dies, the difference in average peak intensity between cold-track and not-cold-track tropical
cyclones is not statistically significant.

For the track-averaged surface latent heat flux, the difference between cold-track and not-
cold-track tropical cyclones is also not statistically significant. While there is no statistically
significant difference, it is interesting to note that cold-track tropical cyclones experience a
lower track-averaged surface latent heat flux of 830 Wm-1 compared to the value of 930
Wm-2 for not-cold-track tropical cyclones.

Similarly, there is no statistically significant difference for the track-averaged sea-surface
cooling when comparing cold-track with not-cold track tropical cyclones. Again, it is in-
teresting to observe that cold-track tropical cyclones experience on average a larger track-
averaged sea-surface cooling of 1.5 K compared to the 1.1 K experienced by not-cold-track
tropical cyclones.

3.8.3 Discussion

The high frequency of encounters between tropical cyclones and ocean eddies indicates
that ocean eddies play an important role for intensity for many of the simulated tropical
cyclones. The presence of these eddies along the tropical cyclone tracks influences the
strength of sea-surface cooling, surface latent heat flux and, hence, the strength of the
negative feedback.

The comparison between warm-track and not-warm-track tropical cyclones suggests that
warm-core eddies have a significant effect on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale.
Furthermore, these results are consistent with the notion that warm-core eddies weaken
the negative feedback. Despite the higher peak intensity, warm-track tropical cyclones
experience a similar level of sea-surface cooling to the not-warm tracks. This discrepancy
suggests that warm-core eddies suppress the sea-surface cooling, which allows tropical
cyclones to intensify further.

The limitation of the statistical analysis is that it does not provide a definitive answer as
to whether warm-core eddies are actually responsible for the difference in average peak
intensity. Other factors could be behind the difference in peak intensity and track-averaged
surface latent heat flux. If tropical cyclones that reach higher peak intensities have longer
tracks, then there is the possibility that these tropical cyclones are more likely to encounter
warm-core eddies compared to tropical cyclones with a lower peak intensity and shorter
tracks. Further investigation is required to examine the extent to which warm-core eddies
are behind the difference in average peak intensity and determine the robustness of these
results.

In contrast to the analysis for warm-core eddies, the comparison between the cold-track
and not-cold-track tropical cyclones suggests that cold-core eddies do not have a significant
effect on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale. While cold-core eddies may strengthen
the negative feedback for individual tropical cyclones, such an effect is not evident across
all tropical cyclones. These results can be interpreted in two ways. Either cold-core eddies
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are not as important for tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale as other environmental
factors, or the effect of cold-core eddies is more subtle than strengthening the negative
feedback by enhancing the sea-surface cooling. As my analysis examines the effect of cold-
core eddies in isolation from warm-core eddies, it is not clear how warm-core eddies affect
the difference in peak intensity between the cold-track and not-cold-track tropical cyclones.
Differences between cold-track and warm-track tropical cyclones are difficult to interpret,
since cold-track tropical cyclones may also encounter warm-core eddies and warm-track
tropical cyclones may encounter cold-core eddies.

3.9 conclusions

In conclusion, my results suggest that warm-core eddies have a statistically significant
impact on peak tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale by weakening the negative
feedback. My findings do not indicate that cold-core eddies have a statistically significant
impact on peak intensity. Further work is required to see if these results are robust and
whether the difference in peak intensity can be directly attributed to warm-core eddies.

One shortcoming of the model that affects the robustness of these results is the pressure-
wind relationship. The simulated pressure-wind relationship deviates from the observed
pressure-wind relationship, especially for major tropical cyclones. The deviation is likely
to be linked to the parameterisation of surface drag and the choice of boundary layer
parameterisation. Since the tropical cyclones that encounter at least one warm-core eddy
strengthen on average into a major tropical cyclone, choosing a different boundary-layer
or surface-drag parameterisation may have a considerable effect on the peak intensity of
these tropical cyclones.

Despite the tentative nature of my findings, they open the door to the possibility that
the lack of eddy-resolving climate simulations introduces a bias in future projections of
tropical cyclone intensity. Resolving warm-core eddies in climate simulations may increase
the number of intense tropical cyclones simulated, which would point to current models
underestimating the projected increases in intense tropical cyclones.
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S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S

In this thesis, I investigated the impact of warm-core eddies on tropical cyclone intensity.
Warm-core eddies are especially pertinent to tropical cyclone intensity, because they have
been linked to the rapid intensification of several tropical cyclones. Rapidly intensifying
tropical cyclones are both notoriously difficult to forecast and particularly dangerous for
coastal communities in their path. A better understanding of how warm-core eddies affect
tropical cyclone intensity is required to improve intensity forecasts and to minimise the
economic and human costs of landfalling tropical cyclones.

The effect warm-core eddies have on tropical cyclone intensity is often described in
the context of a negative feedback. This negative feedback arises because the wind-stress
exerted by the tropical cyclone at the sea surface churns the upper ocean, causing the sea
surface to cool. This sea-surface cooling leads to a decrease in the surface latent heat flux.
By decreasing the surface latent heat flux, the sea-surface cooling acts as a brake on tropical
cyclone intensification. Warm-core eddies weaken this negative feedback by suppressing
the sea-surface cooling, allowing the tropical cyclone to reach a higher intensity.

To investigate the impact of warm-core eddies on tropical cyclone intensity, I analysed
simulations run with a coupled atmosphere-ocean model that captures the negative feed-
back. The coupled model is similar in complexity to NWP models used for intensity fore-
casting and simulates the full range of complex physical processes that underlie the nega-
tive feedback.

4.1 research question 1

In the first part of my thesis, I examined the role of boundary layer dynamics for tropical
cyclone intensity in a coupled atmosphere-ocean model. The key aspects of boundary layer
dynamics relevant to tropical cyclone intensity are highlighted in the rotating-convection
paradigm for spin up. While these aspects have been shown to be important for tropi-
cal cyclone intensity in atmosphere-models, they have not been investigated in coupled
atmosphere-ocean models. This led me to my first research question:

Are boundary layer dynamics important for the negative feedback and the tropical
cyclone intensity response to a warm-core eddy in coupled atmosphere-ocean models?

To answer this research question, I analysed a coupled simulation of a tropical cy-
clone that encounters a warm-core eddy using a conceptual framework, which extends
the rotating-convection paradigm to include air-sea coupling. I focused on the changes in
intensity in the mature phase after the tropical cyclone reaches peak intensity. In the ma-
ture phase, the intensity decreases following the formation of a cold wake. This decrease
is gradual and then more rapid. Subsequently, the tropical cyclone reintensifies during its
encounter with the warm-core eddy.

47
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My results show that the aspects of boundary layer dynamics in the rotating-convection
paradigm are crucial to understanding the gradual and rapid decrease in intensity, as
well as the reintensification. Moreover, the differing rates at which the intensity decreases
cannot be explained without boundary layer dynamics. By modulating these changes in
intensity in response to sea-surface cooling, boundary layer dynamics play an important
role for the negative feedback and the intensity response of the simulated tropical cyclone
to the warm-core eddy.

The central role played by boundary layer dynamics for the negative feedback under-
scores the importance of accurately representing the boundary layer flow in coupled
atmosphere-ocean models. In atmosphere-only models, tropical cyclone intensity has been
shown to be sensitive to the choice of boundary layer schemes, which parameterise the
diffusion of momentum and heat in the boundary layer that occurs on sub-grid scales (Bu
et al., 2017; Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013; Kepert, 2012; Rai et al., 2018; Smith et al., 2014,
2010b; Srinivas et al., 2008). Recently, Zhang et al. (Apr. 2017) show that intensity forecasts
of tropical cyclones undergoing rapid intensification are improved when the parameterised
vertical diffusion of momentum is reduced (ibid.). They link the improved forecasts to the
ability of the model to accurately capture the structural changes in the tropical cyclone
circulation, including the strength of boundary layer convergence. Furthermore, they reit-
erate the need to evaluate model performance based on metrics relating to the structure of
the topical cyclone (Zhang et al., 2015b).

To the best of my knowledge, the sensitivity of tropical cyclone intensity and rapid in-
tensification to boundary layer schemes has not been investigated in coupled atmosphere-
ocean models. The need to investigate this sensitivity is evident from the study by Raju
et al. (Sept. 2011), who show that simulating the rapid intensification of Cyclone Nargis
over a warm-core eddy depends on the choice of boundary layer scheme. Despite Cyclone
Nargis rapidly intensifying over a warm-core eddy, the authors use an atmosphere-only
model.

By being the first study that investigates the effect of a warm-core eddy on the kine-
matic and thermodynamic structure of the tropical cyclone boundary layer in a coupled
atmosphere-ocean model, my results can help researchers understand the sensitivity of
tropical cyclone intensity and the negative feedback to boundary layer schemes in cou-
pled atmosphere-ocean models. A comprehensive understanding of this sensitivity in cou-
pled models is crucial to improving intensity forecasts, including for tropical cyclones that
rapidly intensify over warm-core eddies.

4.2 research question 2

In the second part of my thesis, I explored the impact of both warm-core and cold-core
eddies on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale. In contrast to warm-core eddies,
cold-core eddies enhance sea-surface cooling and strengthen the negative feedback. While
warm-core and cold-core eddies, referred to as ocean eddies, have a substantial effect on
the strength of the negative feedback for individual tropical cyclones, they are not re-
solved in global climate simulations. Without global simulations that resolve ocean eddies
and tropical cyclones, it is very difficult to foresee the impact of ocean eddies on tropical
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cyclone intensity. Since no simulation of this kind has been examined in the context of
ocean eddies and tropical cyclone intensity, it is not clear whether resolving ocean eddies
in climate simulations would affect the projected future changes in intensity. This led me
to my second research question:

What is the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale in
a coupled atmosphere-ocean model?

To answer this research question, I analysed a one-year, global coupled atmosphere-
ocean simulation initialised with a realistic ocean-eddy field. I compared the tropical cy-
clones that encounter a warm-core eddy before reaching peak intensity with those tropical
cyclones that do not. Then I compared the tropical cyclones that encounter a cold-core
eddy before reaching peak intensity with those that do not.

My results show that the tropical cyclones that encounter warm-core eddies reach on
average a higher peak intensity than those that do not. Additionally, the tropical cyclones
that encounter warm-core eddies experience a larger surface latent heat flux and a similar
degree of sea-surface cooling compared to the remaining tropical cyclones. These results
are consistent with the notion that warm-core eddies are weakening the negative feedback
by suppressing sea-surface cooling, allowing the tropical cyclones to intensify further.

In contrast to warm-core eddies, tropical cyclones that encounter cold-core eddies do
not reach on average a peak intensity that is different from the peak intensity of those that
do not. These results suggest that cold-core eddies are less important for tropical cyclones
intensity on a global scale than warm-core eddies.

While further work is required to establish the robustness of my results, they indicate
that the lack of eddy-resolving climate simulations may lead to biases in future projections
of tropical cyclone intensity. Given that warm-core eddies appear to have a larger impact on
tropical cyclone intensity than cold-core eddies, resolving ocean eddies may favour rapid
intensification and lead to a larger number of intense tropical cyclones being simulated in
climate models. However, the exact impact of resolving ocean eddies in climate simulations
is not clear due to the underlying complexities of the coupling between the atmosphere
and the ocean. Nevertheless, my results underscore the need to examine the impact of
resolving eddies on climate simulations in future research.

Further advances in computational power will increase the feasibility of running eddy-
resolving climate simulations with a grid spacing similar to current forecasting models.
These climate simulations will present new opportunities to study the impact of ocean
eddies on tropical cyclones in a warming world. At the same time, the smaller grid spac-
ing will increase the complexity of these climate simulations. If the sensitivity of current
forecasting models to boundary layer schemes is anything to go by, an understanding of
boundary layer dynamics will be crucial to disentangle the impacts of ocean eddies on
tropical cyclone intensity.
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R E S P O N S E O F A T R O P I C A L C Y C L O N E T O A S U B S U R FA C E O C E A N
E D D Y A N D T H E R O L E O F B O U N D A RY L AY E R D Y N A M I C S

a.1 abstract

We analyse a tropical cyclone simulated for a realistic ocean-eddy field using the global,
non-hydrostatic, fully-coupled atmosphere-ocean ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON) model.
After intensifying rapidly, the tropical cyclone decays following its interaction with a
cold wake and subsequently reintensifies as it encounters a subsurface, warm-core eddy.
To understand the change in the azimuthal-mean structure and intensity of the tropical
cyclone, we invoke a conceptual framework, which recognises the importance of both
boundary-layer dynamics and air-sea interactions. Crucially, the framework recognises that
the change in the mean radius of updraught at the boundary layer top is regulated by the
expanding outer tangential wind field through boundary-layer dynamics. The decrease in
the average equivalent potential temperature of the boundary-layer updraught during the
early decay phase is related to an increase in the mean radius of the updraught rather than
air-sea interactions. However, later in the decay phase, air-sea interactions contribute to
the decrease, which is accompanied by a decrease in the vertical mass flux in the eyewall
updraught and, ultimately, a more pronounced spin-down of the tropical cyclone. Air-sea
interactions are important during reintensification also, where the tendencies are reversed,
that is, the mean radius of the boundary-layer updraught decreases along with an increase
in its average equivalent potential temperature and vertical mass flux. The importance of
boundary-layer dynamics to the change in the azimuthal-mean structure is underscored
by the ability of a steady-state slab boundary-layer model to predict an increasing and, to a
lesser extent, a decreasing radius of forced ascent for periods of decay and reintensification,
respectively. Finally, our simulation highlights the importance of the ocean-eddy field for
tropical cyclone intensity forecasts, since the simulated warm-core eddy does not display
any sea-surface temperature (SST) signal until it is encountered by the tropical cyclone.

a.2 introduction

This study examines how the atmospheric boundary layer modulates the intensity of a
mature tropical cyclone influenced by a realistic ocean-eddy field in a global, convection-
permitting, coupled ocean-atmosphere model run at 5 km grid spacing1. The significance
of the boundary layer to the spin-up and intensity of tropical cyclones is well established
for atmosphere-only models (Montgomery et al., 2014, 2017). However, two crucial as-
pects of the boundary layer tested in atmosphere-only models remain unexplored in cou-
pled simulations, where tropical cyclone intensity also varies significantly with subsurface
ocean conditions. Firstly, boundary-layer dynamics exert control on the location of the up-

1 The grid spacing in ICON is defined as the square root of the area of the triangular cells and is almost constant
over the globe.
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draught at the top of the boundary layer, which determines the location of the eyewall
updraught. The location and strength of the eyewall updraught influence the radial ad-
vection of absolute angular momentum, M, above the boundary layer, a region where M

is approximately conserved. If the eyewall updraught is strong enough, M is advected in-
wards. Otherwise, M is advected outwards. Secondly, the dynamics of the boundary-layer
flow influences the surface latent heat flux, which depends inter alia on the near-surface
wind speed. Since the surface latent heat flux also depends on subsurface ocean condi-
tions, these two aspects motivate a closer examination of the boundary layer in coupled
atmosphere-ocean models.

Studies using coupled atmosphere-ocean models established early on that the wind-
stress-induced sea-surface cooling associated with tropical cyclones leads to a decrease
in tropical cyclone intensity (Bender et al., 1993; Chang et al., 1979; Khain et al., 1991).
The decrease can be significant, with tropical cyclone intensity up to 50% less compared
with the case in which there is no sea-surface cooling (Schade et al., 1999). Capturing the
sea-surface cooling in coupled models has improved tropical cyclone intensity forecasting,
which previously relied on atmosphere-only models (Balaguru et al., 2018; Bender et al.,
2000; Mogensen et al., 2017), considerably.

The sea-surface cooling initiated by the tropical cyclone depends on pre-storm subsur-
face ocean conditions. This is because the subsurface ocean structure influences the ocean
processes that are primarily responsible for sea-surface cooling. These processes include
entrainment, vertical mixing and upwelling associated with Ekman pumping, where cooler
thermocline waters ascend into the mixed layer due to the divergence of warmer surface
waters (Price, 1981). Furthermore, the subsurface ocean structure is shaped by background
ocean eddies, which are predominantly found near major current systems. Warm-core ed-
dies can limit the sea-surface cooling, whereas cold-core ocean eddies can enhance the
sea-surface cooling (Jaimes et al., 2009b, 2016, 2015; Ma et al., 2017). Consequently, back-
ground eddies impact tropical cyclone intensity, as shown in numerical models of varying
complexity (Lin et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2007b; Yablonsky et al., 2012; Yan
et al., 2017). Warm-core eddies are of particular interest, because they are favourable for
rapid intensification, particularly if the background, climatological ocean mixed layer is
not deep (Lin et al., 2008). Given its impact on sea-surface cooling and tropical cyclone
intensity, the subsurface ocean structure is considered to be of first-order importance for
tropical cyclone intensity forecasting (Emanuel, 1999).

Sea-surface cooling influences tropical cyclone intensity by reducing the surface latent
heat flux between ocean and atmosphere, which is the primary energy source for trop-
ical cyclones (Emanuel, 1986). However, the process by which tropical cyclone intensity
changes is far from straightforward. Recent studies using coupled models turn to Emanuel’s
influential paradigm to explain changes in tropical cyclone intensity due to a cold wake (Chen
et al., 2017; Emanuel, 1995; Emanuel, 1997; Emanuel, 1989; Lee et al., 2014; Li et al., 2019).
However, one shortcoming of this paradigm is that, while considering boundary-layer
thermodynamics, it does not recognise the importance of atmospheric boundary-layer dy-
namics to spin up (Montgomery et al., 2014).

Boundary-layer dynamics exert a strong control on the radius at which the boundary-
layer inflow turns upwards into the eyewall updraught (Abarca et al., 2015; Nguyen et al.,
2002; Persing et al., 2013; Schmidt et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2009; Zhang et al., 2001; Zhang
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et al., 2015a). The thermodynamic characteristics of the updraught out of the boundary
layer determine the rate of diabatic heating within the eyewall updraught (Smith et al.,
2016). The boundary-layer updraught also advects tangential momentum vertically, which
contributes significantly to spin-up in the eyewall updraught, provided sufficiently large
tangential momentum is generated in the boundary layer (Kilroy et al., 2016; Persing et al.,
2013; Schmidt et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2009). The tight coupling between the boundary
layer and the eyewall updraught is further underscored by the finding that spin-down
occurs if the eyewall updraught is not strong enough to accept the boundary-layer up-
draft (Smith et al., 2018).

Another important aspect of boundary-layer dynamics is the lack of gradient wind bal-
ance in the boundary layer. As a result, nonlinear advective terms cannot be neglected
from the momentum equations in the boundary layer (Vogl et al., 2009). Kilroy et al. (2016)
demonstrated with an atmosphere-only model that nonlinear boundary layer dynamics
lead to nonlocal effects, whereby the expanding outer circulation leads to an increasing
radius of forced ascent of boundary-layer air at the base of the eyewall updraught. By
controlling the radius of forced ascent, boundary-layer dynamics play an active role in the
radially outward movement of the eyewall updraught and, ultimately, the accompanying
decrease in tropical cyclone intensity.

Although boundary-layer dynamics has been shown to play an important role for the
radially outward movement of the eyewall updraught in atmosphere-only simulations, its
role has not been examined in coupled simulations. Recent studies of the tropical cyclone
cold wake attribute the radially outward movement of the eyewall updraught to decreas-
ing surface latent heat flux and the accompanying weakening deep convection in the eye-
wall updraught (Chen et al., 2010b, 2017; Guo et al., 2020; Li et al., 2018; Ma, 2020). While
these studies do examine the role of boundary-layer dynamics in determining the moisture
transported inwards by the boundary layer, they do not examine the role of boundary-layer
dynamics in determining the inner-core expansion. However, the foregoing discussion in-
dicates that it is crucial to consider both boundary-layer dynamics and air-sea coupling
to understand the inner-core expansion and the accompanying change in tropical cyclone
intensity.

In this study, we investigate the influence of boundary-layer dynamics and air-sea cou-
pling on the change in the location of the eyewall updraught and the intensity of a mature
tropical cyclone. To this end, we use a simulation of a tropical cyclone run with the fully-
coupled ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON) model in a global configuration with 5 km
horizontal grid spacing for both atmosphere and ocean (Korn, 2017; Zängl et al., 2015).
The initialization of the atmosphere and ocean component of the ICON model includes a
detailed subsurface ocean structure ahead of the tropical cyclone. The simulated tropical
cyclone generates a cold wake that is sensitive to the initial subsurface ocean structure,
which includes a warm-core eddy.

A description of the coupled ICON model and the simulation is provided in Section
A.3. To set the scene for interpreting the simulation, we outline a simple conceptual frame-
work to understand the coupling between the surface latent heat flux, the deep convection
in the eyewall updraught and the boundary layer flow in Section A.4. This framework
extends an existing framework to include the additional effects of atmosphere-ocean cou-
pling. In Section A.5, we present results from the ICON simulation for the ocean and the
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atmosphere, and we discuss the change in tropical cyclone intensity in the context of the
conceptual framework. In Section A.6, we extend the study by Kilroy et al. (2016) and run
a steady-state, axisymmetric slab boundary-layer model with a prescribed tangential wind
field (Smith, 2003). Prescribing the tangential wind field from the ICON simulation allows
us to investigate the role of nonlinear boundary layer dynamics in controlling the radii of
forced ascent and influencing the change in location of the eyewall updraught. A summary
and conclusion follows in Section A.7.

a.3 icon model description and simulation

To study the evolution of a mature tropical cyclone, we analyse a single tropical cyclone
from an existing 40-day simulation that was run as part of the development of the 5-km,
global, coupled atmosphere-ocean ICON model (Korn, 2017; Zängl et al., 2015). The global
configuration allows us to avoid problems arising from a mismatch of physics between
a nested region of interest and its boundaries (Emanuel, 2013). We chose this particular
simulation because the tropical cyclone in question encounters a warm-core eddy, which
provides a compelling case study of tropical cyclone intensity in a coupled model.

Although coupled simulations of tropical cyclones exist with a smaller horizontal grid
spacing of 2 - 3 km, this is the first study of a tropical cyclone simulated in a global do-
main with no nesting and a grid spacing as low as 5 km for both the atmosphere and
the ocean (Chen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2019). Because horizontal diffusion parametrised
in boundary-layer schemes typically scales with the horizontal grid spacing in mesoscale
models, simulated tropical cyclone intensity can increase when the horizontal grid spacing
is decreased (Rotunno et al., 2009). At the same time, the effect on tropical cyclone intensity
of decreasing the horizontal grid spacing may be limited due to factors that favour intensifi-
cation at smaller grid spacing being compensated by factors that favour weakening (Fierro
et al., 2009). Since our goal is to articulate the importance of boundary-layer dynamics for
tropical cyclone intensity in a coupled simulation by analysing the qualitative behaviour
of the processes outlined in the conceptual framework (section A.4), reducing the grid
spacing is unlikely to change our analysis.

In the ICON simulation, there are 70 vertical levels in the atmosphere with a model top
located at a height of 30 km. Nine of these vertical levels lie below 1 km, permitting ade-
quate resolution of the boundary-layer flow. The ocean part of the model has 128 vertical
levels, of which 12 are in the uppermost 100 m, and takes into account bottom topogra-
phy with a maximum depth of 6400 m. The atmosphere and ocean are initialised separately
prior to coupling. The atmosphere is initialised with ERA-Interim reanalysis corresponding
to August 1, 2013 2013 (Dee et al., 2011). During spin-up of the ocean (not to be confused
with tropical cyclone spin-up), the ocean is forced by climatological atmospheric fields. The
initialisation of the ocean recreates background oceanic features, including ocean eddies
and currents. After the spin-up of the ocean, the atmosphere and ocean are coupled and
the model is run for 40 simulation days. Significant computational resources were required
for the coupled simulation. A total of 420 nodes were utilised on the Mistral High Perfor-
mance Computing system at the German Climate Computing Centre (DKRZ), yielding 30
simulated days per day.
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Fluxes between the atmosphere and the ocean component are exchanged every 15 min-
utes. The ICON physics package is, in terms of simulated physical processes, identical to
the package incorporated into the ECHAM atmospheric general circulation model (Gior-
getta et al., 2018). Vertical transport at subgrid scales via turbulent motion is parameterised
as turbulent diffusion. The implemented turbulence closure scheme is outlined in Maurit-
sen et al. (2007) and Pithan et al. (2015). The tuning of vertical diffusion is achieved through
adjustment of the neutral Prandtl number, which is set to 0.7 in our simulation. While
the ocean component of ICON resolves long surface gravity waves, short surface gravity
waves, in particular breaking surface waves, are not resolved. However, a parameteriza-
tion for the turbulent kinetic energy source caused by these breaking waves is applied as a
simple source term in the turbulent kinetic energy equation of the Gaspar mixing scheme.

The cloud microphysics package includes warm-rain processes and the formation of
cloud ice, but no graupel or hail. Although the inclusion of graupel does lead to more
intense tropical cyclones, the difference in the simulated intensification rate and final in-
tensity between a 2-ice and 3-ice scheme of the same type is small for strong tropical
cyclones (Tao et al., 2011; Wang, 2002). The low sensitivity of the intensification rate and
final tropical cyclone intensity may be due to the different microphysics schemes resulting
in similar vertical profiles of diabatic heating and similar levels of downdraughts (Wang,
2002). Moreover, tropical cyclone intensity is significantly more sensitive to changes in the
downdraught due to the evaporation of rain and cloud water or the melting of ice hydrom-
eteors (Zhu et al., 2006). Another limitation of this model version is that rainwater cannot
be advected horizontally. However, the lack of horizontal rainwater advection is likely to
have a negligible effect on the distribution of diabatic heating, because water vapour can
still be advected horizontally. This means that rainwater that evaporates into water vapour
can then be advected horizontally into neighbouring grid cells, before recondensing into
rainwater. Given that the distribution of clouds and precipitation in tropical cyclones is
determined to a large extent by vertical mass transport (Houze, 2010), the effect of this
limitation on the azimuthally averaged distribution of water in a mature tropical cyclone
is likely to be minimal.

After performing the analysis of the current simulation, an error was found in the model
code relating to the calculation of the wind stress. While the wind stress passed to the
atmosphere used the ocean velocity with the wrong sign and an incorrect prefactor, the
wind stress passed to the ocean did not include the ocean velocity at all. However, since
the atmospheric velocity of the tropical cyclone at the surface is much larger than the
underlying ocean velocity, the error in the wind-stress magnitude is relatively small. We
do not expect that this error matters for our diagnostics.

a.4 a conceptual framework for understanding tropical cyclone inten-
sity change

To interpret the evolution of a tropical-cyclone-like vortex in any complex numerical sim-
ulation of the type examined here requires a suitable conceptual framework. The frame-
work adopted here is the so-called rotating-convection paradigm (Montgomery et al., 2017),
which is an extension of the cooperative paradigm of (Ooyama, 1982; Ooyama, 1969). The
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extension applies to a three-dimensional flow configuration and includes a boundary-layer
spin-up mechanism as articulated by (Smith et al., 2009). Within this framework, we recog-
nise explicitly the role of nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics in controlling the change in
the radius of forced ascent at the top of the boundary layer on account of the expand-
ing outer circulation (Kilroy et al., 2016). We extend the framework to consider the effect
of atmosphere-ocean coupling on tropical cyclone intensity. This framework has not been
used previously to investigate the change in simulated tropical cyclone intensity for cou-
pled atmosphere-ocean models and can be understood as follows.

1. Air-sea coupling. Surface latent heat supplied to the tropical cyclone depends on the
sea-surface temperature (SST), the near-surface wind speed and the near-surface moisture
content. Changes in the surface latent heat flux lead to changes in the equivalent potential
temperature, ✓e, in the boundary layer. The value of ✓e determines the buoyancy acquired
by the air parcels in the boundary layer and whether they reach the level of free convec-
tion. Air parcels that do not reach the level of free convection remain negatively buoyant.
Those that reach the level of free convection become positively buoyant and rise into the
troposphere with a vertical velocity that depends on ✓e.

2. Boundary-layer convergence via surface drag. Surface drag leads to an inflow in the bound-
ary layer. Due to the upward pressure-perturbation force that follows from mass continuity,
the converging air is accelerated out of the boundary layer. The resulting vertical mass flux
at the top of the boundary layer, ⇢wBL, depends, in part, on the strength of the conver-
gence in the boundary layer. The strength of convergence and the radial location at which
the air is directed upwards are determined to a large extent by the nonlinear dynamics of
the boundary-layer flow and the expanding outer circulation.

3. Boundary-layer convergence via eyewall suction. In addition to the convergence pushing
out air mass from the boundary layer, deep convection in the eyewall updraught acts to
suck air mass at the top of the boundary layer into the eyewall updraught above (Smith
et al., 2015). Consequently, ⇢wBL depends on boundary-layer convergence via both surface
drag and eyewall suction, effects that cannot be separated because of the nonlinearity of
the flow dynamics.

4. Vertical mass flux. In contrast to ⇢wBL, the vertical mass flux in the eyewall updraught, ⇢wEW ,
is primarily buoyancy-driven and, therefore, more sensitive to changes in ✓e and ultimately
air-sea coupling than to changes in ⇢wBL. The change in ⇢wEW also depends on how the
areal extent of the eyewall updraught changes. The vertical mass fluxes are important
because they influence the evolution of the tropical cyclone structure. Due to mass conti-
nuity, mass flows out above the boundary layer if ⇢wEW is smaller than ⇢wBL. Conversely,
if ⇢wEW is greater than ⇢wBL, there is inflow above the boundary layer.

5. Advection of absolute angular momentum. Any change of the inflow or outflow above
the boundary layer is reflected in the radial advection of absolute angular momentum, M.
A weakening inflow above the boundary layer decreases the ability of the tropical cyclone
to advect M-surfaces radially inwards. Conversely, a strengthening inflow enhances the
ability of the tropical cyclone to advect M-surfaces radially inwards.

6. Tangential velocity change. The radial advection of M-surfaces translates into local
changes in the tangential velocity, v, which can be seen in the following expression for v in
terms of M in the f-plane approximation,
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v =
M

r
-

1

2
fr. (A.1)

The radius and Coriolis parameter are given by r and f, respectively.
7. Feedback on air-sea coupling. Finally, the local change in the tangential velocity above the

boundary layer leads to a change in the radial pressure gradient at the top of the boundary
layer (assuming the flow is in approximate gradient-wind balance). This radial pressure
gradient is transmitted into the boundary layer and leads to a change in the net radial force
there. Through nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics, the change in the net radial force and
the expanding outer circulation determine the change in the boundary-layer convergence
and the radius of forced ascent. Since the accompanying change in the near-surface wind
field influences the radial distribution of surface latent heat flux and, therefore, the air-
sea coupling outlined in (1), the interaction between the boundary layer flow and surface
latent heat flux forms a feedback loop.

Within this framework, the intensification of a mature tropical cyclone over a warm-
core eddy can be understood as follows (please refer to Figure A.1). A higher surface
latent heat flux leads to an increase in ✓e at the top of the boundary layer via air-sea
coupling. Air parcels with higher ✓e then ascend from the boundary layer into the eyewall
updraught at the radius of forced ascent. The vertical mass flux at the top of the boundary
layer depends on the convergence due to surface friction and the suction effect of deep
convection in the eyewall updraught. Assuming there is no warming aloft, the increase
in mean ✓e of air parcels ascending into the eyewall leads to an increase in mean vertical
velocity in the eyewall updraught and, if the areal extent of the eyewall updraught does
not decrease appreciably, an increase in the vertical mass flux. The inflow and the inward
advection of M increase in a vertical layer above the boundary layer at radii outside the
eyewall updraught. The corresponding increase in the local tangential velocity increases
the radial pressure gradient transmitted into the boundary layer, which changes the net
radial force there. The change in the net radial force, along with the expanding outer
circulation, leads to a change in the boundary-layer convergence and the radius of forced
ascent. While one may expect an increase in the transmitted radial pressure gradient to
increase the strength of the boundary-layer convergence and decrease the radius of forced
ascent, one cannot know whether this is the case until one performs the calculation, due to
the nonlinear nature of boundary-layer dynamics. A strengthening in the boundary-layer
convergence would feedback on air-sea coupling, with increasing near-surface wind speed
increasing the surface latent heat flux, assuming a constant moisture disequilibrium at
the air-sea interface. In reality, moisture disequilibrium is not constant and increases in
moisture disequilibrium can be a more efficient way of increasing surface latent heat flux
than near-surface wind speed (Jaimes et al., 2021).

As shown in Figure A.1, the decay of a mature tropical cyclone due to a cold wake or
interaction with a cold-core eddy can be understood with the same set of processes, but
with the tendencies reversed. Again, although one might expect a weakening of boundary-
layer convergence and an increase in the radius of forced ascent, one cannot be sure, due
to the nonlinear nature of boundary-layer dynamics. In the case of weakening boundary-
layer convergence, a negative feedback may occur between the surface latent heat flux and
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the near-surface wind speed. Note, however, that a negative feedback might also arise for
fixed SST, if convergence in the boundary layer is initially strong and ⇢wBL is greater
than ⇢wEW . In this case, there is an outflow above the boundary layer that spins down the
boundary-layer flow (Kilroy et al., 2016; Smith et al., 2018).

Figure A.1: Schematic of the processes outlined in the conceptual framework in the case of (a)
intensification over a warm-core eddy and (b) decay over a cold wake.

a.5 tropical cyclone in the icon simulation

The tropical cyclone simulated in the coupled ICON model is shown in Figure A.2. It
forms in the North Atlantic in the last 10 days of the 40-day simulation, between August
31 and September 9, 2013. These dates coincide with the historical North Atlantic tropical
storm Gabrielle. In our simulation, the tropical cyclone intensity is considerably larger than
in Gabrielle and follows a trajectory that runs much closer to the eastern seaboard of North
America, as seen in Figure A.2. However, the synoptic forecasting skill of the model is
marginal by day 30, and the synoptic ocean eddy field does not represent the ocean eddy
field from 2013. Therefore, the simulated tropical cyclone cannot be expected to correspond
to any historical tropical cyclone, including tropical storm Gabrielle.

In this section, we start with a brief overview of the tropical cyclone in the ICON simu-
lation, including its intensity, structure, and environment. (Section A.5.1). Then we inves-
tigate the change in tropical cyclone intensity with the help of the conceptual framework
outlined in Section A.4, focusing on the period where the tropical cyclone generates a cold
wake and encounters a warm-core eddy. Our investigation consists of three steps. Firstly,
we examine the role of the ocean in the surface latent heat flux supplied to the tropical
cyclone. Here, we analyse the pre-storm upper-ocean structure (Section A.5.2) and discuss
the coupling between the sea-surface cooling and the surface latent heat flux (Section A.5.3).
Secondly, we focus on the atmospheric processes that are listed in the conceptual frame-
work, including the thermodynamics of the ascending boundary-layer air (Section A.5.4),
the vertical mass fluxes in the eyewall updraught (Section A.5.5), the secondary circulation
in and above the boundary layer (Section A.5.6), and the advection of absolute angular
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momentum (M) at the top of the boundary layer (Section A.5.7). Finally, we draw on our
analysis of both the ocean and the atmosphere to discuss the combined importance of
ocean-atmosphere coupling and boundary-layer dynamics for the change in tropical cy-
clone intensity (Section A.5.8).

Figure A.2: The outgoing longwave radiation at a height of 30 km, corresponding to the model top,
is shown for 132 hours after 31/08/2013 00:00 UTC. The tropical cyclone traverses along
the trajectory (dotted line) to higher latitudes. The partitions between stages (see Table
1) are indicated with solid horizontal lines. Here, the data is plotted on the original
triangular grid, and land cells are masked out in gray.

a.5.1 Overview of the simulated tropical cyclone

A time series of tropical cyclone intensity is shown in Figure A.3. Two conventional mea-
sures of tropical cyclone intensity are displayed: the minimum mean sea-level pressure at
the centre, Pmin, and the maximum 10-m wind speed, Vmax. Between 92 and 116 hours the
tropical cyclone undergoes rapid intensification, defined as an increase in Vmax of more
than 15.4 ms-1 within 24 hours, into a category 3 hurricane with a peak Vmax of 52 ms-1

and a Pmin of 933 hPa (Kaplan et al., 2003). In the mature phase, Vmax initially decreases
between 116 and 152 hours: gradually until 136 hours, and then more dramatically up to
152 hours. During this period, the tropical cyclone weakens into a category 2 hurricane.
In the final part of the mature phase, the tropical cyclone reintensifies by around 6 ms-1

between 152 and 166 hours.
We subdivide the tropical cyclone intensity time series into several phases listed in Ta-

ble 1. We define the tropical depression phase to be the initial phase before the radius of
gales is well defined. The radius of gales refers to the radius at which the wind speed
crosses a threshold of 17 ms-1. The tropical depression phase (TD) is followed by the rapid
intensification phase (RI), where the radius of gales is well defined. Since the radius of gales
is computed from an azimuthal mean, unlike Vmax, the start of the rapid intensification
phase does not exactly coincide with Vmax exceeding 17 ms-1. We define the subsequent
mature phase to start when Vmax reaches its peak value at 116 hours and to end at 172
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Figure A.3: Top: The 3-hour running mean of the maximum near-surface wind speed, Vmax, and
the minimum sea level pressure, Pmin, are denoted by a solid line and a dashed line,
respectively. Bottom: A blow-up of the maximum near surface wind speed in the mature
phase (M). A description of the abbreviations is provided in Table 1.

hours, when the tropical cyclone makes landfall. The mature phase is further subdivided
into three subphases. During the cold wake 1 (CW1) phase, the tropical cyclone gradually
decays. The tropical cyclone experiences a more rapid decay in the cold wake 2 (CW2)
phase. Finally, in the warm feature (WF) phase, the tropical cyclone reintensifies.

Figure A.4 displays horizontal snapshots of vertical velocity and tangential velocity
taken at a height of 5 km. The first two panels show the development of a symmetric eye-
wall updraught during RI (Figure A.4 (a), (b)). The transition from an asymmetric structure
to a symmetric eyewall updraught is characteristic of the transition into a mature tropical
cyclone (Houze, 2010). The decreasing vertical velocity in the eyewall updraught region
during CW1 and CW2 indicates weakening deep convection (Figure A.4 (b) - (d)). Regions
of strong convection remain, but these are found away from the eyewall updraught at
radii beyond 100 km, where the 30-ms-1 tangential velocity contour is located. Towards the
end of CW2, convection in the eyewall updraught begins to strengthen, with a substantial
increase in the vertical velocity visible during WF (Figure A.4 (e), (f)).

The azimuthal-mean structure of the absolute angular momentum (M) surfaces and
the secondary circulation is shown in Figure A.5. As is typical of tropical cyclones, the M-
surfaces slope outwards with height and generally have a positive radial gradient. A region
of strong inflow is found at the sea surface and a region of outflow is located in the upper
troposphere. Connecting the inflow and outflow regions is a region of updraught at small
radii that extends vertically throughout the depth of the troposphere. As the secondary
circulation strengthens and the eyewall updraught develops during RI, the M-surfaces
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Stage Time (hours after
31/08/2013 00:00
UTC)

Intensity trend Maximum near-surface
wind speed (m/s)

Tropical Depression (TD) 0-69 Nascent tropical cyclone
strengthens into tropical storm

15-22

Rapid Intensification (RI) 69-116 Sustained intensification, in-
cluding instance of rapid inten-
sification

22-52

Mature (M): Cold Wake 1
(CW1)

116-136 Gradual decay 49-52

Mature (M): Cold Wake 2
(CW2)

136-156 Accelerated decay 42-50

Mature (M): Warm Feature
(WF)

156-172 Reintensification 42-48

Landfall and Recurvature (L) 172-240 Steady 42-45

Table 1: A list of phases that the simulated tropical cyclone undergoes during its life cycle.

Figure A.4: Horizontal snapshots of vertical velocity (blue and red shading) and tangential velocity
(black contours) at a height of 5 km at (a) 92 hours, (b) 116 hours, (c) 136 hours, (d) 144
hours, (e) 152 hours and (f) 168 hours after 31/08/2013 00:00 UTC. For the tangential
velocity, contours are shown for 35 ms-1, 40 ms-1 and 50 ms-1. The direction of the
vertical wind shear, as defined by Kaplan et al. (2003), is indicated by the arrow. Radial
grid lines are displayed for 50 km and 100 km.

move radially inwards, indicating a strengthening of the primary circulation (Figure A.5
(a), (b)). During the subsequent weakening of the eyewall updraught during CW1 and
CW2, the eyewall updraught moves radially outwards (Figure A.5 (b) - (e)). Simultaneously,
the primary circulation strengthens at larger radii, but weakens at smaller radii, where the
M-surfaces move outwards. As the eyewall updraught strengthens during WF, it moves
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radially inwards (Figure A.5 (e), (f)). The primary circulation strengthens throughout the
tropical cyclone, which is evident from the inward shift of the M-surfaces.

Figure A.5: Azimuthal-mean of flow in tropical cyclone is shown as a 3-hour running mean for 92,
116, 136, 144, 152 and 168 hours after 31/08/2018 00:00 UTC. Contours of the updraught
are shown by the solid black lines and correspond to (0.5, 1.0, 1.5) ms-1. The single blue
contour shows regions of downdraught. Angular momentum contours are displayed
as solid green lines and increase from the centre outwards, corresponding to (1.0, 1.5,
2.0, 2.5, 3.0) ⇥ 106 m2s-1. The blue and red shading indicates the inflow and outflow,
respectively. The shading corresponds to, from light to dark, (2, 6, 10, 14) ms-1. The
radius of maximum vertical velocity is indicated by the black dashed line and the radius
of maximum tangential velocity is shown as a green dashed line.

Figure A.6 shows the height of the boundary layer, h, diagnosed for the ICON simulation.
Here, h is defined as the height at which the maximum tangential velocity in the tropical
cyclone is located (Bryan et al., 2009). During RI, h initially decreases from 1200 to 600
m. During the remainder of RI and the subsequent mature phase, h fluctuates in a range
between 600 and 800 m. The vertical level in the ICON model that corresponds most
closely to the upper boundary of h in Figure A.6 is located at a height of 780 m. While the
boundary layer height is in reality a function of radius (Zhang et al., 2011), we take h to be
a constant 780 m with a view to keeping the subsequent analysis simple.

Figure A.7 (a) shows the time series of the surface latent heat flux averaged over an
annulus centred on the tropical cyclone centre, which is located at the surface grid cell
with the lowest mean sea-level pressure. The annulus has an inner and outer radius that
are respectively 10 km less than and 10 km greater than the radius of maximum near-
surface wind speed. The surface latent heat flux rises and peaks toward the end of RI at
820 Wm-2. During CW1, the surface latent heat flux reaches a local minimum of around
410 Wm-2 and then peaks again at 540 Wm-2. Subsequently, the surface latent heat flux
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Figure A.6: Time series of the boundary layer height, h, displayed as a 3-hour running mean.

decreases continuously into CW2 and reaches a global minimum of 110 Wm-2. This global
minimum is followed by an increase during the latter stage of CW2 and WF, where the
surface latent heat flux peaks at 730 Wm-2.

Figure A.7: Time series of (a) surface latent heat flux (LHF), (b) SST (solid line) and translational
speed (Vtrans) and (c) vertical wind shear. All variables are displayed as 3-hour running
means. LHF and SST are averaged over an annulus which extends 10 km inside and 10
km outside the radius of maximum near-surface wind speed. The vertical wind shear
is computed from the average horizontal wind vector over a circular anulus spanning
a radial interval between 200 km and 800 km.

A time series of SST is plotted in Figure A.7 (b). Here, SST is averaged over the same
time-varying annulus as for the surface latent heat flux. During RI, SST fluctuates between
29.0 oC and 27.3 oC. In the mature phase, SST experiences two minima and maxima that
coincide with the respective minima and maxima of the surface latent heat flux. During
CW1, a local minimum of 25.6 oC is followed by a local maximum of 26.2 oC. Subsequently,
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SST reaches a global minimum of 23.6 oC during CW2, before recovering and peaking at
27.2 oC in WF.

The time series of the translational speed, Vtrans, is also shown in Figure A.7 (b). A pos-
itive correlation and time lag are evident between SST and Vtrans. Initially, Vtrans shows
a clear downward trend, decreasing from 9 ms-1 during RI. During the mature phase, a
positive correlation and time lag between SST and Vtrans are evident from a similar set of
minima and maxima in Vtrans. The first minimum at 1 ms-1 occurs at the start of CW1 and
is quickly followed by a maximum close to 4 ms-1. After this maximum, Vtrans decreases
steadily until 144 hours (CW2) to approximately 2 ms-1. Subsequently, Vtrans increases in
the latter part of CW2 and then remains between 3 and 4 ms-1 until 160 hours (WF).

Figure A.7 (c) shows the vertical wind shear of the environment, which is defined as
the difference between the average horizontal wind vectors on the 200- and 850-hPa sur-
face computed for a radius between 200 and 800 km (Kaplan et al., 2003). The vertical wind
shear remains fairly constant at around 8 ms-1 during CW1, CW2 and the initial stage of
WF before increasing.

While the moderate to large vertical wind shear may reduce the maximum tropical
cyclone intensity reached in RI (Wong et al., 2004), a constant vertical wind shear is unlikely
to be responsible for the different decay rates in CW1 and CW2. Since increasing vertical
wind shear is associated with decay, the reintensification during WF cannot be due to the
concurrent increase in vertical wind shear.

Instead, the change in tropical cyclone intensity in the mature phase is strongly corre-
lated to the changes in SST and surface latent heat flux. The decay during CW1 and CW2
occurs as the SST and surface latent heat flux drop, with a faster rate of decay during CW2
coinciding with lower SST and surface latent heat flux than in CW1. Similarly, the reinten-
sification during the latter stage of CW2 and WF is accompanied by increasing SST and
surface latent heat flux. There is also a time lag between the change in SST and surface
latent heat flux and the intensity. The peak in intensity at the start of CW1 occurs two
hours after the surface latent heat flux peaks. During CW2, the intensity only reaches its
minimum value eight hours after both the SST and the surface latent heat flux do so.

a.5.2 Upper-ocean structure and sea-surface cooling

Figure A.8 (a) shows the pre-storm upper-ocean heat content, OHC, for the region tra-
versed by the tropical cyclone in the mature phase (CW1, CW2, WF). Values of OHC are
computed following Leipper et al. (1972), where OHC is defined as the deviation of the
upper-ocean temperature from 26 �C integrated over all depths between the surface and
the 26-�C isotherm. Physically, OHC can be interpreted as the anomalous heat content
in the upper ocean where the temperature exceeds 26 �C. The pre-storm OHC does not
exceed 40 kJ/cm2 along the section of the trajectory traversed during CW1 and CW2. How-
ever, the pre-storm OHC is much larger for the WF section of the trajectory and reaches a
maximum between 80 and 90 kJ/cm2.

The higher pre-storm OHC for the WF section of the trajectory corresponds to a warm-
core eddy. Situated at 30.5� N -77� E, the warm-core eddy lies directly on the trajectory
of the tropical cyclone. The surface current reveals an anticyclonic signature that is char-
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Figure A.8: Snapshots of (a) pre-storm ocean heat content (OHC) at 0 hours and SST at (b) 94
hours (RI), (c) 116 hours (RI/CW1), (d) 140 hours (CW2) and (e) 164 hours (WF) after
31/08/2013 00:00 UTC. The horizontal surface current is shown in (a) by the black
arrows. The tropical cyclone traverses northwards along the trajectory indicated by the
dotted line in all the snapshots. The position of the tropical cyclone is shown by the
black circle. The partitions between the stages (see Table 1) are indicated with solid
horizontal lines. The SST snapshots are plotted on the original triangular grid.

acteristic of warm-core eddies (Figure A.8 (a)). Although the warm-core eddy is clearly
visible from the pre-storm OHC and the sea-surface height (not shown), it is concealed in
the pre-storm SST field shown in Figure A.8 (b).

The presence of this concealed, subsurface warm-core eddy reduces the sea-surface cool-
ing locally (Figure A.8 (b) - (e)). The reduced sea-surface cooling is consistent with weaker
entrainment cooling in a deeper mixed layer (not shown), where less wind-driven kinetic
energy is available for turbulent mixing because more energy is lost to the thermocline via
internal near-inertial waves (Gill, 1984; Jaimes et al., 2009b; Linden, 1975). The higher SST
associated with the reduced sea-surface cooling over the warm-core eddy contrasts with
the lower SST trailing behind the tropical cyclone (Figure A.8 (e)). The lower SST is typical
of a cold wake associated with tropical cyclones. In agreement with previous work, the
sea-surface cooling is stronger on the right-hand side of the trajectory, and the strongest
sea surface cooling is found in the rear part of the cold wake away from the inner core,
which is typical for tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic (Chang et al., 1978; Cione et al.,
2003; Price, 1981). While the effect of warm-core eddies on the surface latent heat flux and
change in intensity has been studied before, this is the first study to examine the influence
of a warm-core eddy at depth on the kinematic structure of the boundary layer with a fully
three-dimensional eddy-resolving simulation.
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a.5.3 Influence of sea-surface cooling on surface latent heat flux

Figure A.9 shows the azimuthal-mean SST, moisture disequilibrium at the air-sea inter-
face, surface latent heat flux, and near-surface wind speed. During RI, the SST reflects
the ambient SST and changes over time, while remaining relatively uniform in the radial
direction (Figure A.9 (a)). A cold wake signal is evident during CW1 from the lower SST
and the positive radial gradient in SST at 120 hours. This cold-wake signal is superseded
by an increase in SST and then a second, more prolonged cold-wake signal. The second
cold-wake signal displays stronger sea-surface cooling during CW2 than in CW1; note the
lower SST and the larger positive radial gradient in SST. The variation in the sea-surface
cooling may be due to the change in the translational speed (Chang et al., 1978, 1979; Price,
1981). The time series in Figure A.7 (b) shows that the sea-surface cooling during both CW1
and CW2 follows a decrease in Vtrans. The stronger sea surface cooling in CW2 may also
be related to the increasing size of the tropical cyclone (not shown), with a radius of gales
increasing from 120 km at the start of CW1 to 250 km at the beginning of CW2 (Pun et al.,
2018). During WF, the high SST associated with the subsurface warm-core eddy contrasts
with the low SST in CW1 and CW2 (Figure A.9 (a)).

Figure A.9: Hovmöller plots of azimuthally averaged (a) SST, (b) moisture disequilibrium at the
air-sea interface, (c) surface latent heat flux and (d) near-surface wind speed for the
innermost 100 km. The spacing of the thin black contours for each of the plots are (a) 1
�C, (b) 1 gkg-1, (c), 100 Wm-2 and (d) 2 ms-1. The 3-hour running mean of the radius of
maximum near-surface wind speed, Rsurfmax, is shown as a thick solid black line in
all four plots.

The decrease in the moisture disequilibrium at the air-sea interface, �q, during CW1 and
CW2 is positively correlated to the decreasing SST (Figure A.9 (a), (b)). This correlation is
evident from the positive radial gradient seen during CW2 for both SST and �q inside
a 50 km radius. Similarly, the increasing �q is closely correlated to the increasing SST
during the latter stage of CW2 and WF. The change in �q is reflected by the decrease and
increase in the surface latent heat flux during the mature phase (Figure A.9 (b), (c)). The
pronounced change in surface latent heat flux during the mature phase is consistent with
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the high sensitivity of surface latent heat flux to SST in regions with large near-surface
wind speed (Cione et al., 2003).

The correlation between the changes in the surface latent heat flux and the near-surface
wind speed, V10m, is weaker during the mature phase (CW1, CW2, WF) than in RI (Figure
A.9 (c), (d)). During RI, the increase in the surface latent flux at the radius of maximum
near-surface wind speed, Rsurfmax, is consistent with the simultaneous increase in V10m.
At the end of RI, the peak in surface latent heat flux at Rsurfmax coincides temporally
and spatially with the peak in V10m. At larger radii, the change in the surface latent flux
during RI is influenced by changes in �q. Between 96 and 120 hours, the surface latent
heat flux exceeds 400 Wm-2 over a region extending from Rsurfmax out to 100 km. The
radial extent of the 400 Wm-2 contour decreases substantially in the latter part of CW1.
This decrease is consistent with the simultaneous decrease in SST and �q, rather than
the local increase in V10m seen from the expanding contours in Figure A.9 (d). While the
maximum surface latent heat flux occurs at Rsurfmax during CW1, the same is not true for
CW2. Instead, the maximum surface latent heat flux during CW2 occurs at a radius larger
than Rsurfmax, because the surface latent heat flux is dominated by the decrease in SST
and �q. During the latter stage of CW2 and WF, the sudden increase in surface latent heat
flux from Rsurfmax out to 100 km cannot be explained by a sudden local increase in V10m,
but rather by the jump in SST and �q. More generally, this period of reintensification is
an example of increasing SST and �q being an effective way to increase the surface latent
heat flux in a warm-ocean regime (Jaimes et al., 2021). The foregoing analysis shows that
the change in the areal-averaged surface latent heat flux in Figure A.7 (a) is dominated by
changes in SST and �q in the mature phase.

a.5.4 Equivalent potential temperature of ascending boundary layer air

The changes in the surface latent heat flux lead to changes in the equivalent potential tem-
perature, ✓e, in the boundary layer, which in turn determine the buoyancy of air parcels
there. Only air parcels with positive buoyancy at the top of the boundary layer are able
to rise into the eyewall updraught, with a vertical velocity that depends on the magnitude
of the buoyancy. Figure A.10 shows radius-height snapshots and a Hovmöller plot at the
boundary-layer top for the azimuthal-mean equivalent potential temperature, ✓e, and the
vertical velocity. As the tropical cyclone intensifies and becomes increasingly axisymmet-
ric during RI, the radial gradient of ✓e becomes negative throughout the innermost 100
km (Figure A.10 (a), (b), (g)). The largest negative radial gradient is found inside a 20 km
radius, where the ✓e contours become increasingly vertical throughout the depth of the
boundary layer. During CW1, the decreasing average surface latent heat flux is accompa-
nied by a decrease in ✓e inside a 20 km radius: note how the dark red shading in the inner
core disappears and the negative radial gradient decreases (Figure A.10 (b), (c), (g)). In
contrast, ✓e continues to increase between a 20 and 40 km radius throughout the depth
of the boundary layer. At radii beyond 40 km, the ✓e contours are not vertical and the
boundary layer is not well mixed. During CW2, the decrease in the average surface latent
heat flux to a global minimum is accompanied by a substantial drop in ✓e inside a 40 km
radius throughout the depth of the boundary layer (Figure A.10 (c), (d), (g)). Beyond a 40
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km radius, ✓e decreases in the upper boundary layer, as shown by the descending dark
blue region of low ✓e. Conversely, the increase in average surface latent heat flux during
the latter stage of CW2 and WF is accompanied by an increase in ✓e inside a 40 km ra-
dius throughout the depth of the boundary layer. At radii beyond 40 km, ✓e continues to
decrease (Figure A.10 ((d) - (g)).

Figure A.10: The azimuthal-mean of equivalent potential temperature, ✓e, and vertical velocity are
displayed as ((a) - (f)) six instantaneous, radius-height snapshots and (g) a Hovmöller
plot at the boundary layer top at 780 m. The vertical snapshots are shown for (a) 92
hours, (b) 116 hours, (c) 136 hours, (d) 144 hours, (e) 152 hours and (e) 168 hours after
31/08/2013 00:00 UTC. The horizontal black lines ((a) - (f)) indicates the top of the
boundary layer at 780 m. Note that the colorbar and contour values are identical for
both the vertical snapshots and the Hovmöller plot. The spacing between the red ✓e

contours is 1 K in panels (a) - (f) and 2.5 K in panel (g). The thick black contours ((a) -
(g)) correspond to an updraught of 0.25 ms-1 and 0.5 ms-1. The bright yellow contour
in panels (a) - (f) indicates the regions of downdraught (zero vertical velocity). For
visual clarity the yellow contour is not included in panel (g).

Figure A.11 shows the same ✓e in Figure A.10 (g) averaged over all radii where the
vertical velocity exceeds 0.25 ms-1, h✓eiup, as well as the mean radius of this updraught
region, hRiup. During CW1, h✓eiup decreases on account of a negative radial gradient in ✓e

and an increasing hRiup. The transient decrease in ✓e inside a 20 km radius does not have a
large effect on h✓eiup, because the corresponding updraught approximately extends from
15- to 40 km radius. During CW2, h✓eiup decreases faster than in CW1 on account of both
an increasing hRiup and the local decrease in ✓e inside a 40 km radius. Conversely, h✓eiup

increases during the latter stage of CW2 and WF, due to both the the local increase in ✓e

inside a 40 km radius and, from the end of CW2 onwards, a decreasing hRiup.
Besides decreasing surface latent heat flux, vortex-tilt induced downdraughts in a large

vertical-wind-shear environment can bring low-✓e air into the boundary layer at radii
beyond the eyewall updraught and reduce ✓e there (Molinari et al., 2013; Wadler et al.,
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Figure A.11: Time series of the azimuthal-mean equivalent potential temperature at 780 m aver-
aged over all radii where vertical velocity exceeds 0.25 ms-1, h✓eiup, and the mean
updraught radius where the vertical velocity exceeds 0.25 ms-1, hRiup. Both variables
are shown as a 3-hour running mean.

2018; Zhang et al., 2017a). Riemer et al. (2010) show that the pattern of anomalously low-
✓e air is inherently asymmetric and that the downward flux of low-✓e air increases with
increasing vertical wind shear and decreasing intensity. To quantify the flushing of low-✓e
air into the boundary layer, Riemer et al. (ibid.) examine the downward flux of ✓e, DFX,
which they define as,

DFX = w-✓
0
e, (A.2)

where w- is the vertical velocity in the downdraught region and ✓
0
e is the deviation of

the local ✓e from the azimuthal mean, ✓e. Regions of downdraught with anomalously low
✓e are positive. Note that regions of updraught with anomalously high ✓e will also yield
positive values of DFX.

Figure A.12 shows the DFX and the vertical velocity at the top of the boundary layer
at 780 m2 height. The positive values of DFX are found mainly in the eyewall updraught
region, corresponding to ascending air parcels with anomalously high ✓e. While positive
DFX values in the downdraught regions widely exceed 0.5 Ks-1 in Riemer et al. (ibid.) for
a comparable wind shear of 10 ms-1, they are weaker than 0.5 Ks-1 in Figure A.12, with the
exception of Figure A.12 (a) at 92 hours.

The small downward flux of low-✓e air suggests that the flushing of low-✓e is less
important for the decrease in h✓eiup during CW1 and CW2 than the change in surface
latent heat fluxes. The low ✓e contours that descend into the boundary layer (Figure A.10
(c)-(f)) are instead likely to be due due to drier environmental air as the tropical cyclone
moves to higher latitudes (not shown).

The foregoing analysis points to an important role played by the changes in the surface
latent heat flux in determining the accompanying changes in ✓e. Both the changes in ✓e

and the mean radius of the boundary-layer updraught determine the changes in buoyancy
of ascending air parcels at the top of the boundary layer, which is reflected in h✓eiup.

2 Note that Riemer et al. (2010) calculate the DFX at the top of the inflow layer at 1.5 km, and not at the top of
the boundary layer.
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Figure A.12: Instantaneous horizontal snapshots of the downward flux of ✓ 0
e, DFX, (blue and red

shading) and vertical velocity (black contours) at a height of 780 m at (a) 92 hours, (b)
116 hours, (c) 136 hours, (d) 144 hours, (e) 152 hours and (f) 168 hours after 31/08/2013
00:00 UTC. Contours are displayed for a vertical velocity of -0.1 ms-1 (dashed), 0.25
ms-1 (thick), and 0.5 ms-1 (thin). The direction of the vertical wind shear is indicated
by the arrow. Radial grid lines are displayed for 50 km and 100 km.

a.5.5 Vertical mass flux

While the equivalent potential temperature of the air parcels in the boundary layer deter-
mines their buoyancy, the ability of the eyewall updraught to accept ascending boundary-
layer air depends on the difference between the vertical mass flux within the eyewall up-
draught and its base at the top of the boundary layer. Figure A.13 displays the vertical
mass flux averaged over radii between zero and 60 km for heights of 780 m, ⇢w780m, and
5 km, ⇢w5km, respectively. The eyewall updraught at 5 km height lies inside a 60 km
radius, as shown by the 0.5 ms-1 contour in Figure A.5. During RI, ⇢w780m and ⇢w5km

increase. The increasing gap between ⇢w780m and ⇢w5km shows that the strengthening
convection in the eyewall updraught is increasingly able to accept the vertical mass flux
from the boundary layer. During CW1, ⇢w780m and ⇢w5km remain relatively constant.
During CW2, ⇢w5km falls rapidly at first and then continues to decrease more gradually.
A similar rapid fall is not seen for ⇢w780m, which decreases gradually throughout CW2.
This discrepancy shows that while deep convection weakens substantially in the eyewall
updraught, boundary-layer convergence remains relatively strong. Consequently, the deep
convection in the eyewall updraught is less able to ventilate the vertical mass flux from the
boundary layer. As a result, there is substantial weakening of the inflow into the eyewall
updraught from above the boundary layer, as seen in Section A.5.6. During the latter stage
of CW2 and WF, ⇢w780m and ⇢w5km experience a sharp increase and peak before decreas-
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ing again, which is consistent with a substantial strengthening of deep convection (Figure
A.4 (e), (f)).

Figure A.13: Upward mass fluxes averaged within a radius of 60 km are shown as a 3-hour running
mean for a height of 780 m (blue) and 5 km (red).

a.5.6 Updraught and inflow

The difference between the vertical mass flux in the eyewall updraught at around 5 km
height, where the vertical velocities are largest, and at its base at the top of the boundary
layer determines the strength of the radial inflow above the boundary layer. The azimuthal-
mean inflow and updraught for the lowermost 4 km is displayed in Figure A.14. During
CW1 and CW2, the inflow strengthens between 92 and 116 hours (Figure A.14 (a), (b)).
During the mature phase, the inflows above and below 1 km do not weaken in unison.
Comparing the 1 ms-1 and 2 ms-1 contours in Figure A.14 (b) and (c) reveals a weakening
of the inflow inside a 100 km radius during CW1. In contrast, the 5 and 10 ms-1 contours
show that the inflow in the lowermost 1 km remains relatively constant. The inflow also
reflects the radially outward movement of the eyewall updraught. From Figure A.14 (c)
and (d), it is evident that the inflow inside a 100 km radius continues to weaken above 1
km in CW2, while the inflow below 1 km remains relatively constant.

As the eyewall moves radially inwards during WF, the inflow strengthens both above
and below 1 km within the innermost 100 km, as shown by the 1, 5, and 10 ms-1 contours
(Figure A.14 (e), (f)). The strengthening inflow indicated by the 1 ms-1 contour coincides
with a second updraught region that is weaker than the primary updraught region and is
located between a radius of 50 km and 100 km. This second updraught region is associated
with a spiral band rather than a secondary eyewall, as seen from the plane-view plot of
vertical velocity in Figure A.4 (e) and Figure A.4 (f).

a.5.7 Absolute angular momentum

The changing radial inflow in a vertical layer above the boundary layer leads to changes
in the radial advection of absolute angular momentum (M) surfaces. Figure A.15 displays
a Hovmöller plot of the M-surfaces and the vertical velocity at the top of the boundary
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Figure A.14: Azimuthal-mean of secondary circulation shown as a 3-hour running mean for 92, 116,
136, 144, 152 and 168 hours after 31/08/2018 00:00 UTC. The red shading indicates the
magnitude of vertical velocity. Inflow contours are displayed as blue lines, correspond-
ing to (0.0,0.5,1.0,2.0,5.0,10.0) ms-1.

layer. During RI, the M contours move radially inwards over time for all radii inside 100
km. During CW1, the M contours inside the updraught region (characterised by a vertical
velocity greater than 0.25 ms-1) move radially outwards, as seen from the 1 ⇥ 106 m2s-1

and 1.5 ⇥ 106 m2s-1 contours. The M contours at larger radii continue to move radially
inwards in the intervening period. During CW2, in contrast, all the displayed M contours
move outwards over time. Although the radial flow beyond the eyewall updraught region
is directed inwards during CW2, the vertical advection of low M from below leads to
the displayed M contours moving outwards. During the latter stage of CW2 and WF, the
displayed M contours move inwards inside a radius of 100 km.

a.5.8 Discussion

The foregoing analysis allows us to understand the evolution of the azimuthal-mean struc-
ture and intensity of the tropical cyclone during the mature phase in terms of the concep-
tual framework outlined in Section A.4. In the following, we synthesise the foregoing anal-
ysis and discuss the change in azimuthal-mean structure and intensity separately for the
initial period of decay, the latter period of decay, and the period of reintensification. Com-
paring and contrasting the three different periods offers an insight into the importance of
boundary-layer dynamics and air-sea coupling. The schematic in Figure A.1 outlining the
conceptual framework used for the preceding analysis may prove useful in the following
discussion.

During CW1, the wind-stress-induced sea-surface cooling leads to a decrease in the SST
averaged within the radius of maximum near-surface wind. The decrease in SST and the
accompanying decrease in the moisture disequilibrium at the air-sea interface, �q, dom-
inate the overall decrease in the average surface latent heat flux within the same radius.
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Figure A.15: Hovmöller plot of angular momentum (M) and vertical velocity. The M contours at
a height of 780 m and 620 m are shown as black and yellow lines, respectively. The
contours are displayed for (1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5) ⇥ 106 m2s-1. The shading indicates
the vertical velocity at 780 m according to the colorbar.

The average surface latent heat flux reaches a local minimum, which is accompanied by a
transient decrease in the azimuthal-mean equivalent potential temperature at the top of the
boundary layer, ✓e, inside a 20 km radius. However, the transient decrease in ✓e does not
have a large influence on the mean ✓e of air ascending into the eyewall updraught at the
top of the boundary layer that is characterised by vertical velocities exceeding 0.25 ms-1,
h✓eiup. This is because the corresponding updraught region at the top of the boundary
layer extends from 15-40 km radius. Hence, h✓eiup is not appreciably affected by the de-
crease in the average surface latent heat flux. During CW1, the mean radius of the eyewall
updraught increases on account of nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics in the presence of
the expanding outer circulation. As the mean radius of the updraught increases, h✓eiup

decreases. The decreasing h✓eiup reduces the local buoyancy of air parcels in the eyewall
updraught, which leads to a decrease in the vertical velocity in the eyewall updraught.
While the vertical velocity decreases at a height of 5 km, which is in the middle tropo-
sphere, the average vertical mass flux remains steady3 within a radius of 60 km, which
includes the outward-moving eyewall updraught. Since the difference between the ver-
tical mass flux of the eyewall updraught in the middle troposphere and at the base of
the eyewall updraught remains large, the eyewall updraught is more than able to accept
the ascending boundary-layer air and produce a strong radial inflow in a vertical layer
above the boundary layer at radii beyond the eyewall updraught. In turn, the radial inflow
draws absolute angular momentum (M) surfaces, leading to a local increase in the tan-
gential wind speed. Because the tangential wind speed above the boundary layer remains
in gradient-wind balance to a good approximation (not shown), the local increase in the

3 Since the areal extent of the eyewall updraught increases, decreasing vertical velocity does not necessarily
equate to a decreasing vertical mass flux.
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tangential wind speed increases the local radial pressure gradient, which is transmitted es-
sentially unchanged into the boundary layer. The increase in the radial pressure gradient
in the boundary layer changes the net radial force in the boundary layer at radii beyond
the eyewall updraught. As shown by Kilroy et al. (2016), the expanding outer circulation
leads to an increase in the mean radius of the air ascending into the eyewall updraught
through nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics.

During CW2, the decreasing translational speed of the tropical cyclone leads to stronger
sea-surface cooling and a further decrease in the average SST. As in CW1, the decrease in
the average SST and the accompanying decrease in �q during CW2 are primarily respon-
sible for the decrease in the average surface latent heat flux, all of which reach a global
minimum for the RI phase and the mature phase. The decrease in the surface latent heat
flux is accompanied by a decrease in ✓e at the top of the boundary layer inside a 100 km
radius. Consequently, h✓eiup decreases faster than in CW1 on account of both the local
decrease in ✓e and the increasing mean radius of the ascending air controlled by the ex-
panding outer circulation. As before, the decreasing h✓eiup reduces the local buoyancy
and the vertical velocity in the eyewall updraught. In contrast to CW1, the decrease in
the vertical velocity is accompanied by a decrease in the vertical mass flux in the eyewall
updraught. Nevertheless, the vertical mass flux in the eyewall updraught remains larger
than that at its base. Hence, the eyewall updraught is still able to accept all the ascending
boundary-layer air, although the radial inflow weakens in a vertical layer above the bound-
ary layer at radii beyond the eyewall updraught. The weaker radial inflow, combined with
the vertical advection of low M from within the boundary layer, leads to M-surfaces mov-
ing radially outwards above the boundary layer at radii beyond the eyewall updraught
up to 100 km radius. Within this radial interval, the tangential wind speed at the top of
the boundary layer decreases along with the radial pressure gradient transmitted into the
boundary layer. The decrease in the radial pressure gradient changes the net radial force in
the boundary layer. Through nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics, the changes in the net
radial force, together with the expanding outer circulation, lead to an accelerated increase
in the mean radius of air ascending into the eyewall updraught compared with CW1.

During the latter stage of CW2 and WF, the foregoing tendencies are reversed. The
subsurface warm-core eddy reduces the strength of sea-surface cooling and the average
SST increases. The increase in the average SST and the accompanying increase in �q are
primarily responsible for the increase in average surface latent heat flux. The increase in
the surface latent heat flux is accompanied by an increase in ✓e at the top of the bound-
ary layer at radii inside 40 km. The value of h✓eiup increases because of both the local
increase in ✓e and the decreasing mean radius of the updraught, leading to an increase
in the local buoyancy and the vertical velocity in the eyewall updraught. The increase in
vertical velocity is accompanied by a sharp increase in the vertical mass flux in the eyewall
updraught. Since the difference between the vertical mass flux within and at the base of
the inward-moving eyewall updraught increases, the eyewall updraught is more able to
accept the ascending boundary-layer air than during the decay in CW2. As a result, the
radial inflow strengthens above the boundary layer and M-surfaces are drawn inwards at
radii beyond the eyewall updraught. Correspondingly, the tangential wind speed at the
top of the boundary layer increases along with the radial pressure gradient transmitted
into the boundary layer at radii beyond the eyewall updraught. Again, through nonlinear
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boundary-layer dynamics, the strengthening outer circulation leads to a decrease in the
mean radius of air ascending into the eyewall updraught, although a part of this decrease
may be associated with the local suction effects of the increasing vertical mass flux, which
are not captured by boundary-layer dynamics.

The outward-moving eyewall updraught in CW1 resembles the simulation in Kilroy et
al. (2016) with constant SST, because the decrease in average surface latent heat flux does
not have an appreciable effect on the thermodynamics of air ascending from the boundary
layer into the eyewall updraught, captured by h✓eiup. In CW2, by contrast, the decrease in
h✓eiup cannot be explained without air-sea coupling. Air-sea coupling is also crucial also
during the latter stage of CW2 and WF, where the increase in the average surface latent
heat flux is accompanied by an increase in h✓eiup and a burst in eyewall convection.

The foregoing discussion shows that the change in SST and surface latent heat flux
alone do not fully explain the changes in tropical cyclone intensity. Instead, it is necessary
to consider both air-sea interactions and boundary-layer dynamics in order to acquire
a complete picture of the changes in the azimuthal-mean structure and intensity of the
simulated tropical cyclone.

Although repeating the coupled simulation at higher resolution may improve the ro-
bustness of the foregoing results, there are several reasons to believe that the qualitative
behaviour described above would not change. Firstly, Fierro et al. (2009) found that the
amplitudes of low-wavenumber asymmetries decrease with finer grid spacing from 5 to
1 km, suggesting that azimuthal-mean analysis would be appropriate down to at least a
grid spacing of 1 km. Secondly, the most severe impact on the above results is likely to
be connected to the diffusivity of the boundary-layer scheme. In models with overly diffu-
sive boundary-layer schemes, the boundary-layer spin-up mechanism tends to be weaker
(Smith et al., 2010a). This is because the boundary-layer depth scales with the square root
of the eddy diffusivity (Smith, 1968). Since deeper boundary layers tend to have a weaker
inflow, the eddy diffusivity affects the inward advection of M surfaces in the boundary
layer. Nevertheless, the preceding analysis shows good agreement with the conceptual
framework and this is unlikely to change with a less diffusive boundary-layer scheme. This
agreement highlights the importance of understanding the individual processes within the
conceptual framework, which recognises the role of boundary-layer dynamics and air-sea
coupling for changes in tropical cyclone intensity.

a.6 the role of boundary layer dynamics for intensity

As outlined in the conceptual framework (Section 3), the expanding outer circulation de-
termines the change in both the boundary-layer convergence and the radius of forced
ascent through boundary-layer dynamics. In Section 4, we articulated how these aspects
of boundary-layer dynamics influence the decay and reintensification of a tropical cyclone
simulated in the coupled atmosphere-ocean ICON model. However, we did not provide ev-
idence for the expanding outer circulation controlling the increase in the mean updraught
radius at the top of the boundary layer on account of boundary-layer dynamics as the trop-
ical cyclone decays. Nor did we demonstrate a similar control when the mean updraught
radius decreases during reintensification.
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In this section, we follow Kilroy et al. (2016) and compare the ICON simulation with
a steady-state slab boundary-layer model (Smith, 2003). By indicating the change in the
radius of forced ascent in the presence of an expanding circulation, the comparison with
the slab boundary layer provides an insight as to whether the expanding circulation is
controlling the change in the radius of forced ascent in the ICON simulation.

a.6.1 Slab boundary layer model

The slab boundary-layer model solves for the radial velocity, ub(r), and tangential velocity,
vb(r), in the boundary layer as a function of radius, r. The equations governing the steady-
state slab boundary-layer model used here are derived from the momentum and continuity
equations (see appendix). Therefore, the solution is based on dynamical considerations
only; surface latent heat flux and inner-core convection in the eyewall are not included
explicitly . Nonlinear terms, which are particularly large and cannot be neglected in the
boundary layer, are retained in the momentum equations (Vogl et al., 2009). A steady-state
model is appropriate here, because the boundary layer is thin and reacts to changes in the
radial pressure gradient on short time-scales (Kilroy et al., 2016).

The boundary conditions for the slab boundary-layer model are the radial pressure gra-
dient at the top of the boundary layer at height, h, and the frictional drag at the sea surface.
We neglect the momentum flux into the boundary layer at h due to vertical diffusion, which
is assumed to be small compared to the surface term. The radial pressure gradient at h

is derived from the tangential velocity, assumed to be in gradient wind balance, and is
transmitted into the slab boundary layer. The surface momentum flux is derived from the
standard bulk aerodynamic formula and depends on wind speed and a drag coefficient,
CD. Density does not enter in the equations, because the fluid is assumed to be homoge-
neous.

For reasons outlined in Section A.5.1, we prescribe a fixed h of 780 m for the slab
boundary-layer model. The tangential velocity from the corresponding vertical level is
then used for the upper boundary condition. The choice of 780 m is also consistent with
the assumption of gradient wind balance at h, which is satisfied during the mature phase
in the ICON simulation to a good approximation (not shown).

We implement a function for CD in the slab boundary-layer model that is compatible
with observations (Black et al., 2007) and is given by,

CD = CD0 +CD1

�
1- e

-↵dvg
�

. (A.3)

The gradient wind speed at the top of the boundary layer is denoted by vg. When vg

is zero, CD is equal to CD0. For small vg, CD approximates a linear function of vg. For
large vg, CD asymptotically approaches CD0 + CD1. The coefficients, CD0, CD1 and ↵d

are set to 0.7 ⇥ 10-3, 1.4 ⇥ 10-3 and 5.5 ⇥ 10-2, respectively. These coefficients are chosen
to fit CD in the ICON model as closely as possible. With a view to keeping the model
simple, we accept that an exact fit is not possible, because CD in the ICON model is a
more complicated function that is not only dependent on wind speed, but also consistent
with the model’s turbulence scheme.
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a.6.2 Results from the slab boundary layer model

To facilitate a fair comparison with the slab boundary-layer model, the tangential and ra-
dial velocity in the ICON simulation are averaged over the lowermost 780 m. As shown
in Figure A.16, the slab boundary-layer model captures the outward shift of vb contours
during CW1 and CW2. The slopes of the vb contours in the slab boundary-layer model are
in good agreement with the ICON simulation. For WF, the slab boundary layer correctly
predicts that the vb contours within a radius of 50 km no longer move outwards. However,
while the inner edge of the solution moves inward, the slab boundary-layer model is un-
able to capture the full extent of the contraction in the ICON simulation; the vb contours
between 40 and 60 km do not move inwards. Note that a comparison is not possible at
small radii, because the slab boundary layer solution breaks down when ub goes to zero,
shown by the cut-off.

Figure A.16: The tangential velocity in the boundary layer, vb, is displayed as a Hovmöller plot for
the ICON (left) and the slab boundary layer model (right). For the ICON simulation,
vb represents a vertical average of tangential velocity over the lower 780 m in the
atmosphere.

The comparison for ub is shown in Figure A.17. Although ub is consistently larger in the
slab boundary-layer model, the slab boundary-layer model correctly predicts the expansion
of ub contours during CW1 and CW2 followed by the contraction in WF. Moreover, there
is good agreement with the strengthening between the latter half of CW2 and WF.

a.6.3 Discussion of results from the slab boundary layer model

One cannot expect to avoid quantitative differences when comparing the ICON simulation
with the highly idealised slab boundary layer model. Kepert (2010) showed that the slab
boundary-layer model tends to overestimate the inflow strength, which is consistent with
our results. At the same time, the weaker boundary-layer flow in the ICON simulation may
be linked to excessive vertical diffusion in the ICON model (Zhang et al., 2010). An indica-
tion of excessive vertical diffusion is the relatively weak vertical gradient of inflow in the
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Figure A.17: The radial velocity in the boundary layer, ub, is displayed as a Hovmöller plot for
the ICON simulation (left) and the slab boundary layer model (right). For the ICON
simulation, ub represents a vertical average of tangential velocity over the lower 780
m in the atmosphere.

boundary layer (not shown) (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2013). Combined with the sensitivity
of the slab boundary-layer model to h, as well as the lack of consensus on the definition of
h, it does not make sense to provide an interpretation of small quantitative differences for
our purposes (Zhang et al., 2011).

Despite its limitations, the slab boundary-layer model provides an important qualitative
insight into the change in the radius of forced ascent at the top of the boundary layer,
because its governing equations are parabolic. Information in parabolic equations flows
in the direction of the physical flow, which is radially inwards in the slab boundary-layer
model. Consequently, ub and vb at a given radius do not depend on the solution at smaller
radii. For this reason, the slab boundary-layer model does not include the convective suc-
tion effect described in Section A.4.

The results for CW1 and CW2 are similar to the findings in Kilroy et al. (2016) for a de-
caying tropical cyclone and constant SST, where the slab boundary-layer model predicted
the expansion of the ub and vb contours. As with Kilroy et al. (ibid.), the expansion of the
ub and vb contours show that an increasing radius of forced ascent is being controlled by
the expanding outer circulation in the ICON simulation via boundary-layer dynamics.

Similar to CW1 and CW2, the slab boundary-layer model can predict the contraction of
the ub contours and the innermost vb contour. Again, the agreement between the ICON
simulation and slab boundary layer shows that a decreasing radius of forced ascent is
being determined by the expanding outer circulation through boundary-layer dynamics.
The inability of the slab boundary-layer model to capture the full extent of the contraction
of the vb contours during WF is likely to be related to the enhanced convective suction
effect discussed in Section A.5.8.
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a.7 summary and conclusions

We examine how the atmospheric boundary layer modulates the intensity of a mature trop-
ical cyclone influenced by a realistic ocean-eddy field in a fully coupled atmosphere-ocean
model. To this end, we analyse a tropical cyclone simulated in the ICON model with a
global, nonhydrostatic configuration and a horizontal grid spacing of 5 km. After reaching
peak intensity, the simulated tropical cyclone experiences a period of decay following the
interaction with its cold wake and subsequently reintensifies as it encounters a subsurface,
warm-core eddy. The changes in the azimuthal-mean structure and intensity are analysed
with the help of a conceptual framework that recognises the importance of boundary-layer
dynamics, as well as the role played by air-sea interactions. A key part of the framework
is the recognition that the change in the mean radius of updraught at the boundary-layer
top is regulated by the expanding outer tangential wind field through boundary-layer
dynamics.

Our study shows that the outward movement of the eyewall updraught associated with
the cold wake is not due to air-sea interactions alone. During the early decay phase, the
decrease in the average equivalent potential temperature of the boundary-layer updraught
is related to an increase in the mean radius of the updraught rather than the decreasing
SST and surface latent heat flux. However, later in the decay phase the decreasing SST and
surface latent heat flux contribute to the decrease in equivalent potential temperature of
the boundary-layer updraught. The accompanying decrease in the vertical mass flux in
the interior of the eyewall updraught causes the radial inflow above the boundary layer to
weaken, which ultimately leads to a more pronounced spin-down than earlier in the decay
phase.

Similarly, boundary-layer dynamics and air-sea interactions both play an important role
for the inward movement of the eyewall updraught in the reintensification phase, where
the tendencies are reversed. The average equivalent potential temperature of the boundary-
layer updraught is related to the decrease in the mean radius of the updraught, as well
as the increase in local equivalent potential temperature arising from increasing SST and
surface latent heat flux. The accompanying increase in vertical mass flux leads to a strength-
ening radial inflow above the boundary layer and spin-up of the tropical cyclone.

The ability of a steady-state slab boundary-layer model to predict the increase in the
radius of forced ascent during the decay phase and, to a lesser extent, the subsequent de-
crease during reintensification provides evidence for the boundary-layer mechanism, first
articulated by Kilroy et al. (ibid.), in a coupled atmosphere-ocean simulation. Namely, that
the change in the radius of forced ascent is controlled by the expanding outer circulation
on account of nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics. In turn, the change in the radius of
forced ascent influences deep convection in the eyewall updraught, which then feeds back
on the boundary-layer flow.

In addition, this study highlights another layer of complexity to the coupling between
surface latent heat flux, SST, and near-surface wind speed through boundary layer dynam-
ics. The near-surface wind speed and the change in surface latent heat flux are linked to the
boundary-layer flow and depend on whether convergence in the boundary layer is dom-
inated by the nonlinear dynamics of the boundary-layer flow or the suction effect. Thus,
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any feedback between surface latent heat flux and tropical cyclone intensity in coupled
models ultimately involves nonlinear boundary-layer dynamics.

Taken together, the foregoing results show that boundary-layer dynamics should be
incorporated into any explanation of changes in tropical cyclone intensity in response to
sea-surface cooling in coupled atmosphere-ocean models with a realistic ocean-eddy field.

Further work is required to establish the robustness of these results for various degrees
of sea-surface cooling and vertical wind shear. This is because sea-surface cooling tends
to be highly asymmetric and vertical wind shear induces strong asymmetries in the tropi-
cal cyclone circulation. Such asymmetries are not captured in an axisymmetric framework.
The asymmetric downdraughts associated with vertical wind shear and vortex tilt have
been shown in previous studies to have a substantial effect on the boundary-layer thermo-
dynamics, but it is not clear how these changes would affect the radius of forced ascent
at the top of the boundary layer in a coupled atmosphere-ocean model. Further, recent
studies have demonstrated that the sea-surface cooling can lead to the formation of a sta-
ble boundary layer over the asymmetric cold wake, which leads to asymmetries in the
boundary layer flow. Again, it is unclear to what extent this asymmetric flow influences
the radius of forced ascent.

Finally, this is the first study that investigates the effect of a warm-core eddy at depth on
the kinematic structure of the tropical cyclone boundary layer with a fully three-dimensional
eddy-resolving simulation. While the warm-core eddy is able to sustain a large surface la-
tent heat flux and reduce sea-surface cooling due to a large ocean heat content, the degree
of reintensification is inextricably linked to the decreasing radius of forced ascent and the
accompanying changes in the kinematic and thermodynamic structure of the boundary
layer. Conversely, our results suggest that boundary-layer dynamics play an important role
in sea-surface cooling in coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations. Specifically, understand-
ing the link between the outer circulation and radius of forced ascent through boundary-
layer dynamics may improve predictions of tropical cyclone size, which is an important
factor for sea-surface cooling.
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a.9 appendix : slab boundary layer model

The equations in the slab boundary layer are solved for the radial velocity, ub(r), tangential
velocity, vb(r) and the vertical velocity, wh(r). Since the equations are steady state, the
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equations are solved separately for each time step. That is, a unique ub(r), vb(r) and
wh(r) are obtained for each time step. Assuming that ub(r) and vb(r) are in geostrophic
balance (not gradient wind balance) at a large radius, r = R, allows the equations to be
solved for ub(R) and vb(R). The complete solutions to these equations are then obtained
by incrementally integrating ub(r) and vb(r) radially inwards. As an intermediate step
between each integration, the vertical velocity, wh(r), is computed with the local values of
ub(r) and vb(r).

The equations are formulated on an f-plane in cylindrical polar coordinates and are
given by,
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The slab boundary-layer model treats the boundary layer as a single slab with no vari-
ation in the vertical, so that ub and vb are functions of radius only. Multiplying Equation
A.4 by ub gives the radial momentum equation. Similarly, multiplying Equation A.5 by ub

returns the tangential momentum equation. The terms on the left-hand side of Equation
A.4 and A.5 correspond to the radial advection of radial momentum and tangential mo-
mentum, respectively. The first term on the right-hand side of these equations relate to the
vertical advection of momentum. The term wh- is related to wh by wh- = 1

2 (wh - |wh|).
For the case of negative wh, wh- and wh have the same magnitude. If wh is positive, wh-

is zero. Physically, this means that only downward advection of momentum from above
the boundary layer influences the dynamics in the boundary layer, and not the upward
advection of momentum out of the boundary layer. The second and third terms on the
right-hand side in Equation A.4 are equivalent to the agradient force per unit mass divided
by ub. Here, vg and f are the gradient wind above the boundary layer and the Coriolis pa-
rameter, respectively. The agradient force per unit mass, given by (v2g - v

2
b)/r+ f(vg - vb),

is the sum of the Coriolis and centrifugal forces for vg minus the sum of Coriolis and cen-
trifugal forces for vb. The agradient force represents the radial force imbalance between the
radial pressure gradient in the slab boundary layer, which is given by the sum of Coriolis
and centrifugal forces for vg, and the Coriolis and centrifugal forces in the slab boundary
layer. When the agradient force is zero, the flow is in gradient wind balance. Hence, the
agradient force quantifies the deviation of the flow from gradient wind balance. Finally, the
last term in Equation A.4 and A.5 represents the effect of friction at the surface, which de-

pends on the drag coefficient, CD, and the horizontal wind speed, (u2
b + v

2
b)

1
2 . For further

information on this boundary-layer model, the reader is referred to Smith, 2003.
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AT M O S P H E R E - O C E A N S I M U L AT I O N

b.1 abstract

We study the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity with a one-year, global
simulation run with the coupled atmosphere-ocean ICOsahedral Nonhydrostatic (ICON)
model. The ocean component is initialised with atmospheric forcing prior to coupling,
permitting the formation of background oceanic features, including ocean eddies and cur-
rents. The model simulates a reasonable climatology with a total of 66 tropical cyclones
that are category 1 or stronger and 24 major tropical cyclones (category 3 - 5). Encounters
between the tropical cyclones and ocean eddies are common. In total, 107 ocean eddies are
encountered by the tropical cyclones, of which 63 are cold-core eddies and 44 are warm-
core eddies. More than 70% of the tropical cyclones encounter at least one ocean eddy
and 45% encounter two or more. Our analysis reveals that tropical cyclones that encounter
warm-core eddies reach on average a higher peak intensity, whereas cold-core eddies do
not have an effect on the average peak intensity. If these results prove to be robust, they
point to a potential bias in future projections of tropical cyclone intensity, which are based
on global climate simulations that do not resolve ocean eddies.

b.2 introduction

This study examines whether ocean eddies have an effect on tropical cyclone intensity in a
one-year, global, convection-permitting, coupled ocean–atmosphere simulation with 5-km
horizontal grid spacing. Ocean eddies influence tropical cyclone intensity by possessing a
subsurface structure that differs from that of the ambient ocean. When a tropical cyclone
encounters an ocean eddy, the sudden change in the subsurface ocean structure changes
the strength of the sea-surface cooling induced by the tropical cyclone. By impacting the
strength of the sea-surface cooling, ocean eddies influence the surface latent heat flux,
which is the primary energy source for tropical cyclones (Emanuel, 1986). Warm-core ed-
dies can sustain a large surface latent heat flux, which can lead to a substantial increase in
tropical cyclone intensity (Kumar et al., 2021).

The surface latent heat flux is a function of the moisture disequilibrium and the near-
surface wind speed, of which the former depends on SST. A decrease in SST associated
with sea-surface cooling equates to a decrease in surface latent heat flux if the near-surface
wind speed and the near-surface specific humidity fields are held constant in time. In real-
ity, near-surface wind speed and near-surface specific humidity are not constant. However,
numerical studies using coupled atmosphere-ocean models have shown that sea-surface
cooling results in tropical cyclones with smaller surface latent heat fluxes and lower max-
imum intensities, compared to the case where sea-surface cooling is absent (Bender et al.,
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1993; Chang et al., 1979; Khain et al., 1991). The importance of sea-surface cooling for
tropical cyclone intensity is exemplified by the improvement in intensity forecasting dis-
played by coupled atmosphere-ocean models, which capture sea-surface cooling, over the
atmosphere-only models that do not (Balaguru et al., 2018; Bender et al., 2000; Mogensen
et al., 2017).

The relation between sea-surface cooling, surface latent heat flux and maximum intensity
is often conceptualised as a negative feedback. As the tropical cyclone intensifies, the sea-
surface cooling increases in magnitude on account of increasing wind-stress at the air-sea
interface and due to the upward mixing of colder water masses. This sea-surface cooling
leads in turn to a decrease in surface latent heat flux that acts to prevent the tropical cyclone
from intensifying further. By influencing the degree of sea-surface cooling, the subsurface
ocean structure affects the strength of this negative feedback and, ultimately, the tropical
cyclone intensity. Given the importance of the subsurface ocean structure for sea-surface
cooling, the subsurface ocean structure is considered to be of first-order importance for
tropical cyclone intensity forecasting (Emanuel, 1999).

Ocean eddies are a feature of the subsurface ocean that are of particular interest for trop-
ical cyclone intensity forecasting. Observational studies have shown that tropical cyclones
encountering warm-core eddies appear to weaken the negative feedback by suppressing
sea-surface cooling and maintaining a high surface latent heat flux, leading to intensi-
fication and, in the case of Hurricane Katrina (2005) and Hurricane Opal (1995), rapid
intensification (Ali et al., 2007; Jaimes et al., 2009b, 2016; Lin et al., 2005; Patnaik et al.,
2014; Shay et al., 2000). Conversely, observations of tropical cyclone decay has been linked
to cold-core eddies that strengthen the negative feedback by enhancing sea-surface cooling
and reducing surface latent heat flux (Jaimes et al., 2009b; Patnaik et al., 2014). The afore-
mentioned effect of warm-core and cold-core eddies on tropical cyclone intensity has been
demonstrated by numerous modelling studies of varying complexity (Hong et al., 2000;
Lin et al., 2005; Ma et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2007b; Yan et al., 2017).

Warm-core eddies tend to suppress sea-surface cooling because they possess a deeper
mixed layer with a higher ocean heat content (OHC) than their surroundings. Cold-core
eddies tend to enhance sea-surface cooling due to their shallower mixed layer and lower
OHC compared to the ambient environment. However, the cooling of the mixed layer and,
ultimately, the sea surface under tropical cyclone forcing depends not only on the vertical
thermal structure of the ocean eddy but also on the the circulation of the eddy. Jaimes
et al. (Oct. 2011) found that the anticyclonic circulation of warm-core eddies suppressed
mixed-layer cooling due to downwelling, weak stratification over the deep warm water
column and the vertical dispersion of near-inertial energy. Conversely, the cyclonic circula-
tion of cold-core eddies favours mixed-layer cooling through a combination of upwelling,
strong stratification and the trapping of near-inertial energy that enhances vertical-shear
driven mixing at the base of the mixed layer. Yablonsky et al. (Mar. 2012) demonstrated the
possibility of the anticyclonic circulation of a warm-core eddy positioned to the right of
the track (in the Northern Hemisphere) to advect colder waters under the tropical cyclone
centre, such that the warm-core eddy weakens the intensity. The sea-surface cooling is also
a function of the background oceanic flow in which the ocean eddy is embedded. While
wind forcing leads to upwelling under the tropical cyclone centre for an ocean intially at
rest (O’Brien et al., 1967), this is not necessarily the case for a geostrophic ocean, where
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the upwelling depends on the projection of the wind stress vector on the geostrophic flow
(Jaimes et al., 2009b).

While numerous studies provide compelling evidence of ocean eddies playing an impor-
tant role for tropical cyclone intensity in individual case studies, it is not clear how often
tropical cyclones encounter ocean eddies on a global scale. Analysis of best-track data and
satellite altimetry by Ma et al. (2017)showed that 90% of tropical cyclones in the western
Pacific between 2002 and 2011 encounter ocean eddies, suggesting that such encounters
may be common on a global scale. However, even if tropical cyclones encounter ocean ed-
dies often, it is not clear what impact they would have on tropical cyclone intensity. This
is partly because ocean eddies vary substantially in size and structure, but also because
the aforementioned negative feedback mechanism is a highly idealised simplification of
the physics that govern the tropical cyclone, the ocean eddy and the coupling between the
atmosphere and the ocean.

Strictly speaking, the surface wind-stress, and hence the sea-surface cooling, depends
on the near-surface wind speed rather than the tropical cyclone intensity, which refers to
the maximum near-surface wind speed. The total time-integrated wind-stress forcing at a
given point is also a function of tropical cyclone size and translation speed, with larger
and slower moving tropical cyclones taking longer to pass overhead. Therefore, the degree
to which an ocean eddy suppresses or enhances the sea-surface cooling depends on the
near-surface wind field, the size and the translation speed.

Furthermore, the relationship between surface latent heat flux and tropical cyclone in-
tensity is highly non-linear. The complexities of how tropical cyclone intensity changes in
response to a change in surface latent heat flux can be understood with a basic concep-
tual model of a mature, axisymmetric tropical cyclone (Kumar et al., 2021; Montgomery
et al., 2017; Ooyama, 1982; Ooyama, 1969). An intensifying tropical cyclone corresponds
to a vortex spinning up with angular momentum surfaces moving inwards. Conversely,
a decaying tropical cyclone equates to a vortex spinning down with angular momentum
surfaces moving outwards. While a decrease in surface latent heat flux can reduce the
buoyancy of boundary layer air that rises into the eyewall above, the radius at which the
converging boundary layer air is forced upwards depends on boundary layer dynamics
(Kilroy et al., 2016; Kumar et al., 2021; Smith et al., 2009). Therefore, both boundary layer
dynamics and thermodynamics influence the eyewall convection, and hence the transverse
overturning circulation in a tropical cyclone. Depending on the advection of angular mo-
mentum surfaces by the overturning circulation, the tropical cyclone proceeds to spin up
or down. Taken together with other environmental factors that affect tropical cyclone in-
tensity, such as vertical wind shear (Frank et al., 2001; Kaplan et al., 2003; Wong et al.,
2004), the highly coupled nature of the tropical cyclone circulation makes foreseeing the
response of tropical cyclone intensity to ocean eddies more difficult.

In this study, we investigate the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity on a
global scale. To this end, we analyse a one-year simulation run with the global, convection-
permitting, coupled atmosphere-ocean ICON model with a 5-km horizontal grid spacing.
Background oceanic features, including ocean eddies, are recreated through a spin-up pro-
cess of the ocean prior to coupling with the atmosphere (not to be confused with tropical
cyclone spin up). The analysis is divided into two main parts. Firstly, we use a tracking al-
gorithm to extract the tropical cyclone tracks and compare the tropical cyclone climatology
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simulated in the model with the observational record. We also identify the ocean eddies
that are intersected by the tropical cyclone tracks. Then, we analyse the effect of ocean
eddies on tropical cyclone intensity by sorting the simulated tropical cyclones according
to whether they encounter WCEs or CCEs. We compare the peak intensity, track-averaged
SST, and track-averaged surface latent heat flux to see if there is a statistically significant
difference between these groups. A description of the model and the simulation is given in
Section B.3. The algorithms used to track the tropical cyclones and identify ocean eddies
are outlined in Section B.4. An overview of the tropical cyclone climatology is given in
Section B.5, followed by the analysis of the impact of WCEs and CCEs in Section B.6 and
the conclusion in Section B.7.

b.3 icon model description and simulation

To study the effect of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity, we analyse an existing
one-year simulation run as part of the development of the 5-km, global, coupled atmo-
sphere–ocean ICON model (Korn, 2017; Zängl et al., 2015). The atmosphere has a total of
70 vertical levels with a model top at a height of 30 km. The lowermost nine vertical levels
lie below 1 km, ensuring adequate resolution of the boundary layer flow. The ocean in-
cludes bottom topography and 128 vertical levels. Similar to the atmosphere, the 12 levels
in the uppermost 100 m of the ocean allow for sufficient resolution of the vertical structure
of ocean eddies. The model time steps for the atmosphere and ocean are 30 seconds and 90
seconds, respectively. Fluxes are exchanged between the atmosphere and the ocean every
15 minutes.

The ICON physics package for the atmosphere is based on the physics package im-
plemented in the ECHAM model developed at the Max Planck Institute for Meteorology
(Giorgetta et al., 2018). Crucially, convection is not parameterised in our simulation. The
cloud physics scheme simulates both ice and water hydrometeors. The vertical transport at
subgrid scales via turbulent motion is parameterised with a Smagorinsky diffusion scheme.
Vertical mixing in the upper ocean is parameterised with a turbulent kinetic energy (TKE)
scheme (Gaspar et al., 1990). The ocean resolves long surface gravity waves, but does not
resolve short surface gravity waves, including breaking surface waves. However, the TKE
associated with these breaking surface waves appears as a source term in the TKE equation
of the Gaspar mixing scheme.

The atmosphere was initialised using remapped ECMWF operational analysis data for
20th January 2020 (Dee et al., 2011). The ocean was spun up by applying climatologi-
cal atmospheric forcing from the fifth generation ECMWF atmospheric dataset (ERA5).
The spin up process recreates background oceanic features, including currents and ocean
eddies. Following the atmospheric initialization and ocean spin up, the atmosphere and
ocean are run in coupled mode for one year until 20th January 2021.
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b.4 algorithms for tracking tropical cyclones and identifying ocean
eddies

To analyse the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity, it is necessary to iden-
tify the tropical cyclones and the ocean eddies they encounter from the ICON output data.
We first derive the tropical cyclone tracks globally and then identify ocean eddies locally
for each tropical cyclone within a region enclosing the track. Since the location of ocean
eddies changes little over the typical lifetime of a tropical cyclone, the ocean eddies are
only identified at the time step when the tropical cyclone is initially detected and not at all
time steps throughout the tropical cyclone’s lifetime.

b.4.1 Tropical-cyclone tracking algorithm

Our tropical-cyclone tracking algorithm uses the mean sea-level pressure and the 10-m
wind speed between 40� S and 40� N. The algorithm starts at the first simulation time step
and loops over all the time steps in ascending order. For each time step, the algorithm is
divided into two steps: (1) updating the tracks for pre-existing tropical cyclones and (2)
detecting new tropical cyclones. In step (1), the tracking algorithm computes the lowest
mean-sea level pressure within a radius of 400 km of each tropical-cyclone track point
from the previous time step. If the lowest mean sea-level pressure is less than 999 hPa,
the coordinate of the corresponding grid cell is added to the track. Otherwise, the track is
terminated. All the grid cells within a 400-km radius of any detected tropical cyclone centre
are masked in the input data to avoid double counting. In step (2), the tracking algorithm
takes the masked input fields and searches for the grid cell with the lowest mean sea-level
pressure. If the mean sea-level pressure is less than 990 hPa and the maximum near-surface
wind speed within a radius of 400 km exceeds 17 m/s, the coordinate of the corresponding
grid cell is taken to be the start of a new track. If the minimum mean sea-level pressure is
less than 990 hPa, but the maximum near-surface wind speed is less than 17 m/s, no new
track is added. In both cases, the algorithm masks out all grid cells within 400 km of the
minimum mean sea-level pressure and then repeats the procedure for the minimum mean
sea-level pressure of the remaining grid cells. The algorithm continues to search for new
grid cells, until there are no cells remaining with a mean sea-level pressure less than 990
hPa. Once this point is reached, the algorithm moves to the next time step.

Implementing our own tracking algorithm instead of a pre-existing algorithm maximises
flexibility in adjusting thresholds that are suited to the tropical cyclones simulated on the
ICON model’s unstructured grid. This approach is justified because there is a lack of
consensus on the ideal tracking algorithm; the thresholds and input variables used in
tracking algorithms, with the exception of the 10-m wind speed, vary substantially in
global climate simulations (Horn et al., 2014). Consistent with other tracking algorithms,
the 10-m wind speed is the key variable for detection and tracking in our algorithm. The
10-m wind thresholds used in tracking algorithms is typically lower than the threshold
of 17 ms-1 in observations, with the exact threshold depending on the grid spacing of
the model. However, for a grid spacing of 50 km, the recommended 10-m wind threshold
deviates by less than 1 ms-1 from 17 ms-1 and quickly converges on 17 ms-1 as grid
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spacing decreases further (Walsh et al., 2007). Given the grid spacing in the ICON model
is substantially smaller than 50 km, we assume 17 ms-1 to be an appropriate threshold
for detecting tropical cyclones in the ICON simulation. We filter out tropical storms as
a post-processing step by removing those tropical cyclones with a maximum 10-m wind
speed that does not exceed 33 ms-1. Removing the tropical storms allows us to focus on
stronger tropical cyclones where the wind forcing is larger and the strength of the negative
feedback is presumably stronger. Since warm-core thresholds are less important for strong
tropical cyclones that already have a distinct warm core (ibid.), our algorithm does not
scan the temperature field for a warm core.

b.4.2 Eddy-identification algorithm

Our eddy-identification algorithm follows Matsuoka et al. (2016) with a different method
for computing the eddy’s outer boundary. Furthermore, we do not implement the tracking
aspect of their algorithm, because we only seek to identify ocean eddies at a single time
step. The identification of each eddy centre and its respective inner boundary is identical
to their algorithm and takes as inputs the sea surface height (SSH) and the Okubo-Weiss
parameter. The Okubo-Weiss parameter is defined as the stress squared plus the strain
squared minus vorticity and is negative for ocean eddies. Our method for computing the
outer boundary is based on the circulation of the surface current, rather than the surface-
current-magnitude threshold used in Matsuoka et al. (2016) that is optimised for eddies in
the vicinity of the Pacific Kuroshio current and not necessarily appropriate for other ocean
basins. However, it is not clear if our method functions better on a global scale. For each
tropical cyclone, we select a rectangular domain with a latitude and longitude interval
equal to that spanned by the track plus a buffer of 5 � for each of the four sides. This buffer
ensures that the selected domain includes the full radial extent of the tropical cyclone at
all points along its track.

The algorithm searches the selected domain for grid cells that correspond to the centre
of an ocean eddy. We define an eddy centre as a minimum or maximum in SSH where
the Okubo-Weiss parameter is negative. To qualify as an SSH minimum or maximum, the
grid cell and its neighbours must satisfy the conditions imposed by the 9x9 filter shown
in Figure B.1. To apply the 9x9 filter, the SSH field is interpolated onto a rectangular grid
with a grid spacing of 0.1 �. After all eddy centres are computed, the algorithm proceeds
to define the inner and outer boundary of each eddy. The inner boundary is a contour of
constant SSH. To determine the SSH value of the inner-boundary contour, the algorithm
computes the radius from the eddy centre to the nearest SSH inflection point for 20 equally
spaced polar angles ranging from 0 to 360 degrees. The smallest radius is selected and the
SSH at the corresponding inflection point defines the inner-boundary contour. The outer
boundary is defined by a contour that is identical in shape to the inner-boundary contour,
but may be larger by a scale factor. The chosen scale factor maximizes the circulation of
the surface current and is constrained to lie between one and two.

An example of the eddy inner and outer boundaries computed with the algorithm is
shown in Figure B.2. The same set of eddy contours are shown overlaid on the Okubo-
Weiss parameter field and the SSH field in Figure B.2 a) and b), respectively. The algorithm
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Figure B.1: Schematic of the 9x9 filter adapted from Matsuoka et al., 2016. Each square represents
a single grid cell. If the eddy is associated with an SSH minimum, the SSH successively
increases from the central cell (black) outwards for each of the 8 paths (arrows) sepa-
rately. SSH values on different paths are not compared. If the eddy is associated with
an SSH maximum, the SSH successively decreases along the same paths.

is able to capture most of the ocean eddies which appear as coherent features with a neg-
ative Okubo-Weiss parameter surrounded by a rotational flow. However, there are also a
number of false positives, which may influence the statistics in this study. Despite identi-
fying false positives, the algorithm is sufficient in the sense that it does correctly identify
features that are clearly ocean eddies.

As outlined above, the outer-eddy boundaries are constrained to have the same shape
as the inner-eddy boundaries. This constraint yields outer-eddy boundaries that sometime
deviate markedly from the actual outer-eddy boundary. However, the precise shape of
the outer-eddy boundary presumably has a smaller effect on the number of intersections
between eddies and tropical cyclone tracks compared to the size and location of the eddies.
Moreover, there is no consensus on the definition of the outer-eddy boundary; methods to
determine the outer-eddy boundary analyse various fields, including streamline functions,
SSH signatures, the Q-Criterion and the Okubo-Weiss parameter (Chaigneau et al., 2008;
Chelton et al., 2011; Williams et al., 2011; Yi et al., 2014). For these reasons, we believe our
algorithm is sufficient for the purposes of this study.

b.5 tropical cyclone climatology

In the following section, we provide a overview of the tropical cyclone climatology sim-
ulated by the ICON model. We start by presenting the tropical cyclone tracks in Section
B.5.1, followed by a comparison between the simulated tropical cyclone intensity and fre-
quency with the observational record in Section B.5.2. In Section B.5.3, we examine the
simulated pressure-wind relationship. Finally, we examine the sea-surface cooling associ-
ated with the tropical cyclones and the number of eddies they encounter in Section B.5.4
and Section B.5.5, respectively.
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Figure B.2: Two plots of the ocean eddies identified for a single track off the west coast of Mexico
overlaid on a) the Okubo-Weiss parameter and b) the sea surface height. The inner-
and outer-eddy contours are shown as thin and thick loops, respectively. The surface
current is displayed in both plots with black arrows scaled according to the magnitude.
The track points are also indicated in both plots by solid black circles.

b.5.1 Tracks

The tropical cyclone tracks are displayed in Figure B.3. The tracks are located in the Pacific
Ocean, the Southern Indian Ocean and the North Atlantic Ocean, including the Gulf of
Mexico. Besides the lack of tracks in the North Indian Ocean, the geographical region
covered by the tracks and the greater number of tracks in the Northern Hemisphere than
the Southern Hemisphere is in agreement with tropical cyclone climatology. Note that
only tropical cyclones with a maximum intensity of at least 33 m/s, corresponding to
category 1 on the Saffir-Simpson scale, remain after the post-processing step of the tracking
algorithm. The tracks do not extend south of 40� S and north of 40� N, because this is the
domain of the input fields used by the tracking algorithm. The choice of domain prevents
the algorithm from detecting erroneously long tracks, which arise because the algorithm
often does not terminate the tracks for tropical cyclones that leave this domain due to the
lower climatological mean sea-level pressure at high latitudes. Although in reality tropical
cyclone tracks extend beyond 40� S and 40� N, tropical cyclone genesis occurs within
this domain (Gray, 1975). Correspondingly, we do not expect the number of tracks to be
affected by our choice of domain.

b.5.2 Intensity and frequency

As shown in Table 2, the 66 tropical cyclones (Category 1 - 5) in the ICON simulation is
substantially larger than the 45 tropical cyclones observed in 2020 and the yearly mean of
47.5 tropical cyclones between 1981 and 2010. The number of simulated tropical cyclones
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Figure B.3: Global map of tropical cyclone tracks in the simulation. The black marker denotes the
location at which each tropical cyclone is initially detected. The tracks are colour-coded
according to the peak intensity reached by the tropical cyclone over its lifetime.

Storm type Simulation
count

Observation
count (2020)

Mean count
(1981-2010)

Record count
(1972-2020)

Tropical cyclone
(Category 1-5)

66 45 47.5 59 (2018, 2020)

Major trop-
ical cyclone
(Category 3-5)

24 21 23.4 39 (1990, 1992,
2018)

Accumulated
cyclone energy
(ACE ⇥104 kt2)

697.7 (excluding
tropical storms)

579.9 770.2 1163.1 (1992)

Table 2: Table comparing the simulated frequency of tropical cyclones and simulated accumalated
cyclone energy with observations. Note that the simulated time period starts on 21st Jan-
uary 2020 and ends on 21st January 2021, whereas the observed values refer strictly to the
year 2020. The observational data is taken from: NOAA National Centers for Environmen-
tal Information, State of the Climate: Tropical Cyclones for Annual 2020, published online
January 2021, retrieved on April 20, 2021 from https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/tropica
l-cyclones/202013.

https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/tropical-cyclones/202013
https://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/sotc/tropical-cyclones/202013
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Figure B.4: Comparison between simulated monthly tropical-cyclone frequency across the globe
with observations from 2020. The frequency for the simulated tropical cyclones is shown
as a stacked bar chart sorted according to category. Observed values for 2020 are shown
as black dots. Observations are taken from the same source as for Table 2.

also exceeds the yearly record between 1972 and 2020 of 59. However, there is good agree-
ment in terms of major tropical cyclones, defined as being category 3 or stronger. The 24
simulated major tropical cyclones is similar to the observed number of 21 in 2020 and
the yearly mean of 23.4 between 1981 and 2010. The number of major tropical cyclones
is much lower than the record of 39 for the period from 1972 until 2020. Also, the accu-
mulated cyclone energy (ACE), which is a measure of tropical cyclone frequency, intensity
and duration, lies between the observed ACE for 2020 and the mean ACE.

Figure B.4 shows the global monthly frequency of tropical cyclones for the ICON simu-
lation and for observations in 2020. The simulated monthly frequency exceeds that of the
observations for all months, with the exception of January, April and November. The sim-
ulated monthly frequency peaks in August, which is consistent with the observations and
reflects the higher frequency of tropical cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere compared
to the Southern Hemisphere. A smaller peak in March corresponds to the height of the
tropical cyclone season simulated in the Southern Hemisphere. In the observations, this
peak occurs in February, a month earlier than in the simulation. No tropical cyclones are
simulated in April.

Figure B.4 also shows the breakdown of monthly frequency by category. None of the
simulated tropical cyclones intensify into category 5 tropical cyclones. The months with the
highest frequency of major tropical cyclones are August and October with 6 each. All the
category 4 tropical cyclones in the Northern Hemisphere occur between the beginning of
July and the end of October, the four months with the largest number of tropical cyclones.
Apart from one category 4 tropical cyclone in the Gulf of Mexico, all category 4 tropical
cyclones are found in the Pacific (Figure B.3).

The tendency for the model to simulate too many tropical cyclones throughout the year
may be linked to the simulated large-scale environment being too conducive to tropical
cyclone genesis. Environmental factors that are conducive to genesis include high SST and
low vertical wind shear, which are accounted for in genesis indices (Menkes et al., 2012).
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The representation of the Madden-Julian Oscillation, which is highly model dependent,
may also be a contributing factor for the discrepancy between the simulated and the ob-
served monthly frequency (Satoh et al., 2012). The Madden-Julian Oscillation is one of the
main sources of predictability on intraseasonal time scale in the tropics and modulates
tropical cyclone frequency globally (Camargo et al., 2009, 2016; Klotzbach, 2014; Klotzbach
et al., 2015). On the other hand, there are large differences in tropical cyclone frequency
across models with similar genesis indices, which suggests that the frequency is more
strongly controlled by the simulated dynamics of the tropical cyclone circulation rather
than the large-scale environment (Camargo, 2013; Camargo et al., 2016).

b.5.3 Pressure-wind relationship

Figure B.5 shows the pressure-wind relationship for the ICON simulation compared with
the observed relationship for 2020. The ICON pressure-wind relationship has a steeper
negative gradient than the observed relationship. For category 1 tropical cyclones, there
is a substantial overlap between the simulated and observational data points. At wind
speeds corresponding to category 2 or higher, the simulated tropical cyclones generally
have a lower pressure than the observed tropical cyclones. The pressure gap between the
observed and simulated tropical cyclones increases with increasing wind speed.

The deviation between the pressure-wind relationship may be related to the surface
drag coefficient in the model. Bao et al. (Oct. 2012) demonstrated that switching from a
surface drag coefficient that increases linearly with wind speed to a coefficient that in-
creases linearly and then plateaus at high wind speeds yields tropical cyclones with a
larger minimum pressure but a similar wind speed. As the surface drag coefficient in the
ICON model increases linearly with wind speed, modifying the wind dependence so that
the drag coefficient plateaus at high wind speeds may bring the simulated pressure-wind
relationship closer to the observed relationship. Bao et al. (Oct. 2012) also show that the
choice of boundary layer mixing scheme and other subgrid parameterisations have a tan-
gible impact on both the minimum pressure and maximum wind speed by influencing the
kinematic structure of the tropical cyclone. It should be noted that the data points corre-
spond to surface fields in the boundary layer, where gradient wind balance does not hold.
Therefore, caution should be applied when invoking gradient wind balance to interpret
the differences in the pressure-wind relationship.

b.5.4 Sea-surface cooling

We define the sea-surface cooling at each track point, �SST, as the change in SST from
24 hours before to 24 hours after the tropical cyclone is directly overhead. The SST at
both time steps is an average over the circular region centred on the track point with a
radius equal to the radius of maximum wind speed when the tropical cyclone is directly
overhead.

Figure B.6 shows the time series of �SST averaged over all tropical cyclones of the same
category. Before averaging, all the time series are centred on the time step where the �SST
is most negative, which corresponds to the strongest sea-surface cooling. The magnitude
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Figure B.5: Comparison between the simulated pressure-wind relationship and the observed
pressure-wind relationship for 2020. The observations are taken from the same source
as in Table 2.

of �SST increases going from category 1 to category 4, indicating that, on average, the
maximum strength of the sea-surface cooling increases with increasing tropical cyclone
intensity.

Figure B.7 shows a scatter plot of �SST averaged along each track, �SST , plotted against
the maximum near-surface wind speed attained by the corresponding tropical cyclone. In
contrast to �SST, �SST does not display a clear increase in magnitude with increasing
intensity. The data points with error bars show the average �SST for each category and
the associated standard deviations. While the average �SST increases in magnitude from
category 1 to category 2, there is a relatively small increase between category 2 and cate-
gory 3. Similarly, the average �SST displays a relatively small increase between category
3 and 4. Although the method to calculate �SST differs slightly, the relative small increase
in the magnitude of average �SST above category 2 is broadly in agreement with the
observational study by Lloyd et al. (Feb. 2011).

b.5.5 Tropical-cyclone-eddy encounters

We define an encounter between a tropical cyclone and an ocean eddy when at least one
track point lies within the eddy’s outer-boundary contour. This definition is conservative,
given that tropical cyclones typically have a much larger radius than ocean eddies. Never-
theless, we choose this definition, because the inner region of the tropical cyclone is where
the surface latent heat flux is most sensitive to sea-surface cooling on account of high wind
speeds (Cione et al., 2003). According to this definition, there are a total of 107 ocean ed-
dies that are encountered by the tropical cyclones in the ICON simulation. Of these ocean
eddies, 63 are cold-core eddies (CCE) and 44 are warm-core eddies (WCE). The larger
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Figure B.6: Simulated sea-surface cooling averaged across all tropical cyclones of the same category.
Prior to averaging, all the time series are centred on the time step where sea-surface
cooling is strongest, i.e. �SST is most negative.

Figure B.7: Scatter plot of track-averaged sea-surface cooling plotted against the maximum near-
surface wind speed obtained by the tropical cyclone. The vertical lines represent the
binned averages and the standard deviations for each category.
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Figure B.8: Grouped bar chart showing the number of tropical cyclones that encounter n ocean ed-
dies, where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. The grey bars display the number of tropical cyclones
that encounter a total of n ocean eddies, where n is a sum of the number of warm-core
eddies (WCEs) and cold-core eddies (CCEs). The red and blue bars display the number
of tropical cyclones that encounter a total of n WCEs and n CCEs, respectively. The
exact numbers are displayed on top of each bar.

number of CCEs encountered than WCEs is in agreement with Ma et al. (2017), who focus
on the Northwest Pacific. As shown in Figure B.8, 18 tropical cyclones encounter no ocean
eddies. The remaining 48 tropical cyclones encounter at least one ocean eddy, of which
31 encounter two or more. Figure B.8 also displays the number of tropical-cyclone-eddy
encounters for WCEs and CCEs separately. The number of tropical cyclones that encounter
no WCEs is larger than the number of tropical cyclone that encounter no CCEs. Similarly,
the number of tropical cyclones that encounter one WCE is larger than the number of trop-
ical cyclone that encounter one CCE. The trend reverses for two encounters or more, where
more tropical cyclones encounter CCEs than WCEs. The differing distribution for WCEs
and CCEs reflects the larger number of CCEs than WCEs encountered across all tropical
cyclones.

b.6 impact of ocean eddies on tc intensity

The large number of encounters between ocean eddies and tropical cyclones makes this
simulation a rich data set that enables us to explore the impact of ocean eddies on tropical
cyclone intensity. In the following, we examine this impact for warm-core eddies (WCEs)
and cold core eddies (CCEs) separately. To determine whether WCEs have a statistically
significant impact on tropical cyclone intensity, we divide the tropical cyclones into two
groups: those that encounter at least one WCE before reaching peak intensity (warm-track
tropical cyclones) and those that do not (not-warm-track tropical cyclones). Subsequently,
we compare the average peak intensity for these two groups. To further understand the
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Figure B.9: Normalised histogram of the peak intensity, Vmax, for warm-track and not-warm-track
tropical cyclones. The mean for the warm-core-track tropical cyclones, µWCE, and not-
warm-track tropical cyclones, µ, are given with their respective 95% confidence inter-
vals.

effect of WCEs in terms of the negative feedback between tropical cyclone intensity and
sea-surface cooling, we also analyse the surface latent heat flux and sea-surface cooling for
each tropical cyclone averaged over all track points before the tropical cyclone reaches peak
intensity. Finally, we repeat the same analysis for the CCEs, where the tropical cyclones are
divided into those that encounter at least one CCE before reaching peak intensity (cold-
track tropical cyclones) and those that do not (not-cold-track tropical cyclones).

b.6.1 Warm-core eddies

There are a total of 14 warm-track tropical cyclones. The distributions of peak intensity,
Vmax, for the warm-track and the remaining 52 not-warm-track tropical cyclones are
shown as a normalised histogram in Figure B.9. Compared to the distribution for the
not-warm-track tropical cyclones, the distribution for the warm-track tropical cyclones is
shifted to the right. The rightward shift is evident from the peak in the distributions, which
is located at the interval 55-60 ms-1 for the warm-track tropical cyclones compared to the
lower 45-50 ms-1 for the not-warm-track tropical cyclones. As a result, the mean Vmax is
higher at 52.1 ms-1 for the warm-track tropical cyclones compared to 44.5 ms-1 for the
not-warm-track tropical cyclones. The difference between the means is statistically signif-
icant at the 95% confidence level. The difference of 7.5 ms-1 between the two means is
substantial, with the mean corresponding to category 3 for warm-track tropical cyclones
but only category 2 for the not-warm-track tropical cyclones.

Figure B.10 a) displays the normalised histogram for the track-averaged surface latent
heat flux before the tropical cyclone reaches peak intensity, LHF. Similar to the distribu-
tions of Vmax, the distribution for the warm-track tropical cyclones is shifted to the right
compared to the not-warm-track tropical cyclones. Again, the rightward shift is reflected in
the peak and the mean of the distributions. The peak of the distribution for the warm-track
tropical cyclones lies in the 750-1250 Wm-2 range compared to the peak in the lower 250-
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Figure B.10: Four panel plots comparing warm-track tropical cyclones with not-warm-track trop-
ical cyclones. Panel a) is a histogram of the track-averaged surface latent heat flux,
LHF. Panel b) is a scatter plot of the peak intensity, Vmax, against LHF. Panel c) is a
histogram of the track-averaged sea-surface cooling, �SST . Panel d) is a scatter plot
of Vmax against �SST . The correlation coefficients, lines of best fit and corresponding
95% confidence intervals are shown for the scatter plots. The means for the histograms
are indicated at the top of panel a) and panel c).

500 Wm-2 range for the not-warm-track tropical cyclones. The mean LHF is higher at 1147
Wm-2 for the warm-track tropical cyclones than the 826 Wm-2 for the not-warm-track
tropical cyclones. Similar to Vvmax, the difference in the means is statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level.

Figure B.10 b) shows a scatter plot of Vmax against LHF for each for the two groups.
The warm-track tropical cyclones display a strong positive correlation of 0.95 compared
with the weaker positive correlation of 0.75 for the not-warm-track tropical cyclones. The
corresponding lines of best fit and their respective 95% confidence intervals are also shown
in Figure B.10 b). For a given LHF, Vmax is larger for the warm-track line of best fit than
for the not-warm-track line of best fit. However, the confidence intervals overlap.

Figure B.10 c) shows the normalised histogram for the track-averaged change in SST
before the tropical cyclone reaches peak intensity, �SST . The distributions are similar in
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Figure B.11: Same as Figure B.9 but for cold-track and not-cold-track tropical cyclones.

appearance, with the most frequent cooling occurring bar between -1 K and 0 K and the
second most frequent cooling occurring between -2 K and -1 K. For warm-track tropical
cyclones, the mean �SST is -1.2 K, which is slightly higher than the mean �SST of -1.3 K
for not-warm-track tropical cyclones. However, this difference is not statistically significant
at the 95% confidence level.

Figure B.10 d) shows a scatter plot of Vmax against �SST for each of the two groups.
Both warm-track and not-warm-track tropical cyclones display a similar weak negative
correlation of -0.19 and -0.18 respectively. The corresponding lines of best fit and their
respective 95% confidence intervals are also shown in Figure B.10 d). For a given �SST ,
Vmax is larger for the warm-track line of best fit than for the not-warm-track line of best fit.
Apart from an interval between approximately -1.5 K and 1.0 K, the confidence intervals
overlap.

b.6.2 Cold-core eddies

There are a total of 23 cold-track tropical cyclones. The distributions of peak intensity,
Vmax, for the cold-track and the remaining 43 not-cold-track tropical cyclones are shown
as a normalised histogram in Figure B.11. Both distributions peak in the range 40-45 ms-1.
The mean Vmax for the cold-track tropical cyclones of 46.8 ms-1 is higher than the mean
Vmax of 45.8 ms-1 for the not-cold-track tropical cyclones. In contrast to the analysis of
the warm-core eddies in the previous section, the difference between the mean Vmax of
both distributions is not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.

Figure B.12 a) displays the normalised histogram for the track-averaged surface latent
heat flux before the tropical cyclone reaches peak intensity, LHF. Compared to the distri-
bution for the not-cold-track tropical cyclones, the distribution for the cold-track tropical
cyclones is skewed to the left. Correspondingly, the mean LHF is lower at 833 Wm-2 for
the cold-track tropical cyclones compared to the mean LHF of 932.3 for the not-cold-track
tropical cyclones. However, similar to Vmax, the difference in the means is not statistically
significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Figure B.12: Same as Figure B.10 but for cold-track and not-cold-track tropical cyclones.

Figure B.12 b) shows a scatter plot of Vmax against LHF for each of the two groups.
The cold-track tropical cyclones display a strong positive correlation of 0.85 compared
with the weaker positive correlation of 0.8 for the not-cold-track tropical cyclones. The
correlation for the cold-track tropical cyclones is less that the correlation for the warm-
track tropical cyclones shown in Figure B.10 b). The corresponding lines of best fit and their
respective 95% confidence intervals for the cold-track and not-cold-track tropical cyclones
are also shown in Figure B.12 b). In contrast to the equivalent scatter plot for the warm-core
eddy analysis, the lines of best fit intersect each other. Moreover, the overlap between the
confidence intervals is larger compared to the same scatter plot for the warm-core eddy
analysis.

Figure B.12 c) shows the normalised histogram for �SST . The distributions are similar
in appearance, with the most frequent cooling occurring between -1 K and 0 K and the
second most frequent cooling occurring between -2 K and -1 K. For cold-track tropical
cyclones, the mean �SST is -1.5 K, which is lower than the mean of -1.1 K for not-cold-
track tropical cyclones. However, similar to the warm-core eddy analysis, this difference is
not statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
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Figure B.12 d) shows a scatter plot of Vmax against �SST for each of the two groups.
While not-cold-track tropical cyclones have a weak negative correlation of -0.28, the cold-
track tropical cyclones have a negligible positive correlation of 0.08. The large difference
between the gradients of the lines of best fit reflects the large scatter of both the cold-track
and not-cold-track data points. In addition, the lines of best fit intersect and the confidence
intervals overlap to a greater extent compared to the equivalent plot for the warm-core
eddy analysis.

b.6.3 Discussion

The above results indicate that WCEs have a substantial impact on peak intensity on a
global scale. The warm-track tropical cyclones reach on average a higher peak intensity
than the not-warm-track tropical cyclones. Despite reaching a higher peak intensity, warm-
track tropical cyclones experience a similar average sea-surface cooling prior to reaching
peak intensity compared to not-warm-track tropical cyclones. This discrepancy suggests
that WCEs are suppressing sea-surface cooling, which in turn sustains the larger average
surface latent heat flux experienced on average by warm-track tropical cyclones.

The results also point to tropical cyclones that encounter WCEs requiring a smaller
surface latent heat flux to achieve the same peak intensity. The reason may be that warm-
track tropical cyclones intensify more rapidly and then reach peak intensity shortly after
crossing the WCE due to the ensuing sea-surface cooling. Conversely, tropical cyclones
that intensify more slowly may experience a larger surface latent heat flux for a longer
period of time before they reach peak intensity, corresponding to a larger average surface
latent heat flux compared to warm-track tropical cyclones.

In contrast to WCEs, CCEs do not have a statistically significant impact on the average
peak intensity. Taken together with the lack of a statistically significant difference between
the means for the average surface latent heat flux and the sea-surface cooling, it is not
clear how cold-core eddies affect peak intensity. The lack of statistical significance may be
due to the cold-track tropical cyclones also encountering WCEs, resulting in a large spread
of peak intensities. These results suggest that CCEs have a weaker effect on average peak
intensity compared to WCEs and that CCEs may be of secondary importance for peak
intensity.

b.7 summary and conclusion

We conduct the first study on the impact of ocean eddies on tropical cyclone intensity
on a global scale. To this end, we analyse a one year, global coupled atmosphere-ocean
simulation run with the ICON model with a horizontal grid spacing of 5 km. Spinning
up the ocean prior to coupling with the atmosphere leads to the formation of warm-core
eddies and cold-core eddies, as well as other oceanic features, such as boundary currents.

The tropical cyclones in the one-year global simulation display reasonable tropical cy-
clone climatology in line with observations. With the exception of the North Indian Ocean,
tropical cyclones are simulated in all ocean basins where they typically occur. Although
the number of tropical cyclones that are category 1 or stronger exceeds the record count,
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the 24 major tropical cyclones (category 3 - 5) simulated is close to the mean number of
23.4 for the period from 1981 to 2010. The monthly variation in tropical cyclone frequency
reflects the climatological asymmetry between the Northern and Southern Hemisphere,
with a large peak in the August and a smaller peak in March. The pressure-wind relation-
ship displays a typical negative correlation, although the model tends to simulate tropical
cyclones with a lower central mean sea-level pressure compared to observations. The sim-
ulated strengthening of sea-surface cooling with increasing category is also is in line with
observations. The ability of the model to simulate a reasonable tropical cyclone climatol-
ogy provides confidence in the suitability of the simulation to study the impact of ocean
eddies on tropical cyclone intensity.

To investigate the impact of the warm-core and cold-core eddies on tropical cyclone
intensity, we focus on the peak intensity reached by the simulated tropical cyclones. For the
analysis of the warm-core eddies, we divide the tropical cyclones into those that encounter
at least one warm-core eddy prior to reaching peak intensity and those that do not. We
proceed by examining the track-averaged surface latent heat flux and sea-surface cooling
from the initial detection up to the time of peak intensity. We then repeat this analysis for
the cold-core eddies.

Our results indicate that warm-core eddies have a substantial impact on the peak inten-
sity attained by the simulated tropical cyclones. The tropical cyclones that encounter at
least one warm-core eddy prior to reaching peak intensity reach an average peak intensity
corresponding to category 3. By contrast, those tropical cyclones that do not encounter
any warm-core eddies prior to peak intensity attain an average peak intensity equivalent
to category 2. The higher average peak intensity of the tropical cyclones that encounter
warm-core eddies is associated with a higher mean track-averaged surface latent heat flux
but a similar mean track-averaged sea-surface cooling. This result is consistent with warm-
core eddies sustaining large surface latent heat flux by suppressing sea-surface cooling.
Moreover, the relationship between the peak intensity and track-averaged surface latent
heat flux suggest that warm-core eddies may result in tropical cyclones to intensify and
reach peak intensity sooner compared to the case where the tropical cyclones does not
encounter any warm-core eddies.

In contrast to warm-core eddies, we find that cold-core eddies do not have a clear impact
on average peak intensity. When a tropical cyclone encounters both a cold-core eddy and
warm-core eddy prior to peak intensity, the effect of the former may be masked by the
effect of the latter. Given the lack of a robust signal, cold-core eddies may be of secondary
importance for peak intensity on a global scale as opposed to warm-core eddies.

Finally, our results are relevant for future projections of tropical cyclone intensity. Al-
though most future projections predict an increase in the global proportion of intense
tropical cyclones (category 4 and 5), they are based on global climate simulations that do
not resolve ocean eddies (Knutson et al., 2020). Given that our results point to a substan-
tial impact of warm-core on tropical cyclone intensity on a global scale, the lack of eddy
resolving climate simulation may introduce a bias in future projections of tropical cyclone
intensity.
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